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The Uood Old Summer Time.
A Hchool boy once wrote an essay in
which he said that the mule is a "queer
l. BUCK,
bird," having wings on either side of
its head, and is "very backward about
Surgeon Dentist,
MAINE.
going forward." Qe might have added
SOlTH PARIS,
that, when it goes forward, it is with a
work warrante»!.
a;i my l*'5'
rush. With exceptions, the season has
been much as the boy wrote concerning
Η. Ρ- JON SS,
the mule. When the cold was succeeded by warm weather, there was the lackDentist,
ing essential of moisture. Finally, howMAINE.
ever, the one thing needed was added,
so Κ WAY.
and
4.
to
growing crops "jumped," in a way
y to Ιΐ—1
Οβο« Hour»—
seldom equalled.
Evidently, the unseasonable cold had prepared the crops
r. r iMITII.
for what was coming, and uever were
raiu and warmth better utilized. The
Attorney at Law,
first rains to break the dry spell were
MAINE.
NORWAY,
Collectlone a Specialty. accompanied by lightning, and assumed
i
Horne Bio·
a local character.
A general rain, however, followed and continued twenty-*
Λ PARK.
four hours.
This we may terra the "hay" rain
Attorneys at Law,
owing to the inadequacy of the former
MAINE.
BKTHKI.,
showers to wet meadow land to the exEllery C. l'ark.
A i iiion Κ Herrlck.
tent of
pushing hay along rapidly.
Within ten days the hay prospect has
S. IIAKLOW,
improved live times as many per cent,
and although the work of securing it
Attorney at Law,
will be belated several weeks, the crop
MAINE.
DlUlfcU».
will be pretty fair after all. Some will
undoubtedly cut timothy too early for a
«'ttlbHT.* WHEELER,
full measure of the product, but medium
clover will be better handled as soon as
in full blooiu, and then there will be a
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
second crop, possibly heavier than the
><»ITU PARIS, MAINE.
first, depending on the weather.
Alton C. Wheeler.
limnc »-Υ"
Corn made a checkered growth at the
start, owing to unseasonable conditions,
&
but
when planted at a time affording
J. H.
favorable conditions of heat and moistAND
SURVEYORS.
CHIL EVilNEERS
ure, it came up unusually well.
My
35 Hl.' street, South Parle, Maine.
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CO.,

owu corn,

plauted May 20, although

en-

during very dry weather for a few days,
Maps and Plan· made to order.
Mnpsoftlu tl.ulierlanttoaiKl pocket maps of is now tip as evenly as I ever had corn
net) county for sale.
grow. Some seemed to forget that conra of the Atlae of Maine.;
Pi. llditions may alter times of plauting.
Persons who planted as early as the middle of May were forced to replant much
of it.
Some varieties of wheat show a considerable
proportion of smut,—some
Me.
Main
St.,
Norway,
14
fields having as mauy as one-seventh of
the heads given up to that fungus. It
seems a pity to have prospectively good
wheat turned iuto this worthless stuff,
but one must be prepared to accept
things that are not altogether to his lilt-

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

Stoves,

Hardware,
and

Ranges.

ing.

1 was in the towns of Cobocton, Howard and Avoca about ten days or more
Lead ago, and there saw meadows that did
All ΚίικΝ of Pipe
uot look guod enough for a half ton of
and Iron.
hay per acre. I suppose they have imlike those of our own township,
proved,
Telephone 134-11.
anil will make crops that could not have
been expected before the rains came. 1
noticed that on lands naturally wet,
J. WALDO
grass made more than ordinary headway
during the dry weather. The surplus of
moisture that such lands are now getting will have some effect in an opposite
direction.
MASONIO BLOCK,
I had been told that drilled wells may
At least
serve as barometers, in a way.
NORWAY.
Telephone Connection.
they were said to foretell, by their roiling, the approach of heavy rains. This
is said to be true, even of those drilled
HOLLISTERS
all their depth in bed rock. While our
recent drouth was still unbroken, my
■·.· Medioine for Baey Poopl·.
A
well, 43 feet in depth, tried our patience
[' lioa Heakh and Renewed Vigor.
to some extent by pumpiiig roil at the
A
for Constipation. ΙικΙί^βκϋοη. Liée
end of about three pailfuls, while since
ΠΙ!-;
l'i'ihles. Pimples, Ecréma, Impure
the copious rains have fallen, no roil is
!
! Urvarh.
L
Bowels. Headacli·
'1
ΙΓ* RiK-ky Mountain Tea in tab- perceptible, no matter what the pumpf
■•••tits a box.
Oeuuine made by
ing. Evidently there are many things
..i I»n- 1 Company, Madison, Wis.
11 1
yet to be learned in regard to the earth's
GOLD Ε M NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE
interior, as affected by atmospheric
changes.—Clark M. Drake in Country
Gentleman.

Repairing,

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

facky ''ountain Tea Nuggets
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Cord Wood,

Demonstration Work at Fairs.

Slab Wood,

If there id any one line of educative
work in coDnectiou with our agriculture
to be eucouraged, it is practical demonstration work. The object of all work
by the state, whether at institutes or
fairs, is to give clearer insight and here
is where the demonstration helps. I
was pleased to note in The Homestead's
editorial columns of July 0, that this is
proposed in connection with the New
England fair at Worcester, Mass., and
wish it might be extended over all
classes of stock husbandry and Held
operations at this and every other fair.
For 20 years it hue been my custom
when placing the awards at fairs to discuss freely with owuers, and give pubSouth Paris, Maine.
licly the reasons for placing or withholding an award, and so can bear testimony to the good following such a
A
No judge should be allowed to
course.
CURE
leave the grounds until at least one-hali
day after completing his work, and it
should be publicly advertised where the
it quick!» absorbed.
judges may be consulted by disappointed exhibitors. In New Brunswick, be6i>«< Relief at One·.
fore a class of animals can be taken
It clean-*-*, soothes
from the show ring, the judge is expectht-al* and protects
ed to explain the reasou for bis awards
the disease! nieiniii detail and answer all questions put to
bnui>>. It cur»·» Cahim by visitors or exhibitors. This is
tarrh and drives
both educative and helpful, it gives the
a
the
CoM
ia
sway
ow ner another's estimate of his animal,
Hc ul quickly. Kewith the reasons for the same and furstorw tLio Sense· of
uishes a judge the opportunity to exlut·· hi.iî Siui II. Full size50ctî»., at Drui»his awards aud so help remove
gUs «>r by mail : Trial Size 10 ct*. by niaiL plain
friction.
Ely Br· >th>-r>>,56 Wurreu Street. New York.
Beyond this, time aud opportunity
should be given for an object lesson in
the essentials of breeding, with a selectA new Lot
ed animal as an object lesson. In this
be enforced
of
The best of way important lessous may
Goods.
over all classes of
oak woodwork for closets. No old and, by extending
stock, as far as possible over crops, ingoods. Call and see this line.
creased interest given an exhibition. It
No strikes me that this is not the time to
attended to.
raise objections, but to go ahead and
for team.
make the test iu every way possible.
L. M. Longloy,
If our agricultural fairs are to be
saved from the intoxication of amuse
Maine.
Norway,
mente, it will be only when managers
come to a realization of the value of
demonstrative work as an attraction and
means of entertainment and also as an
educator. Give this work all the publicity possible and provide ample seating
capacity for visitors and it can be made
one of the beat and most helpful hours
with our agricultural
in connection
''JUlxteen years I have flttetl glae*e· to defairs.—Dr. G. M. Twitchell in New Engf(cUvet'je« an-l nothing el»e—that make· me a land Homestead.
•PedaUM. If your eye· trouble you tn any way,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and

Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,
Positive

Ely's Cream Balm

HAY FEVE

Plumbing

Job-

bing promptly
charge

Specialist

4Ê

Specialist

«Ί If

you want expert a«lvlce Jn reganl to the
Our National Fruit.
·***· come to the man who to a specialist, who
'•«M one
thing only. No charge tor eye examinEmerson calls the apple our "national
ions or
consultation.
fruit" aud it has good title to the name

DR. PARMENTER
Sye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 184.

tarn steamship Company.
Portland Division.

daily line, sundays included
Portland

and Boston.

f"«o«tw*y H.M,

Hound

trip fil.OO.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week days at 7 p. m., Sundays at
8 p·
*·. for boston.

Through

ticket* via this Company's
«teamers are on sale at all principal
^Irued stations.

freight

r«tes

other lines.

are

always

as

low

as

All
freight, except Lire Stock, ia lnlur(;'i *J?ainet fire
and marine risk.

J. K. LISCOMB, General Afjent,
Portland, Me.

We Do all Kind» of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atmmé A Fit·, tout* fiflfc

both

as

a

wilding and

as a

Outside Light on New England.
According to the department of agrl
culture at Washington, New Englam

firmer· ehould engage In

practical agricultural toplci
U solicited.
Address all communications in
tended (or tbls department to Hemkt D
Ham *unl>, Ajrrloultural Editor Oxford Dem
ocrât. Parla, Me.

BARNES.

ÇgAlLtWAttorney

Democrat.

tamed and

more

f <Ihe KING cf f

dairying on

extensive scale, because this sec
country furnishes exceptions

tion of the

advantages.

government,

As a

G.

whom many New

readers

representative
Whitaker,

M.

England

Homestea»

acquainted, visited section
of New England and has made an in
teresting report to Secretary Wilson
He says the strong, retentive clay soil ol
the New England hillsides is excellen
grass land, and many hills too r°ugl
and rocky for cultivation will grow wilt
grasses if the ever encroaching bushei
are kept baok.
In these pastures of low
priced land many cows and young etoca
get their summer living at very little ex
pense.
The crop of second importance men
tioned by Mr. Whitaker is the cori
plant, which is grown more for forag< »
than for grain. It grows well in almosi 1
every section of New England and responds readily to fertilization and cul
tivation. The government expert dwellf
at length on the remarkably good markets New England farmers have at theii
doors. A point ie made of the fact thai
the purchasing public in New England
is well to do and has money to pay foi
that which pleasee it.
It is the opinion of Mr. Whitaker thai
the needs of New England dairymen are
1 improvement of methods; 2, elimination of cows that do not pay their board:
3, more attention to the details of cleanliness; and 4, more of a spirit of cooperation, particularly in the matter ol
«elling milk. More legumes ehould be
grown and better care given pastures.
.Speaking of the outlook for the future,
the government expert says that as long
as business is prosperous and population
continues to concentrate in the cities
and towns, the market milk business
will crowd back the making of butter
and cheese, especially of the ordinary
-'rades, and factories will be abandoned
7n order to sell milk or cream to the
milk
cities. Therefore, the market
The
business is regarded with favor.
I he
•reatest question is that of price.
?arm labor situation is acute and the
cost of grain feed is high and increasing.
Mr.
Whitaker
says: "The
farms, for inherent beauty, for all tùat
goes for home making, for possibilities
in the range of crops, and for good markets, are without a rival in the world.
—New England Homestead.
are
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by the generosity with which lie met
the open hints of the under taker's assistants. barely sntilced to keep him in
foo<l for η week. Then he sought employnient, but with such stilt upper lip
and haughty indifference to success
that he unknowingly turned those
ugaiust him who would have assisted

[ CONTINUED. ]

Through the crowd of frightened
servants, augmented by a few daring
pedestrians, a burly policeman, gigantic in waterproof overalls, was advancing with official bluster,
"What has happened?" he demanded.
"Is anybody hurt?"
him.

The man answered:
"My horses were startled by the
etor^n. I jumped out and was endeavoring to extricate my niece when
this wretched I toy got in the way."
"Uncle," protested the girl, "you
closed the door on me, and the boy"—
"Shut up!" he growled curtly. "Go
Inside the house!"
But his niece shared with him at
least one characteristic. She possessed
the family temper.

"I will not go away and let you say
are not true.
Listen to
Lord Vanstone
me. Mr. Policeman.
did close the door because he thought
the carriage would turn over on top of
him.
For «orne reason the accident
did not happen Immediately, and the
boy ran rou'nd to the other side and
helped me out just In time."
"Confound the brat! I think he was
the real cause of the whole affair.
Why was he hiding In >u.v doorway?"
Lord Van·tone was more enraged
than ever by the girl's obstinate defense of her rescuer and her Insistence
on his own seeming cowardice.
"I was not hiding. I only took shelter from the storm. I tried to help you
because the footman was struggling
Putting Corn In the Silo.
with the horses. I do not claim any
The methods of ensilaging corn vary. credit for simply opening a door and
Will you kindly describe what is generalhelping the young lady to alight, but
ly considered the beet?
I lost both my dinner and my papers
Truxtun Cbavbn.
In doing so."
D.
SuiUh.]
[Anewer by Prof. Clinton
Every one experienced a shock or
The methods of putting corn in the
silo do not vary widely as far as the con- surprise at hearing the boy's elegant
dition of the corn in the silo is concern- diction. The policeman was puzzled.
ed. Some farmers use one kind of en- He Instantly understood the facts, but
silage cutter, others use another, but in ilareil not browbeat an earl.
the main the best practice is as follows:
"You do not bring any charge against
The corn is harvested with a binder him. my lord?" he said.
#
built for the purpose, which binds it in
But iiis lordship deigned no reply.
bundles of sizes suitable for easy handl- He told the coachman to arrange for
ing It is pitched on the wagon, the
the removal of the carriage, grasped
butts all in one direction, and the side of
his niece by the arm and led her. still
the wagon on which the butts lie goes
The bun- protesting, into the house.
next to the ensilage cutter.
The policeman saw the bundle of
dles are thrown out on the platform of
the cutter and are usually forced into iwpers scattered over the roadway and
its throat by a man who stands there for near th· m the partly eaten bun. After
the purpose. The cut ensilage is thrown η wrench at his garments he produced
The
or elflvated into the silo direct.
a penny.
man in the silo keeps the ensilage fairly
"Here." he said to the boy. "Buy
level and tramps it in such a way as to
another bun and l»e ofT. It's a good
prevent unequal settling.
Resort is had to various devices which job for you the young lady spoke up
are hung in the top of the silo to dis- the way :·.ίιο did."
••She merely told the truth. That
tribute the ensilage over the surface ot
the silo. This avoids a great deal of man whs a li tr."
work iu pitching the ensilage and in
Refusing the proffered penny, the
tramping it as well. The aim should be boy turned on his heel. The policeman
to keep the surface about level and the
looked after him.
grain and stalks evenly mixed. At sun"That's a queer kid." he thought.
dry times corn has been" placed in the "Taiked like a regular
young gent. I
silo whole with fairly good results. It
Poor
is not very easy to take it out of the wonder why he is selling p:tj>ere.
silo and this seems to be the worst ob- lti.l! He lost a bob's worth at least,
jection. All things considered, it seems ami small thanks he gut for It."
to be best to cut up the corn as fast as
Passing out of the square by the
it is hauled from the field. The time t st eastward street. Philip Anson,
when ensilage corn should be cut bas with his head erect and hands clinched
been fairly well settled. It is good prac- in his
pockets, strode onward at a
tice to let it stand until it is nearly ripe,
pace. The lightning was less ;
rapid
least
the
is
until at
fully glazed
grain
aud the thunder was
and approaching ripeness. It ehould frequent now,
in sullen rumblings. He
then be hauled with convenient speed, dying away
he
taking perhaps three or four days to till was wet and hungry, yet. although
The wagons had three «halfpence, the remaining
a silo, where it is large.
should be arranged for this work in or- balance of the only sales effected that
der that the corn, which is heavy, may evening, lie passed many shops where
not be lifted more than is necessary.— he could have bought fo<xl.
Country Gentleman.
In Piccadilly, where the cessation of
the storm created a rush of traffic/be
uui
me
weeas.
Keep
was nearly run over by reason of his
Tlie food that weeds are allowed to
own carelessness and received 11 Hash
take from plants is simply enormous.
from a whip, accompanied by u loud
Weeds in some instances are about as
oath
from an an-'iv cabman. He shivwhen
and
as
the
numerous
grain plants,
around.
they are they certainly take more food ered, but never even looked
than the plants. A useful plant is uo Crossing Trafalgar square, he plunged
match for an ordinary weed in gathering through the vortex of vehicles without
food from the soil. This is evidenced troubling to avoid them ill the slightby the fact that weeds can fight their est degree. Once the hot breath of a
own battle and continue to exist even
pair of van h nres touched his cheek
with the farmer warring against them.
while a up >' ·!*.'" s driver pu!!**d them
have
to
On the other hand useful plants
onto I1·· if launches. Again, the
be nursed by tillage and in various ways back
off wheel of anov.iiiV s aciua'.'y g azed
will
weeds.
time
The
from
protected
never come when weeds will be all sub- his heel as lie sped be'.J.id the statue
dued. Like the poor, they will always of Charles 1.
be present, but there is no reason why
At last he rwhel the compilative
they should be so much in evidence on seclusion of the Embankment ai!>l
the average farm. There is not one
stood for a moment t > gize tixedly
farmer in 100 whose farm is as free from
ill the swIrV.v.*:. glir.tirrr river.
to
weeds as it might be, or as it ought
"1
"Not her.·." he muttered aloud.
be. It is not impossible to make a farm
old
reasonably clean, and-it is by no means must be i:c:.r»r to mother-dearme."
impossible to keep it thus. Those who mother! S!:e i.: there waiting for
He t: i: '-; e<i steadily a way through
give to weeds the plant food that should
be given to grain stand id their own Queen Vi«t uia street, L'orulilil. Lead·
light.
enhall stieet. and so 011 to Johnson s |
Mews, In the Mile U111 road. Pausing |
On to Slay.
a marine store dealer's shop kept
"The smile that won't come off" is
by an army pensioner, an Irishman,
the smile the farmers in this section
with whom be had a slight acquaint- 1
(South Vaasalboro) are wearing at the unce, lie entered. An elderly man was
present time. Crops are looking fine,
the pre- ,
and all the world looks good to them. laboriously reading a paper of
If some of the fault-finders about the ceding day's date.
"Good evening, Mr. O'Brien," he
hay crop could walk through the fields
j
here they would cease their cry of "no said.
"Can you oblige me with a
hay this year." The grass is looking piece of rope? I want a strong piece
|
fine and is growing at the bottom and
uliout three or four yards lu length.
thickening up so nicely that a bountiful 1 can
three
halfpence."
spare
only
hay crop is assured. Growling and
I dunuo. They use nails on
grumbling can't stop it. It is coming "Faix,
If 1 have
right along at a 2:10 clip. Early stuff is the crates mostly nowadays.
just humping and peas and potatoes a bit It's at ver sarvice. 1 wouldn't be
will be ready for market soon.—Cor. in afther chargln' the likes o' you."
Maine Farmer.
Philip's story was known in that
humble locality, and the old soldier
hens Running in the Orchard.
He has
sympathized with the boy.
There are good reasons for permitting rale
spunk an' 110 mistake," was his (
it
find
I
orchard.
in
the
to
run
poultry
verdict when others said Philip was ;
a good plan to get enough wire to run
and overbearing. O'Brien inov- 1
around a dozen apple trees and confine proud
ed rheuinatlcally about the squalid
chickens and hens in the yard thus prosome portlou
vided. Let the old ones go to roost in shop. At last he found
the trees and provide coops for the of a clothesline.
"Will that do?" he Inquired.
smaller ones under the trees. If hawks
bother, shoot them. Crowe are also apt
Philip te«#*d it with vigorous pullbut
hen
to bother, not only in the
yard,
ing against his knee.
corn
have
scattered
I
in the corn field.
"Excelleutly," he said. "Let me pay
on the top of the ground and they have
you for it."
the
corn.
to
and
left that
pulling
gone
"Arrah. go away wld ye! And. be
I set steel traps for them and if one gets
the
in
L.
him
lowers. Isn't the poor lad cowld
let
Hersey
I
yell.—J.
caught,
In
Luke here, now.
an' famished?
Homestead.
New

things which

extern

j

jit

chosen companion of man. Prom north
to south and from east to west it spreads
The
its roots and rears its trunk.
pioneer when he selects his newly
chosen home plants seeds from the old
home orchard around the newly reared
walls of his cabA; the great laud owner
beautifies his acres and enhances their
value with rare and choice selections of
trees, and each tree has a family receipt
for flavor which it implicitly follows,
each species keeping inviolate the virtue
of mixtur·. We can imagine a gossipy
Seek-no-further trying to extract from a
England
five minutes I'm goln' to have a cup
youthful Spitzenberg the secret of its
Value of Skim Milk.
spicy acid, but it would remain forever
o' tay."
store
uutold. Each one gathers its own
Nineteen trials with separator skim
"I am awfully obliged to you, but 1
of flavors and mixes them with unvaryfed in conjunction with cornmeal could not touch a morsel. I am In a
milk,
resame
with
the
and
always
ing skill
at the Wisconsin experiment station,
sult.—Candace Wheeler in the June At- show that where not over three pounds hurry."
"Are ye goin' a Journey? Have ye
lantic.
skim milk are fed, with each pound
a
cornmeal, 327 pounds skim milk are got Jol>?"
"I think so. It looks like a permaA Morgan mare for which John Mul- equal in feeding value to 100 pounde
queen of Rutland, Vt., four weeks ago cornmeal. When feeding one pound nency. Goo.lby."
"Goodby, an' good luck to ye. Sure
paid $200, became frightened at an cornmeal, with three to five pounds
automobile and ran away, breaking a separator skim milk, 446 pounde akim the boy looks mighty quare. 'Tls grief
leg, which necessitated her being shot. milk saved 100 pounde cornmeal. When for his mother hus turned his head enOn the buckboard to which Mulqueen's feeding as much as seven to nine pounds
tirely."
horse was attached was a box of dyna- skim milk, with each pound cornmeal,
No words could more clearly express
mite and a crate of eggs. Neither was it required 552 pounds skim milk to
Philip's condition than this friendly
thrown to the ground.
equal 100 pounds oornmeal.
summing up. Since his mother's burial
he had been half demented. His curt,
More corn can be raised in three ways:
in
clear
more
There la always
money
had lost him two
better seed, better soil preparation, bet- ralaing a good colt and raising it right disconnected answers
These three factor· than in raising half a dozen mongrela places as au errand boy, which be
ter cultivation.
worked together will rednce the acreage and not ralaing them aa they ahould be could easily have secured. Ills small
and inereaee the yield.
stock of money, ridiculously depleted
railed.

For two days lie was chosen to act
boy for a parcel delivery ilrin.
He earned a few meals, but in a fit of
aberration lnduccd by the sight of a
lady who was dressed in a costume
similar to one he remernl>ered his mother wearing at Dieppe, he allowed :i
ham to be stolen from the rear of the
This procured his instant disran.
missal. with threats. Then he sold
newspapers, only to find that every
good site was jealously guarded by a
gang of roughs who mercilessly bullied
any newcomer. Personal strength and
courage were unavailing against slice:·
numbers.
His face was still swollen
and his ribs sore as the result of being
knocked down and kicked at Ludgate
Circus. At Charing Cross next day he
was hustled under the wheels of au
omnibus and narrowly escaped death.
.So he was driven Into the side street.·
and the quiet squares, In which, during
thr^e or four days, he managed to
earn an average of cightpence daily,
which he spent 011 food.
as van

j

Each night lie crept back to the poor
tenement In Johnson's Mews, his bleak
"home" amid the solitude of empty
utablei and warehouses. The keeper of
α coffee stall, touched one night by his
woebegone appearance, gave him some
half dried coTe> grounds In a paper,
together with a handful of crusts.
4,Put 'arf that in a pint of water,"
be Bald, looking critically at the soddencd mass of coffee, "an' when it
comes to α bile let it settle.
It'll surprise you to find 'ow grateful an' comfortiu' it tastes on a cold night. As for
the crusts, if you bake 'em over the
fire, they're just as good as the rusks
you buy in tins."
This good Samaritan had repeated
his gift 011 two occasions, and i'hilip
had a fairly large supply of small coal,
sent to his mother by the colliery company, so lite position,desperate enough,

eyes was exhibited a startling panorama of the familiar objecte of hii
lonely abode. The brightness, so sustained and tremulous, startled him
back from the very brink of death.
"I will wait." he said. "When the
thunder eomos, then I will jump."
Even as the thought formed In his
mind a ball of fire so glowing, so
Iridescent, in Its flaming heat that it
dominated tltf electric waves fluttering
in the overburdened air darted past
the little window that looked out over
the tiny yard in the rear of the house
and crashed through the flagstones
with the din of a ten inch shell.
Philip, elevated on the stairway, die
tlnctly saw the molten splash which
accompanied its Impact. He saw the
heavy stones riven asunder as if they
were tissue paper, and from the hole
caused by the thunderbolt or meteor
came a radiance that sent a spreading
shaft of licht upward like the beam of
a searchlight. The warmth, too, of the
object was almost overpowering. Were
not the surrounding walls constructed
of stone and brick there must have
been an immediate outbreak of flre.
As it was. the glass in the windows
cracked and the woodwork began to
scorch. In the same Instant a dreadful
roll of thunder swept over the locality,
and a deluge of rain, without auy fur-

night. He used the sacking to block
up the window, replenished the fire,
set his coat to dry and dragged his
mattress from the bedroom to the front
of the fire. The warmth within and
without the house hùd made him intolerably drowsy, and he fell asleep while
murmuring his prayers, a practice
abandoned since the hour of his mother's death.
In reality Philip was undergoing a
novel sort of Turkish bath, and the
perspiration Induced thereby probably
Raved him from a dangerous cold. He
slept long and soundly. There was no
need to attend to the Are. Long ere
the coal in the grate was exhausted
the presence of the meteor had penetrated the surrounding eurth. and the
house was far above Its normal ternI>erature when he awoke.
The sun had risen In a cloudless Hky.
A lovely spring morning had succeeded α night of gloom and disaster, and
the first sound that greeted his wondering ears was the twittering of the
busy sparrows on the housetops. Of
course he owned neither clock nor
watch. These articles, with many others, were represented by a bundle of
pawn tickets stuffed into one of the
envelopes of his mother's packet of
letters. But the experience of even a
few weeks had taught him roughly
how to estimate time by the suu. and
he guessed U. hour to be 8 o'clock or
~

ther warning, descended.
All this seemed to the wondering boy
to be a very long time in passing. In thereabouts.
nis first thought wns of tlie meteor.
reality it occupied but a very few seconds. People In the distant street could His toilet was that of primeval man,
not distinguish the crash of the fallen being a mere matter of rising and
meteor from the accompanying Lun- stretching his stilt limbs. While lacder, and the downpour of rain came in ing his boots he noticed that the floor
the very nick of time tc*preveut the was littered with tiny white specks,
wood In the house and the neighboring I the largest of which was not bigger
factories from blazing forth into a dis- than a grain of bird seed. These were
the particles which shot through the
astrous flre.
The torrent of water cansed a dense broken window during the previous
He picked up a few and exvolume of steam to generate in the night.
back yard, and this helped to minimize amined them. They were hard, cold
the strange light shooting up from the to the touch and a dull white color.
On entering the yard he saw huncavity. There was a mad hissing and
crackling as the rain poured over the dreds of these queer little rough pebmeteor and gradually dulled Its bright- bles, many of them as large as peas,
ness.
Pandemonium raged In that cu- some the size of marbles and a few
They had evidently
bigger ones.
riously seclnded nook.
Amazed and cowed, not by the nat-1 flown on all sides, but, encountering
ural phenomenon he had witnessed, lofty walls, save where they forced a
but by tin· interpretation he placed ou way through the thin glass of the
it, the boy unfastened the cop· from window, had fallen back to the ground.
his neck.
Interspersed with them be found
"Very well, mother," he whispered pieces of broken stone and jagged
aloud. "If it is jour wish. I will live. lumps of material that looked and felt
I suppose that God speaks In this like iron.
By this time the meteor itself bad
way."
cooled sufficiently to reveal the nature
Chapter iii.
of its outer crust. It appeared to be
descended the stairs. He on
amalgam of the dark ironllke minwas almost choking now from
eral and the white pebbles. Through
another cuuse than strangula- one deep fissure he could still see the
The steam pouring In
tion.
fiery heart of the thing, and he im'{Lrough the fractured window panes I agined that when the internal heat
was stilling. He took ofï his coat, tirst
had quite exhausted itself the great
removing from au Inner pocket the I ball would easily break into pieces,
bundle of letters fouud under Mrs. An- for it was rent in all directions.
son's pillow, and carefully stuffed the
His first exclamation was one of
worn garment into tl e largest cavities. I thankfulness.
By this means he succeeded somewhat
"I am Jolly glad that thing didn't fall
In shutting out the vapor as well us the on my head," he said aloud, forgetting
lurid light that still flared red In the
ΧΤΡΤΤΓΓΓΠΠΓΪΙ
back

PHILIP

was yet teamole had he but sought to
accustom himself to the new conditions of life. There was a chance that
his wild brooding-» would have y lei leil
I
yard.
to tfte necessity to earn a living an 1
The lightning had ceased totally, and
that when next a situation was offered the
I
the
room
improvised blind plunged
to him he would keep It, but the oc- into
Impenetrable darkness. Ile felt I
currences of this stormy night had
his way to the stairs and found the
lie
for
the
hour.
him
shaken
utterly
candle, which he relighted. The rain
was 011 the verge of lunacy.
beating on the roofs and on the outer
archthe
dark
he
As
passed through
pavements combined with t!:e weird I
the
desolate
way leading to his ataxic,
sounds In the inclosed yard to make a
stable yard was fitfully lit by lightning
terrifying racket, but it was not lil.elj I
and in th»f distance he heard the^fnlut
that a youth w ho attributed his escape
The ele:ne"tal
rumble of thunder.
from a loathsome death, self Inflicted, I
strife was beginning again. This was to tile direct
Interposition of Provithe second and more di astrous out- dence In his behalf would
yield to any I
break of the evening of .Mau-h li).
sentimental fe.irs on that account. In-1
was
he
the
wet
to
skin,
Although
deed, although quite weak from hunwnrm now on account of his long and
ger. lie felt an unaccountable elation of I
the
he
unlocked
When
walk.
rapid
spirits, a new born desire to live and
reof
Hash
door another
llgiitu'ng
justify his mother's coulideiico in him.
vealed the dismal interior. He closed a sense of
power to achieve that which I
<
η
behind
lilni.
door
and locked the
hitherto seemed impossible.
i
iiio ni)iTit<>l!ii<<i 1» wore 11 farthinir candle
He even broke Into a desultory whislie groped fur
and nome mutches,
tling as he bent over the hearth and I
them and soon h;.d a light. Ou other
resumed the laying of the flre aban- I
occasions his next task was to light a iloneil five minutes earlier with such
lire. By sheer force of habit he gath- sudden soul weariness. The candle,
ered together some sticks and l»ils of
too, burned with cheery glimmer, as If
paper and arranged them in the grate.
pleased with the disappearance of Its
It
to
him.
irksome
was
But the task
formidable competitor. Fortunately he I
was absurd to seek any degree of comhad some coal in the bouse his chief I
fort for the few mini.tes he l::ul to
supply was stored in a small bin at the I
Better end it at once. .Moreover,
live.
other side of the yard, beyond the I
the storm was sweeping up over the burial
place of the raging, steaming "I um jnllij uhid tltol tlihuj didn't fall
on tnh had."
Hast Knd with such marvelous speed
meteor and consequently quite unapthat the lightning now played through
I
proachable.
that had it.·: advent been delayed a
the tiny room with dnr/.llng brilliancy,
Soon the fire burned merrily, utid
second <>r two the precise locality seand the wretched candle burned with the coffee stall
recipe for lected for its
keeper's
impact would not have
The
blue and ghostlike feebleness.
using coffee grounds was put into prac- I mattered much to him.
colli of the house, too, liegau to strike tlce.
nor
milk,
neither
had
sugar
Philip
what it Is," lie went on.
chilly. lie was so exhausted from but the hot liquid smelled well, and I "I wonder
it worth anything? IVrhnps if I
hunger that if lie «.id not eat soon lie lie was now so cold and stiff and lie I "Is
dig It out I may lie alilo to sell it as a
would not have the strength left to had such an
empty sensation where he curiosity."
carry out his dread purpose.
might have worn a belt that some I A moment's reflection told him. howHe sprang erect with a mock in ς lit- crusts of
bread, softened by I ni mer- I
ever, that he would not be able to distle laugh, picked up the candle and the κίοη In the dark
compound, earned inter it that day, even if he possessed
stairs,
the
climbed
and
of
rope
piece
keener appreciation than was ever I
the requisite implements. On its lower
lie paused Irresolutely at the top. but,
given In later days to the most costly I bide it was probably Ht HI red hot.
went
tie
ire,
yielding to overwhelming
dishes of famous restaurants yet unThrough the soles of Ills boots, broken
on and stood at the side of the bed on
built.
as they were, he could easily feel the
which his mother had died. He fanhis
he
dried
had
eaten
he
After
heat of the ground, so the experiment
cied lie could see her lying there still,
his
soakand
changed
Samp garments
l>e deferred for twenty-four
must
with a hi;:ile on her wane face and ed boots for a
that
so
worn
they
pair
At any rate,
uusiKiken words of welcome on lier scarcely held together, but their dry- hours, perhaps longer.
he was sure that his mysterious vislips.
ness was comforting. An odd feeling I
itor represented a realizable asset, and
A flood of tears came and he trem- of contentment,
largely induced by the the knowledge gave him a sudden disbled violently.
grateful heat of the fire, rendered his taste for coffee
grounds and stale
"1 am coming to you, mother," he actions
leisurely. Quite half an hour crusts. lie resolved to
spend his rein
trust
murmured. "You told me to
I
of
he
before
thought
peeping
elapsed
on a breakGod, but 1 think Clod has forgotten through the back window- to ascertain maining three halfpence
fast and at the same time make some
1 don't want to live. I want to the
me.
lie
I
1
events.
of
external
progress
as to the nature
join you. and then perhaps (Jod will rain was not uow pelting down with guarded inquiries
aud possible cash value of the meteor
rememlier me."
but
I
was
still
falling,
tbnormal fury. It
fall had attracted
He stoo|*>d and kissed the pillow, with the quiet persistence that marks Itself. Evidently its
The fury of the
no public attention.
was
as
he
face
it,
his
against
nestling
-lu London parlauce-"a genuine wet
and the subsequent heavy
elements
wont to fondle the dear face that rest
lay." The steam had almost vanished. rain were effectual safeguards In this
Then
etl there so many weary days.
When' he removed his co:it from the
aud Johnson's Mews, marked
descended
he resolutely turned away,
broken panes he saw with surprise respect,
a fortnight later,
four steps of the ladder-like stairs and that the flagstones In the yard were out for demolition
deserted now day aud
tied the clothesline tlrinly to a hook Jry within a circle of two feet around were practically
which had been driven into the ceiling the hole made by the meteor. Such night.
ΓΙιΙΙΙρ did uot then know that Louduring the harness room i>eriod of the Irops as fell within that area were Indon
had already much to talk nbout In
deliberaWith
beneath.
equal
room
stantly obliterated, and tiny jets of
of the two
tion lie knotted the other end of the rapor from the hole Itself betrayed the I the recorded Incldeuts
were
cord rouud his neck, and he calculated presence of the fiery object beneath. storms. The morning newspapers
with headlines unuouueiug
that by springing from the stairs he His boyish curiosity being thoroughly hysterical
street acciwould receive sufficient shock to be- aroused, he drew an old sack over his I fires, collapse of buildings,
dents and lamentable loss of life in all
come insensible very quickly, while his bead and shoulders, unlocked a door
As the day
feet would dangle several inches above which led Into the yard from a tiny parts of the metropolis.
woro aud full details came to hand the
the
the floor.
and
cautiously approached
scullery
would be doubled,
There was a terrible coolness, α set- pljice where the meteor had plowed its list of mishaps
would begin
tled fixity of purpose far beyond his way Into the grouud. The stones were I while scientific observers
final littered with debris, but the velocity .of a nine-days' wrangle In the effort to
years, in the manner of these
the precise reason why the
preparations. At last they were com- the heavy mass had been so great that determine
disturbance should have been
pleted. He blew out the candle and υ comparatively clean cut was made I electrical
wholly contiued to the metropolitan
stood erect.
through the pavement.
a ragged boy of
At that instant the room became abThe air waB warm with the hot area. Philip Anson,
in α desolate nook of
solutely flooded with lightning, not In breath of an oven, and It was as much fifteen, residing
the most disheveled district in the East
a single vivid flash, but In a trembling,
as Philip could bear when he stood on
the very genesis of the
continuous glare that suggested the ef- the brink of the hole aud peeped In. Kud, possessed
of fate was desfect of same luminous con tcl!ation At a good depth, nearly half his own mystery, yet the web
that would deftfierce v.ilh t'.c. ;.ic eiu-r y. IV:V.v hi.; height he estimated, he saw a round tined to weave α spell
his lips.
ball firmly imbedded In the e:irth. It ly close
Meanwhile he wanted his breakfast
was dully red, with Its surface all
fair sized, white
cracks and Assures as the result of the lie gathered thirty
Much larger pebbles aud a few jagged lumps of tue
water poured onto It.
These he wrapped lu
than a football, It seemed to him at Ironlike material.
Upon rich, pare, nourishing blood by first sight to be the angry eye of so»ne it piece of newspaper, screwed up the
in
taking Hood's S&rgaparlllm, and yon colossal demon glaring up at him from email package tightly and placed it
will be free from those spells of deBut the l»oy was ab- Ms trousers' pocket. Thinking deeply
a dark socket.
of the
spair, those sleepless nights and anxious solutely a stranger to fear. He pro- nbout tlte awesome Incidents
days, those gloomy, deathlike feelings, cured the handle of a mop and prodded previous night, he donned his coat and
those sudden starts at mere nothings, the meteor with it. The surface felt did not notice the packet of letter*
those dyspeptic symptoms and blinding hard and brittle. Large sections broke lying in the chair. Never before had
!
headaches. Hood's Sarsaparllla has done away, though they did not crumble, these documents left his possession.
It will cure yon. nnd he received a sharp remln.ler of The door was locked aud the key In his
this for many others
them. It wan
the potency of the heat still stored be- pocket before be missed
back. In anothei
bw when the wood burst Into sudden in his mind to turn
second be would bare obeyed the imIn usual liquid form or in chocolated »:ame.
tablets known as tftrsatab·. lOQdoeesfl, 4 Thin ended his investigations for the pulse had not « mighty gust of wind

Feed Yoer Nettes

Hood's Sarsaparllla

swept ttirougn tue yaru ana earn eu ms
Tin:
tattered cap into the passage.
settled it. Philip ran after his headpear and so was blown into a strange
sea

of events.

"They

are

quite

safe

there."

ho

"In any caee, It will be beet
not to carry them about In future.
They get so frayed, and some day I
may want them."
Emerging from the haven of the
Mews, he found the untidy life of the
Mile End road eddying in restless confusion through a gale. The gaunt, high
wulis surrounding his secluded dwelling had sheltered him from the blustering March wind that was now drying
the streets and creating much ill temper in the hearts of carters, stall owners and girls with large hats and full
skirts.
In a word, everything that
could l>e flapped or shaken or rudely
swept anywhere out of its rightful
place was deajt with accordingly. In
one instance a heavy tarpaulin was
lifted clean off a wagon and neatly
lodged over the heads of the driver and
horses of a pissing omnibus.
They
were not extricated from its close embrace without some difficulty and a
great quantity of severe yet cogent remarks by the wagoner and the driver,
assisted by the bus conductor and various passengers.
Philip laughed heartily for the first
time since his mother's death.
Ile
waited until the driver and the wagoner had exchanged their farewell cornpllmeuts; then he made off briskly toward an establishment where 'three
halfpence would purchase a cup of
coffee and a bun.
In ten minutes lie felt much refreshed, and his busy mind reverted to the
mysterious package he carried. Thinking It best to seek the counsel of an
older head, he «eut to O'Brien's shop.
The old man was taking down the
shutters and found the task none too
Without a word Philip helped
easy.
him. and soon the pensioner was wiping his spectacles In the shelter of the

(bought

shop.

"I dunno what the weather is comin'
to at all at all." he grumbled. "Last
night was like the taklu' uv the Redan,
un* this moruin' reminds meuvcrossin*
the bay o' Biscay."
-It certainly was a fearful thunderstorm," said Philip.
"Faix, boy, that's a thrue word. It
was just like ould times in t'.e hills
In Injla, where the dlvll himself holds
But what's the
coort some nights.
matter? Didn't you get that Job?"
Philip laughed again. "I am not
"I really came
sure yet," he replied.
In to ask you what this Is."
With ills hand in his pocket, he had
untwisted the paper and taken out a
white pebble, which he now handed

O'Brien.
The old man took It, smelt It and adjusted ills glasses for a critical examination.
"It ain't alum," he announced.
"No. I think not."
"An' it ain't kIuss."
"Probably not."
"Where did yer get it?"
"I found It lying on the pavement."
'"Tls
O'Brien scratched his head.
What
a quare looklug objec', anyhow.
to

good Is it?"
I thought that
"I cannot tell you.
possibly it might have some value."
"What! A scrap of white shtone like
that Arrah. what's come over ye?"
"There Is no harm In asking, Is there?
Home one should be able to tell tue

what It Is made of."
Philip from his small store of physical geography knew that meteors were
articles of sulllcleut rarity to attract
attention, and he was tenacious withal.
"I suppose that a jeweler would l>e
the best man to Judue. He must understand about stones." lie went on.
"Maybe. But I don't see what's the
'Tls a sheer waste of time. But
use.
If y're set ou llndln* out go to a big
man. These German Jews round about
here are omadhauns. They don't k.iow
ti watch from a clock, an it tliej did

they'd

chate

ye."

"I never tii'Hitrni

or

by litis time.
into the city."

mat. yei

to know

οιιμιιι

Thank you.

i

will go
lie took the pebble, which he placed
Walking
in his waistcoat pockct.
briskly, he traversed some part of the
sorrowful Journey of barely twelve
hours earlier. What had happened to
chnnse his mood be did uot know and
Last
scarcely tJ*»ubled to inquire.
night he hurried through these streets
lu a frenzied quest for death. Now he
strode iilouj: full of hope. Joyous In the
confidence of life and youth. His one
dominant thought was that bis mother
had protected him, had suatched him
from the dark Rate of eternity. Oddly
enough, he laid far more stress on his
escape from the meteor than on the
accident that prevented his contemplated suicide. This latter idea had
vanished with the madness that induc-

ed it. Philip was sane again, morally
and mentally. lie was keenly anxious
to Justify his mother's trust In him.
The blustering wind, annoying to most
wayfarers, only aroused in him a spirit
of resistance, of fortitude. He breasted it so manfully that when at last he

paused at the door of a great Jewelry
establishment in Ludgate Hill his face
was Hushed and his manner eager and
animated.
He opened the door, but was rudely
brought back to a sense of his surroundings by the suspicious question

4f a

shopwalker:

"Now, boy, what do you want here?"

The unconscious stress in the man's
words was certainly borne out by the
contrast between Philip, α social pariah
in attire, and the wealth of gold and
precious stcues cut off from him by
panes of thick glass and iron bars.
What, ludeed, did this outcast want
there?
Confused by the sudden demand and
no less by its complete obviousness,
Philip flushed ond stammered:
"I—or—only wished to obtalu some
information, sir," he answered.
Like all others, the shopman was
amazed by the difference-between the
boy's manners and his appearance.
••Information?" he related In his

him.
Philip was now tjulte collected
in Ills w its. fie held out the pebble,
with a more detailed statement.
"I found this," he said. "I thought
that it might l>e valuable, aud a friend
advised me to bring it here. Will you
kindly tell me what it is?"
The man behind the counter stared
at him for a moment, but he reached
over for the stone. Without a word be
(«laced it beneath the microscope and
gave it a very brief examination. Then
he pressed It against bis cheek.
"Where did yoo get it?" he asked.
"I foum/ It where It had fallen on the

pavement."

"Are you sure?"

"Quite sure."
"Strange!" was the muttered comment. and riiflip began to understand
that his meteor possessed attributes

hitherto unsuspected.
"But what Is It?" he lnqulr&d after a
pause.
"A meteoric diamond."
"A meteoric diamond?"
"Yes."
"Is it worth much?"
"A great deal. Probably eome hundreds of pounds."
I'hilip felt his face growing pale.
That dirty-white, small stone worth
hundreds of pounds! Vet In bis pocket
he had twenty-nine other epeciineus,
many of them much larger than th.»
one eho en haphazard for Inspection,
and in the hack yard of his tenement
lay heaps of them, scattered about the
pavement like hailstones after a shower, while the meteor itself was a compact mass of them. Ile liecume somewhat faint aud leaned against the glass
case that surmounted the counter.
"Is that really true?" was all that ho
could say.
The export valuer of diamonds smiled. Ilis first Impulse was to send for
the police, but he knew that meteoric
diamonds did fall to earth occasionally,
aud he believed the ltoy's story. Moreover, the thing was such a rarity and
of such value that the holiler must Is·
fully able to account for Its possession
I to fore he could dispose of It. So his
tone was not unkindly as lie replied:
"It is <|iiite true, but if you want to
ascertain Its exact value you should
go to a llattou Gardeu merchant, and
he. most probably, would make you a
fair offer. It has to be cut and polished, you know, before it becomes salable, aud I must warn you that most
rigid inquiry will be made as to how
It came i:ib> your hands."
"It fell from heaven!" was the wholly unexpected answer, for Philip was
shaken and hardly master of his faculties.

"Yes. y. s. I know. Personally, I believe you or you would be in custody
at this moment. Take It to Messrs.
Isaacsteiu λ- <*o., Ilatton Garden. Say
I sent you-Mr. Wilson is my nam?
and make your best terms with Mr.
Isaacsteln. lie will treat you quite
fairly. I5ut, again, be sure and tell the
truth, as he will inve. tigate your story
fully before he is satisticd as to it*

accuracy."
Philip, walking through dreamland,
quitted the shop. lie mingled with the

jostling crowd and drifted Into Far
ring ton road.

of
hundreds
diamond—worth
he repeated
nieehatiically.
"Then what is the whole meteor worth,
and what am I worth ?"
"A

pounds!"
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rr wouldnt keep.
On· Thing the Scotsmen Did Not Dar·
to Buy In Bulk.

The chairwoman of the board of gova Xew York woman's «-lub
wa.> discussing the question of the
•lab's liquor license.
"It is rather a matter of Indifference
to us," she said, "whether we gel a li-

ernors of

cense or not.
Women, you know, are
not given t>> drinking. They are too
areful of their appearance. They delire to remain slim and fresh, and
ivlne, as you know, tends to make us
ioarse aud stale and fat.
"So if we had a license I think we
ιUoultl sell little. It would not be with
is as with a farmer 1 ouce met in

Scotland.

"Traveling In the Scottish highlands

I stopped at a farmhouse
for a « up of milk, and the view from
lie door was so lovely that I said tj
he farmer:
'"Ah, what a superb place to live
ur
"
Ou, aye,' he auswered in conveuional Scotch, 'it's a' rlcht, but ho wad
,e like, ma'am, to line to walk fufteen
aile ilka time ye wanted a bit K»ass o'
me summer,

iVbusky?'
'"Oh, well,' said I, 'why don't you
ι ;et a demijohn of whisky aud keep it
tho house?'
"lie shook his head sadly.
"'Wliusky,' he said, 'wou't
Vew York Tribune.
a

keep.'M—

ULTIMATE FATE OF FISH.
They

Die a Natural Death, Say*
Observant Fithermcn.

Never
an

"Fish never «lie a natural death."
<nfil an oM fisherman who hat» ob"If they did.
served ns he fished.
-odles of dead fish would be floating
>n the surface of the water about all
he while, because such bodies if unnolested would have to float.
"I mean, of course, fish In nature
lever die a natural death, not fish In
•activity. And perhaps it should not
>e called natural death that fish in
•aptlvlty die. Their environment In·
luces mortality that fish In their naive habitat would escape, and these
•auses inigbt be properly classed as
imoug the accidents that carry the
■aptive fish off.
"If fish in their native element were
lever molested I believe they would
If they had sufficient food,
lever die.
vhicb would be Imjiosslble if they no
onger preyed ou one another, there
vouid be no reason for their dying,
t was to prevent such unhiterrupted
enure of life that all fish were made
^ iercely predatory if uot remorselessly
annibalistic. as many kinds are.
"A fish'* life Is a constantly strenA
ious one am! one entirely selfish.

surprise. "What Information can we
give you?"
The wealth of the firm oppressed
this man. Hp could only speak in ac- ish lives
uuly to eat ami to avoid bolents of adulation where the shop wa· ! ng eaten."—New York Sun.

concerned.

Philip produced his white pebble.

"What Is this?" he said.
The directness of the query again
Without a
took his hearer aback.
word, he bent and examined the stone.
Professional instinct mastered all oth-

considerations.
"You must apply to that depart·
He majestically waved his
ment."
Philip
band toward a side counter.
obeyed silently and approached a
small, elderly personage, a man with
clever, kindly eyes, who was submit·
Ling to microscopical examination a
lumber of tiny stones spread out ou a
He
chamois leather folding case.
quietly removed the case when his
er

fiance rested

on

the lx>y.

"Well?" he said blankly, wondering
why on earth the skilled shopwalker
bad sent such a disreputable urchin to

A Literary Month.
has been a generous month lu
ι 'eganl to the gift of writers of the
To begin with, there ar·
I Irtt rank.

April

I ihakeapoare, Wordsworth, Swinburne,
ι imong the poets, and Fielding, Haul
Vndersen, Charlotte Broutn, Hobltea,
1 jibboii,
Kant, Fronde and Zola are
imoug the number of other notable
\prll boni. On the other hand, the
fatal to
ι nonth of showeni proved
! *bake*peure, Wordsworth (both on
Vpril 23), Goldsmith, Otwar. Ilossettl,
! datthew Arnold. Byron, Chaucer, Ta*10, Haclne. to naine only the principal
imoug t!ie poets who have passed
while among other
ι iway In April,
ivrltere that Ai>rli has taken away have

I >een Ilacoii, La l'outalue, Humboldt,
! Darwin, Franklin, I)e Foe and Linerι ton.—Dundee Advert leer.

"Beyond th· Alp·."
Betiwl.
A Kansas girl graduate who bad been
The farmer· are having bard luck In
the Alp·
securing their hay, although much it given the theme, "Beyond
Lies Italy," promulgated the following:
cut waiting for the sunshine.
Mrs. Jane Bakeman of Annapolis is
"I don't care a cent whether Italy
visiting her sister, Mrs. Amanda Morton. lies beyond the Alp» or in Missouri. I
Miss Helen Bisbee has returned from do not expect to sef the river on Are
several weeks' outing at Harpswell and with
that
uiy future career. I am glud
a visit with friends in Norway.
not
I bave a good education, but I am
at
the
Miss Florence Buswell, operator
to misuse It by writing poetry or
going
at
vacation
a
is
taking
telephone offioe,
It will
eisuys on the future woman.
which he has bad set up in his store and her home in Norway.
me to correct the grammar of
enable
of
news
received
Rich
has
Mrs.
J.
G.
line.
the
with
Union
connected
Valley
he speak
and
little daughter the death of her sister in Woroester, any lover I may have should
Mrs. Harden
a
Pauline of Haverhill, Mass., are visiting Mae·., where she has been an invalid for of 'dorgs' la my presence or 'seen
I
her daughter, Mrs. Clarence G. Morton. some time.
man.' It will also come bandy when
Mr. Walter Chandler of Norway and want to figure out how muny pounds
Mr. John Dana of Portland has been
making quite a visit with relatives here. family, made his parents a short visit of soap a woman can get for three
Alice E. Barden has been in Portland Saturday and Sunday.
not
dozen eggs nt the grocery. 80 I do
Harold and Francis Chandler of Norfor a week or more as the guest of Mrs.
the time I spent In acquirbegrudge
Mr.
I. L. Bowker.
way are visiting their grandparents,
not fly so
ing It. But my ambitions do
Mrs. Almeda Richardson of Dick rale and Mrs. F. S. Chandler.
to marry a man who
want
of
I
Sturdivant
Just
G.
L.
and
Mrs.
high.
Dr.
and
Mrs.
D.
is visiting her parents, Mr.
in the
Yarmouth, formerly of Bethel, are re- can lick anybody of his weight
C. Churchill.
acre
Stella Churchill has been on tbe sick ceiving congratulations upon the birth township, who cun run an eighty
of a son.
list for several days.
farm and who uae no female relatives
Mrs. J. U. Purington went to South to come around and try to boss the
Miss Alice Dunham, who for several
months has been working for Mr. and Paris, Wednesday, and dined with Hon. ranch. I will agree to cook dinners for
Mrs. Chester H. Lane, has gone to Rum- James Wright and family.
him that won't seud him to an early
ford Falls to be with relatives for a while.
him a wholeNotes.
Maine
News
grave und lavish upon
and
Dunham
Mrs.
W.
Mr. and
Charles
his razor
some uffectlon and to see that
son from Brattleboro, Vt., arrived here
wire
not been used to cut broom
has
last Friday. They came via the White
sail
set
will
Commander Peary
again
In view of
Mountains with their automobile, and on another attempt to reach the north when he wants to shave.
I get u little
are making a visit with Mr. Dunham's pole, as soon as the boilers are installed nil this I do not care if
kiudred
in his steamer, the Roosevelt, and he rusty on the rule of three and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham.
Miss Cora E. Young is having a vaoar expeots to be in winter quarters by the thing; us the years go by."—Topeka
tion from the work at the post office and 5th of September.
Capital.
Mrs. Dora M. Jackson is taking her place
George H. Fahey of Biddeford, a lineas assistant.
Susy'· Opinion of Hor Father.
the Kennebec LightMrs. Rawson Haywood of Norridge- man employed by
I>e.'o:v Susy began the biography
killed
was
and
instantly
Heating Co.,
wock died last week after a few months ing
and then
in con- th.' let fall a remark now
illness. She was a sister of Mr. Frank at Hallowell Saturday by coming
my character which showlouccrnlng
was 26
a live wire.
with
tact
Fahey
P. McKenney of this place, and the body
ed that she had it under observation.
of age and unmarried.
was brought here last Friday for burial. years
In the record which we kept of the
Interment was at the cemetery on High
Joseph Vaccaro, an Italian employed • hlldreu's
sayings there is an instance
Street.
on the building of the new electric road
Miss Morrison and Mrs. Sburtleff of between Gardiner and Lewiston, was of this. She was twelve yeurs old at
Lewiston are boarding at J. R. Tucker's. instantly killed Monday by a tree falling the time. We had established a rule
Mr. Charles W. Field is spending tbe upon him, crushing his skull. He was that each member of the family must
summer at Mr. Tucker's.
25 years old and had been in this country bring a fact to breakfast—α fac<
Mrs. F. S. Farnum and nephew, Frank a year.
drawn from a book or from any othei
S. Hook, recently spent a week at NewBert G. Taylor and his son Harry, aged source; any fact would answer. Susy's
port with Mr. Hook's sister, Mrs. A. G. 12
years, were drowned in Bond Brook first contribution was in substance as
Savage.
at Augusta Thursday. The boy was follows: Two great exiles uud former
in swimming and sank on getting
Brownfield.
f.pi>oneuts In war met, in Ephesus,
his depth and the father was
and Ilanulbal.
Quite a heavy thunder shower this beyond
Sclpio asked
drowned in trying to save him. Mr. Sciplo
afternoon, Thursday.
name the greatest genabout 38 years of age and a Ilannlbal to
There are quite a number of strangers Taylor was
eral the world had produced.
wife and small children survive.
in this village.
"Alexander," und he explained why.
J. L. Frink is In poor health.
Azor Stimpson, a prominent farmer
"And the uext greatest?"
from
three
miles
about
George Rowe is failing.
Patten,
living
Blueberries are very scarce. Other was killed by lightning Tuesday while
"Pyrrhus," and he explained why.
"But where do you place yourself,
small berries have been quite plenty.
riding from his hayfleld on horseback.
Farmers are nearly done baying.
The horse also was killed. Mr. Stimp- then?"
The remains of Frank Bean were son was about 50 years old. He leaves a
"If I had conquered you, I would
brought to this town for burial—this widow and five children. The lightning place myself before the others."
was accompanied by a heavy shower.
being his native place.
Susy's grave comment wus:
It was Just
'That attracted me.
The estimate of the acreage of potaWest Lovell.
The community was shocked Sun- toes is 75,000 acres for Aroostook like papa, he is so frank about bis
Last season the estimate was books."
day afternoon to hear that Mrs. V. H. County.acres with a
yield of 17,000,000
She had 70,000
McAllister had passed away.
So frank in admiring them, she
That estimate was quite sebushels.
been ill In bed for two weeks and was
meant.—From "Mark Twain's Autothat
but
the
facts
criticised,
prove
gaining and had begun to sit up but was verely
American Reconsiderably biography" in North
taken Saturday morning with bilious 17,000,000 bushels was
view.
the
actual
Good
under
yield.
judges
colic and lived until the following afterthe yield of last season above
noon when her heart failed and she was place
18,000,000 bushels. The estimate yield
Impossible.
gone.
this year's crop, provided tfye balance
A year or so ago au American stuEditb, who was 34 years old, was the for
of the season brings favorable weather dent in Berlin was attending α lecture
daughter of Wm. Adams of Stoneham
and was the first death in the family of conditions, is 16,000,000 bushels. If the in a room drowsily close through lack
a
wet one this must be
eleven children. She leaves a husband season proves
of ventilation. To keep awake be beand son Wendell, eight years old, to cut to 15,000,000.
■run whispering to a German at his
Two daughters have
mourn their loss.
While driving a man from Rochester, side the story of Mark Twain about the
preceded her to the better land. The Ν. H., to Sanford Thursday, a man nam- man who lived all his life in u chronic
funeral was held at her late home Tues- ed McDonald was robbed of a roll of bills
relatives of this
day afternoon, conducted by G. H. containing $215 by the stranger. The pas- fear of fresh air. The
Brown. Rev. J. W. Card spoke words senger paesed nut a $10 bill to pay for man, as is well known, decided after
of comfort to the bereaved family who his ride, and McDonald pulled out bis his death to have his remains cremathave the sympathy of the people. The roll to make the change, and the stranger ed. and the ciiuuix of the story occurs
Christian choir gave several selections seized the roll. McDonald pulled a re- when the undertaker, opening the door
appropriate to the occasion. Suncook volver and fired, but did not hit the rob- of the oven to see whether incineration
Grange attended iu a body and perform- ber, who escaped into the woods. In the was complete, was appalled to hear the
ed their burial service at tbe grave. scrimmage McDonald's revolver was
out and request him to
Bennett McOaniels, Merton A. Lord, again discharged, and the bullet went corpse speak
close the door itnd shut off the draft.
Linus Bowley and Adelbert Stanley,
through his own foot. The stranger The American sprung the joke as efmembers of tbe order, were bearers.
also used a knife, with which McThe following loving tributes of flow- Donald's coat was slashed.
fectively as he could, but never 11 smile
His German friend
was his rewurd.
ers «were presented :
A decidedly "lucky" train accident
Wreath of flower», wife, V. Π. McAUUter.
remained for several moments lu a perBouquet of 84 white pinks, Mr. ami Mre. Wm. occurred on the Maine Central at Clin- plexed study: then he leaned over to
Adam-.
ton Monday night. From some cause
I'lllow, brothers ami Bisters.
not yet explaioed, a west-bonnd Pullman the American and said: "But how could
Broken wreath, Suncook Grange.
train struck a freight which was back- that be? The uiau was dead!"—HarWreath. Crystal Volley Hebekah Lodg".
Spray of a*ters, Mr. an<l Mrs. Dana McAllister. ing on to a siding, and in half a minute per's Weekly.
W.
Mrs.
J.
Card.
Wreath,
more would have been out of the way.
Wreath of pond lilies, Mr and Mrs. W. 8. Fox.
The engine of the passenger train "sideSpray of sweet peas, Mrs. H. A. Blckrord.
Power of Falling Water.
Spray of orchids. AUce Adams.
swiped" the freight about in the middle,
It Is perfectly well known to every
Cross and other flowers, Mr. and Mrs. Olden
a dozen or more freight cars
up
piling
McAllister.
that water constantly dropping
and damaging the engine
somewhat. one
34 pond lilies, Mr. ami Mrs. D. W. Irish.
to say, no passenger was serious- upon α stone will wear it away, and
Wieath, Mrs. D. W. Nichols.
Strange
Panslcs. Mrs Fro 1 Davis.
ly injured, and the worst injury to any there is a trite old proverb regarding
Fl jwers. Mrs. Florence Andrews.
one was to the Pullman engineer, whose this fact. The force of a single drop of
was
flowers
which
the
writer
Other
face was cut by flying glass.
water falling from a height is not
unable to get tbe names.
A Maine neuerman believing that there treat, hut the results of this tiny blow
»
nenron.
are just as many lobsters as ever set bis when it is many times repeated are
Mrs. £. C. Hean and sister Gertie pots away out on Castre banks in the astounding. There is a story of one
George had a very pleasant tramp on path of ocean steamships and when he poor wretch who was bound with his
the mountain Tuesday. They started at hauled them found 2500 splendid speci- back to a stone wall and had a stream
10 o'clock and arrived at the mountain mens, none less than 10 inches and most of water "of the bigness of a man's
It is his
at 12, all ready for work, and work they of them nearer 15 and 20.
fluger" directed on to his bare head,
did, although it was rainy. At the end theory that various causes may have the water
falling from a height of
of live hours' picking they had 30 quarts driven the crustaceans away from the
about eighteen feet. The receptacle
of
that
but
there
are
still
home.
The
all
full
and
for
shore,
plenty
ready
—pails
report was that there were no berries on them if one can ascertain their where- from which this apparently harmless
will undoubtedly stream trickled was a barrel holding
the mountain, not even a green one, but abouts. His views
these two girls tried their luck and had prompt other fishermen to act along only twenty gallons, but l>efore the
similar lines in setting their pots and it water had more than half run out the
a nice trip all by themselves.
Mrs. Nellie Hardy and two daughters is to be hoped that the pessimistic views man was dead, with u hole in his skull
from South Paris have been the guests so frequently expressed of late will be which
exposed the brain.—Popular Me
of Mr. and Mrs. C. II. George. They are disproven.
chaiilcs.
to live in Haverhill, Mass.
For the School Children.
Mrs. II. K. Stearns and Miss Hazel
All She Had.
The September number of the New
Donham spent a few days last week with
In the absence of his wife and the
their aunt, Mrs. Judge Wing, at her cot- Idea Woman's Magazine contains several
Miss Donham articles which will be of great practical illness of the servant Mr. Taylor untage on Isle of Springe.
is now visiting her mother's aunt in help to those who have to provide and iertook to help three-year-old Marjory
care for the needs of school children.
Livermore.
to dress. lie had succeeded In getting
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace of Winthrop, Our regular dress article is devoted to a her arms in the sleeves and through
the
which
of
the
necessities
Mass., made a short visit to Albion discussion
the armholes of her gurmeuts anil had
wardrobe of a girl going away to school
Cushman recently.
buttoned her Into them. Then he told
Miss Ella Scribner of New York is at or'college should contain. Read a "Colher to put on her shoes herself, and he
a
Outfit"
before
Girl's
Mr. Sargent's.
sending
lege
Miss Martha Pratt is visiting in South young member of your family away for a would button them. lie soon discovParis.
year'e absence. Those to whom the ered that she was vainly striving to
packing of the echool luncheon basket is put a left shoe on her right foot.
West Sumner.
a daily bugbear will find much valuable
"Why, Marjory," he said impatiently,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Tuell of Boston information on this subject by Elizabeth "don't you know any better than that?
"The
Children's Study
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. James Tuell. W. Morrison.
You are putting your shoes on the
Mr. and Mrs. W*en tworth, who have Room at Home" contains directions to
feet."
been at work for R. N. Stetson, left for provide a suitable place for the growing wrong
"Dey's all de foots I dot. pupa," re
Denmark
their home in
Thursday. child to study. The carelessness prevaComThurlow Hazelton and wife will take lent in American homes in this respect piled Marjory tearfully.—Youth's
shows that it is not realized sufficiently panion.
their places Monday.
Mien Skinner of Gorham, a Vassar that, if children have only a corner
College student, has been spending a which they can call their own, their
Climbing a Water Stair.
week with Mrs. Sadie Marston.
pride in it often becomes a strong inEven a steamboat can climb a bill by
Mrs. Sadie Marston and infant son, centive to good work. Many suggesgoing up one step at a time. This reLawrence, left Thursday for Brewer. tions for school clothes for both boys markable performance can be witMrs. Marston was accompanied by Miss and girls are found among the Septemnessed several times dally during the
ber patterns.
Skinner.
season of navigation boskle the Y rang
Rev. C. G. Miller of Woodforde will
Card of Thanks.
waterfall in the Unudak Norsje canal,
hold services in the Universalist church
At this point falls In the
We wish to express our sincere thanks Norway.
throogh the month of August and a part
of September, beginning Sunday, Aug. and appreciation to all our friends for river prevent the passage of boats up
the many tokens of love and expressions or down, and a canul has been built
4th.
Mies Treadwell of Portland, Secretary of sympathy in our great sorrow.
round the rapids and fails. The ascent
Mb. ahd Mbs. C. B. Tittle.
Home
at
of the Children's
Augusta,
Is made through a series of locks which
Allib
Dcrkll.
Mr.
in
church
the
Sunday.
spoke
Baptist
accommodate one bo.it at α time, and
Rev. Lucien Robinson of Philadelphia
iu passing from the lower to the upper
ENDORSED BY THE COUNTY.
was in town one day last week.
"The most popalar remedy in Otsego Jock the boar, is lifted about ninety feet.
Epyrue Boswortjj of East Sumner is
here to Ree his ancle, Richmond Tattle, County, and the beet friend of my famiwho is gradually failing.
ly," writes Wm. Μ. Dietz, editor and
8pider Talk.
Clinton Bisbee of Auburn spent Sun- publisher of the Otsego Journal, Oil·
(Iu the kindergarten during a natu"is
New
Ν.
Dr.
Y.,
King's
day with hie father, Sylvester Biebee, bertsville,
ral history !es>o.i.) Teacher—3o you
who boards at John Heald's.
Discovery. It has proved to bo an in- see one of the differences between us
makand
for
fallible
cure
Buckof
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bessey
colds,
coughs
and animals Is that wc can talk. Litfield visited their daughter, Mrs. H. E. ing short work of the worst of them.
tle Hoy (of three»—Spiders can talk.
a bottle in the bouse.
I
We
home
Wedalwaye
keep
Pulsifer, Tuesday, returning
dear: spiders are very
Teacher—No,
valuable
be
the
most
it
to
believe
preneeday.
Edwin Field of Watertown, Mass., is scription known for Lung and Threat clever little insects, but they can't
the guest of his sister, Mrs. E. G. Doble. diseases." Guaranteed to never disap- talk. Little Boy—Well, then, how did
Prof. J. F. Moody of Hebron paeeed point the taker, by F. A. Sburtleff & Co. the spider say. "Will you come Into
through this village Thureday en ronte Price 50 cents anr $1.00. Trial bottle my parlor?"
free.
to his camp at Shagg Pond.

West Paris.
BackftoM.
T.
C.
U. held their regul"
The
W.
arrived
and
family
Long
law
The Φχίονά
in Buckfield Saturday afternoon, coming meeting Thursday afternoon of
from tbeir Hlngham, Mass., home in week with Mrs. Hattie B. Mooney.
ISSUED TUESDAT8.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL two touring autos. Their coming, is
Re*. Isabella 8. Macduff has returned
at Boston and Clarealways hailed by the people of the town from her vacation
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, AUG. β, 1907.
The regular morning
mont, Ν. Η.
with great delight.
Mrs. J. A. Warren of Weetbrook paid service· were resumed last Sunday at
a brief visit to her father, Rev. A. W. the Unlversaliet church.
Hill.
Puis
Α τ wood &
Forbes,
G. A. Smith has purchased of 8. T.
Pottle, arriving Tueaday afternoon and
Editer· twt Proprietor·.
Was accom- White an Ericsson telephone Instrument,
returning Wednesday.
ESTABLISHED 1883.

Pemacmt,

UIOH· *

ATWOOD.

a. e. rouu.

—#1 JO «year If pal<l strictly In advance.
Kherwlse f.'.OO a year. Single copie· 4 cento.

Term·

ADnram·:- AU legal adTertlsementt
•re riven three connective Insertions for fl.W
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertiser·.
Job Puirrae
New type, fast presses, electric
)>ower, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of oar business complete and popular.
RinfiLE COPIE*.
Stable Copies of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
itngle copies of each tseue have been placed on
«ale at the following places In the County :

Part·,
Norway,

South

Ruckheld.

Paris Hill,
West Pari·,

Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Noyee' Drag Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Mrs. Harlow. Post 0®oe.
Samuel T. Whit*.
r. A. Shuttle IT Jk Co.

Coming Events.
Aug. β—Oxford Pomona Grange, South W iterford.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Mark Down on Men's Clothing.
Trunks, Suit Case», Bags.
Wrappers au 1 Shirt Waist Suits
Down.
August C earance Sale.
The Most Paying Saving.
For Sale.
Notice.
The Shaw Business College.
Por Sale.
Probate Notices.

A Product of the

Silly

Marked

Season.

That this is comparatively a dry season
of the year for news must be urged as
the excuse for a story which was recently published regarding Governor Cobb.
This story was in substance that at the
banquet given in York County in connection with the opening of the Atlantic
Shore Line electric railway. Governor
Cobb gave the toast, "To hell with the
Sturgis law."
The governor when asked by a reporter about the matter declined to give a
direct answer, and the only expression
from him which has acquired publicity
is the answer given by him to a Portland
man who telephoned him the next morning after the story was published. To
this man the governor stated that he
didn't suppose any one in Maine would
think he was fool enough to do such a
thing, and he considered it beneath hie
dignity to make a reply.
People possessed of a reasonable degree of common sense will agree with
Governor Cobb, and commend him for
refraining from any reply. No one who
bad the least knowledge of the governor
ever gave the story any credence any
way.
It goes almost without saying that it
was one of the Hearst pupers which
originally published the story, and of
course that paper can not thereby lose
any standing in the community; but
those Maine papers which have been
harping on the story deserve to lose
caste by it, and undoubtedly have done
Mere and There.
The Democrat has received from the
publishers, the J. K. Waters Co. of Boston, a copy of that heralded book, "The
Plunderer," a story of Maine politics, by
the brilliant but erratic Dr. G. Langtry
Crockett of Knox County. Written from
the Democratic standpoint, the book
slashes in all directions without discrimination, and the doctor's satire is
keen. Any one at all familiar with
Maine politics during the past fifteen
years can hardly fail to be entertained
by portions of it at least, though some of
it is too long drawn out. Like many
other writers of the day whose nominal
aim is to reform the world, and whost
real aim is to make a sensation, the
doctor takes that view of things whicl
discovers a cloven hoof in every man's
shoe, and acknowledges no motive but
that of self-interest in ninety-nine out a
hundred men. There is an attempt to
weave in a love story, but no one would
be guilty of calling the book a novel,
and
and rhetorically, grammatically
typographically it is an incoherent

nightmare.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Hon. John D.

Baptist Church, Be*. E. O. Taylor, paator
Preaching every Sunday at 10:48 A. u. Sunday
Flret

School at 12 m.
Sabbath Evening Service at
730 r. M. Y. P. 3. c. K. Tuewlay evening.
Prayer Meeting Thunday evening at 7 JO. CoveMfore the 1st
nant Meeting the last
Sunday of the month at 2 30- P. M· All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Unlvermalist Church, Bev.C. A. Knickerbocker,
Pastor. Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45
a. m. Sunday School at U 45.

Friday

Mise Jeannie Hubbard arrived from
Boston on Saturday to spend a vacation
at the Hill.
Ralph Hallett and Elias
Field also of Boston, came on Sunday,
to spend a few days here, and Miss
Marion Hallett is expected Thursday
for a stay of some length.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Waterman of
Mechanic Falls were at Loren B. Morrill's over Sunday.
One of the largest crowds that has
turned out to a Universaliet Circle this
season witnessed the Mother Goose enMother
tertainment Friday evening.
Goose with fifteen of her children appeared before the footlights as advertised. After the entertainment dancing
was enjoyed until eleven.
Arrivals at Elmhurst for the past week
are Mrs. J. C. Irish and her daughter,
Mrs. Pillsbury, of Lowell, Mass., and
Mrs. J. S. Wickwire of Kentville, N. S.
Mrs. George Pottle and Miss Mary Pottle, of Lewiston, are expected this week.
Miss Julia Carter of Montclair, N. J.,
joined the family here last week.
Mr. Henry Martyn Clarke, of Boston,
is the guest of his friend, Mr. Daniel
Winslow.
Mrs. S. C. Van Sickle and Miss Adelaide Fuller of Brooklyn, Ν. Y., are visiting Miss Ellen C. Ford.
Mrs. Jones, of Newtonville, Mass., is
at Mrs. J. C. Cummings'.
Miss Cobb is the guest of her aunt,
Mrs. Mann, at Seven Gables.
Mr. and Mrs. Wise, of New York, are
the guests of Mrs. F. C. Case at Lyonsden. Mr. Wise is a brother of Mrs.
Case.
Mr. Albert Ε Davies of New York hie
joined his family here for bis vacation.
Miss Beckwith of Brooklyn, Ν. Y., is
a guest of Miss Alice S. Murdock.
Krnist F. Shaw took in the big celebration old home week at Kennebunk,
Me., stopping at Ο. E. Curtis' and other
friends, going Tuesday afternoon and re-

turning Thursday evening.
Mrs. H. P.

Hammond visited several

•lays last week at Ο. E. Curtis' at Kennebunk, Me enjoying also a trip of eightmiles to York Beach on the electrics.
Mrs. P. B. Darr and daughter May and
son Bernard, of Washington, D. C., are
visiting her cousin, Mrs. H. P. Hammond.
On Wednesday evening of this week
the second of the subscription dances
will be held at Academy Hall, with
music by Stearns* Orchestra. The tiret
dance, held two weeks ago, was in every
way a success and the managers announce that as long as the dances continue to pay expenses they will be conAdmission
tinues] every two weeks.
will be fifty cents and refreshments will
free.
be served
Advertised letters in Paris post office
Aug. 1st:
een

W. HunUngton.
Miss A. Bailey or Mis* Holmes.
Mise M ara:tiret Adler.
Joseph Radcllff.
POSTALS.

Miss Kvle Smith
Mr. P. W. Towsley.
Mr. Henep.

The regular monthly meeting of Tht
Parie Hill Library Association will b«
held at Hamlin Memorial Hall on Wed
nesday, August 7, at 3 o'clock p. M.
The following books have beeu addec
to the library:
FICTION.

Chambers, U W.—The Tree of Heaven.
Iceland, Margaret— \ wakening of Helena Richie
Thayer. Wm.—Children's Story of George Wash
lngtou
Zanw'll, I.—Bl|t Bow Mystery.
LITERATURE.

Holier, Marletta-My Wayward Partner.
Maxim, Rose—Autumn Leaves.
HISTOHY AN Ο TRAVELS.

Haistead, Murat—Story of Cuba.
Moore, J.

Maine Η I* tor leal Society Report
W.—Ptcturesquc Washington.
York l>eede, Vol. 14

BIOGRAPHY.
Crosbv. Mrs. W. S.. com —William Hooper.
Howard, Jos Jr.,—Henry Ward Beecher.
Sprague, J. K.—Sebastian Rale.
MISCELLANEOUS.
nawett, Hon. R. M., td.~Legends and.Mvths
Andrew S.—Small Fruit Culture.

oi

Hawaii

panied by

her two

daughters,

Sara and

Martha, who have spent three weeks
with their grandparents.
Mrs. Larkin Farrar is on a week's visit
to her mother and brother, Elroy Dean,

residing in Paris.
Miss Abby Keen recently spent

week
with friends in Auburn. Mies Keen has
rooms in the house of Larkin Farrar.
Mrs. C. M. Tilton spent Tuesday in
Canton, her former residence, calling on
kindred and friends.
Nat Morrill and wife are spending two
Mr. Morrill
weeks at Rangeley Lakes.
is not in the best of health, and hopes
that recuperation will come from a little
cessation from business.
Mrs. Lucy A. Skill ings and Mrs. A. W.
Pottle spent Thursday raspberrying and
visiting the Dudleys in the Mountain
District. The showers interfered somewhat with their success.
Stanley Damon, Harry Dudley and the
Misees Nelsie and Mabel McLeod of
Milton, Nova Scotia, spent Monday at
Auburn. They report a very enjoyable
day. The Misses McLeod returned to
their home Tuesday, after a two weeks'
visit to their aunt, Mrs. Daniel Murch.
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of Portland,
president of the National W. C. T. U.,
has been engaged to spend Sabbatb,
Aug. 25, in Buckfield and to address the
people on some aspects of the temperIt is expected that the
ance question.
Hon. J. D. Long will be preeent and addre*s the meeting.
Miss Nellie Dudley, Albert Dudley and
Mrs. Daniel Murch and daughter Helen,
spent Monday at Lake Auburn.
Edward Maxim is running Hotel Long
stable and is doing a good business. He
has a fine stud of horses and carriages
and is endeavoring to meet the demands
of the traveling public.
Mr. H. G. Ulrich and wife, guests of T.
H. Lunt and wife, are spending tbe week
at the lakes.
Miss Amy Shaw and her brother,
Howard, are at the Waldo Pettengill cottage at the lakes for a week or two.
W. C. Spaulding, accompanied by his
daughter, Mrs. .John Spaulding, and
Mrs. C. H. Fogg, came from their home
in Caribou Thursday, reaching Buckfield
in the evening by auto and are the guests
of his brother, Benjamin Spaulding. He
contemplates spending two or three
weeks in these parts.

Bryant's

a

Pond.

Dr. Williamson and family of Portland
are occupying Pine Point cottage.
The Collier family arrived Thursday
and are staying at camp Cohasset. The
Webbers who have been renting it have
hired Eugene Cole's cottage.
Charlee H. Perbam has gone to the
Central Maine Hospital.
Our base ball club goss to Andover

Saturday.

The ladies are arranging for a three
fair to be held about the middle of
August. It will be for the benefit of the
fire company.
Guy Cole has a position at Crowley's
Junction as freight agent.
Henry Perham had a finger crushed
Tuesday, while handling a hay fork in
H. E. Littlefield's barn. Dr. Wheeler of
West Paris amputated the finger.
Mrs. Lura Trumball and son Linmont
are visiting Mrs. Trumbail's brother, D.
A. Cole.
The Hanover ball team were defeated
here July 31st, by the Bryant's Pond
Club. Score 12 to 9.
Samuel Estes of Paris is doing the
mason work on Albert Russ' new house.
C. L. Heath of Woodland visited
friends here last week.
Ethel Ford is in Charleston, where she
will remain two weeks attending a summer school.
The farmers are now getting forty
cents a can for milk sent to the Portland
dealers; a rise of teu cents a can.
A lady preacher from Ohio will preach
at the Universalist church, Aug. 11.
Services at 3 P. m.
Bonjamin Abbott and wife are working for G. W. Q Perham.
Dr. Alfred Rogers has returned to
Boston.
H. M. Estes is tbe first patron within
the limits of the village to have a rural
delivery mail box.

days'

Greenwood.
August 1st. She went out to pick
some raspberries, which are now
quite
plentiful and in their prime, but soon
came back wet as a mermaid and minus
the berries; which shows what kind of
in for us.
a hay day August brought
And now the thunder roars again, indicating a shower not far away. As before
mentioned this is good grass
weather, but very catching hay weather.
Last Saturday our young folks went
blueberrying up on the VVentworth place,
accompanied by Mrs. Scott Merrill, but
it was so uncomfortably cold and windy
that our folks were glad to leave for
home, while Mrs. Merrill etopped near
by over night to try it again the next
day. Her husband came up there Saturday from Norway, to accompany her
home.
Mrs. A. S. Brooks arrived home last
Saturday from a week's visit to her children in Paris and Oxford. She reported
her
a good time generally, but found
daughter, Mrs. Harnett, in rather poor
health. There she saw her baby granddaughter for the first time, and describes
it as a pretty little thing.

Puller,
Held, Capt. Mayne— Quadrupeds.
The verdict of acquittal in the worldBook on Forestry
famed Haywood case will be accepted
foursome
There will be a mixed
by the general public, even by those who tournament at the golf links next Saturwere impressed by the apparent truthday and a tea will be given in the after
fuilness of the remarkable story of Harry
noon as usual.
trial
has
done
But
the
Orchard.
good
of
to
the
attention
futility
by calling
West Bethel.
trying to end a wrong condition by the
"I'lcnlc time itl la.-tt U here.
use of force, when the law is available,
When the grove- with life are teeming;
lu the contest between the miners and
I1» ifoee there to <lrtnk hi» beer,
Mal<l« go there fur lovers' scheming."
the mine owners, it was force against
force, but the eud is not yet. Nothing
"Tell me not In nu.urnful number»;
it
is
settled
is finally settled till
right.
Life i« but an euiptv «tream,
While we've h"»ps of green cucumbers.
While we've lots of sweet Ice cream."
Very appropriately, one of the imAugust, and the days are an houi
portant features of the laying of the shorter than in June.
cornerstone of the peace palace at The
Elbert Briggs mado a business trip tc
Hague was the absence of Queen Wil- Bethel Hill Wednesday.
helmina, the sovereign of the country,
W. VV. Uoodridge has opened hie now
because of a dispute over the site for the
store and is ready for trade.
palace. It is to be hoped that the inciGeorge VV. Harden is working (or C.
dent is not prophetic of tba future of
Ë. Barker in fair weather.
which
that international arbitration for
Mrs. Anna Grover is reported as on
the palace is to furnish a home.
the road to recovery from her illnoss.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Farweli are being
Crops are backward; no new potatoes
Ala- visited by a son and grandson from
Senators Morgan and Pettus,
yet, nor does the sweet corn begin to
he
bama's representatives in
upper Massachusetts.
show the silk; and only one month of
Elmer K. Briggs of South Paris visited
house of congress, who havi died this
summer left except in the almanac.
summer, were 83 and SO year» of age re- his father and two brothers last Sunday.
Ernest Brooks is at work at his old
I.«ring <j lines and wife, after staying job in Yarmouth again this summer, and
spectively, and yet to the la t Alabama
had a representation in tint body of two weeks with bis parents and sisters in
the other day he visited hie parents,
which it was proud, not 01 ly for the this town, returned to Boston Tuesday.
taking along a lady, supposed to be his
for
but
too
efficient service given by tie men, but
weather,
showery
Growing
best girl, with him. Well, Ernest is a
also for their integrity aud i (dependent making hay, and much is being stored iu man of
good habits, now getting along
a damaged condition.
honesty.
towards 30, and old enough to know
Charles Dunham and family are enterwhat the marriage contract means.
taining his daughter, Mrs. Dora Covell,
Later. Hnving occasion to go out into
The Republican State Coi imittee of
and sod, of Massachusetts.
the
Senator Foraker's own state c-f Ohio deneighborhood this morning, we fouud
Miss Octavia J. Grover has had some
two men mowing, while three others
clares in favor of the candiricy of his
vacant
in
her
done
house,
were gone blueberrying.
One of the
rival Taft for the presidency. Then it painting
which much improves its looks.
latter crew was Benjamin King, who is
adds an amendment to the e ect that it
G. L. Allen has not been as well during
this summer with his son
is not the intention to reti e Senator
the past week as he was the week before, stopping
Mr. Ring makes a specialty of
Poraker or Senator Dick from politics in
but it is hoped may improve when the Wesley.
Ohio! The amendment was ρ obably ingardening this eeason, and has one of the
weather is over.
tinest we have seen in many years. All
tended to extend the olive brsnch to the stormy
Glad the Portland Transcript has been the
Poraker wing of the party, but it was
products are well advanced, con»
but wish it was again a
resurrected,
devised by a past master in the art of
eidering the lateness of the eeason, and
instead of a monthly.
weekly
tactlessness.
hardly a weed to be seen on the premises.

East Sumner.
President Roosevelt does well in makFuneral services of Mrs. Thankiul
a
without
comment
telegram Roberts occured at her late residence on
ing public
of congratulation on the result of the
Wednesday afternoon, conducted by Rev.
Haywood trial sent to him by three of Seth Benson. Age of the deceased, OS
the country's most noted anarchists.
The fact of such a telegram being sent years.
Her death was the eighth that has
is one that will give no pleasure to any
in the vicinity of East Sumner
bappeued
true friend of labor.
since early spring.
Rev. J. Harris Barrows of Marblehead,
A newspaper paragraph of advice re- Mass., was in town on Tuesday. He left
garding the dressing of young infants in town about 32 years ago and is now on
hot weather says that they "should wear his second pastorate at Marblehead. He
garments suitable to the season, and not was the son of Rev. AlleaBarrows, forAnother son, Rev.
those heavy enough to keep their bodies merly of this place.
But if that advice W. C. Barrow», is pastor of a Baptist
warm in winter."
should be applied with reference to the church in Biddeford.
The annual meeting of the Sumner
clothing of the adult male human being,
how the conventions would be outraged! Soldiers' Veteran Association will be at
Buck field viliage on the last Wednesday
in August, (the 23tb.)
In spite of all warning·, Georgia has
become a prohibition state. Now in the
\
Peru.
«-ourse of five years or so, we may exMr. U. E. Stillmau ha> sold his farn:
pect to read an article by aoae all·wise
magazine writer, which will convey to to Dr. A. L. Stanwood of Romford Fall»,
us the hitherto
unknown information and he is liviog with his daughter, Mrs
that Georgia Is materially, industrially Edna Rolls, of East Peru.
and morally retrograding, chieily on acMrs. C. S. Walker and daughter Aima
have gone to New Hampshire visiting.
count of the prohibitory law.
The farmers are getting about disIn respect to fatalities from lightning couraged, they are having such poor hay
Maine's record this summer will be un- weather.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Bent and comusual. Since the first of Jnly tbere have
been tlx death* from this cause, the pany went to Oquoeaoc last Sunday.
Corn is looking well, only a little late.
victims being Mrs. Ella B. Carter, W.
Mr. H. R. Robinson is going to comBrooklin; William Devereau, NorridgeFred mence haying on his meadow next Monwock; Charles Black,
Ellsworth;
Nutting, Park man ; Roscoe Parsons, day.
Wilton, and Azor Stimson, Patten. The
tire lose from lightning also will be un-

commonly heavy throughout

the state.

Dickvale.

Bernard and Cuvier Putnam are at
home from the hospital. Both are gain-

The Thomas Β Reed statne in Port- ing slowly.
land will be located on the Western
Myrtle Putnam haa returned from New
Promonade, in one of the most promi- Hampshire.
Malva Howard is working for her
Miss
association
The
nent place· in the city.
now has on hand about 140,000 for the slater, Mrs. Leroy Β is bee.
Mrs. Collie Young of Readfield la visitmonument, with more in sight If it is
needed, and an imposing statue will be ing her sisters here, Mrs. J. C. Wyman
and Mrs. O. O. Traey.
•ceo ted.

Loveli.
Misses Blanche Thorns and Charlotte
K. Pike of Fryeburg have been visiting
Carrie Chapman the past week.
The supper and entertainmeut given
at Pine Grove Hall on Wednesday evening was very successful, netting fortyseven dollars to be applied to repairs on
the charch.
W. E. Hutching and family of Cambridge are now at Fairview, and preparing to go into their cottage for the remainder of the season.
There seems to be about the full number of summer people about town.
The community were much saddened
by the death on Sunday last of Edith
(Adams) McAllister, wife of Victor H.
She was a
McAllister, of this town.
member of Suncook Grange, which body
her
and
attended
funeral,
gave the funeral ceremony of the order at the grave.
She was an esteemed neighbor and
friend. Her loss will be keenly felt
especially by the husband and little son.
She was 34 years of age.

_

...

North Stoneham.

Herbert Adame has let his cottage
near Kesar Lake to a party from Massachusetts. Mr. Adams has moved Into
the Perley McKeen bouse.
Lyman Hilton has gone to Lewiston
to visit rolatives.
Carroll McAllister of Waterford Is
staying with his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. 3. C. Sawyer.
Marion Andrews is visiting at Waterford this week.
Solon McAllister of East Stoneham is
Oxford.
at work for I. A. Andrews on his cottage.
Mr. C. L. Curtis and family of AnC. P. McKeen and family of Albany
dover, Mass., are stopping for a few visited at H. B. McKeen's Sunday.
weeks at Dr. Karris' cottage on the shore
of Lake Thompson.
North Albany.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Smith of Dublin,
Mrs. Martha Kimball is at work for
Texas, are visiting relatives in town.
Charlotte Walker of Portland is at the Mrs. G. G. Rich for a few days.
Mrs. Lucy Emery visited at Norway
Lake View House.
Willard Karris of Gorham, Ν. H., visit- Tuesday and Wednesday.
J. P. Kimball is here from Stark,
ed here last week.
Chauncey Farnham has gone to the Ν. H., tr. do his haying, bat owing to
poor weather haying business Is slow
hospital at Lewieton.
Mrs. Baxter and son of Massachusetts work.
L. N. Kimball and Ed Good are cutare at A. T. Stone's.
George Wilder's horse became fright- ting the hay on the farm known as the
ened by an automobile while hitched Hayford place, recently bought by Mr.
near the store of Lord & Starbird Tues- Kimball.
Mrs. Winnie Emery Is entertaining her
day, and kicked itself clear from the carcousins this week.
riage, breaking a shaft, eto.
All are Improving tbe chance to gather
Rev. Mr. Newport and Xrt. Newport
spent a part of the week with their raspberries when not baying, and soon
the blaeberries will be plenty.
daughter, Mrs. Kaeas.

A state conference of charities and
The Mistake.
corrections will m set in Auburn Oct.
Customer (looking at the bill)—Here,
21st. The call for inch a conference has waiter, there's surely some mistake in
been signed by many prominent Maine
this total. Yv'aiter (politely)—Ze thoupeople. Among the things which will sand pardons, sir! Mit my usual careprobably be considered by the conference lessness I have added In ce date and
are the questions of beet and most
economical methods of managing insti- vorgot to churge you for ze butter.—
tutions, probation, the indeterminate Lou.lon Ans were.
sentence, etc.
Health and Muaio.
Κ NOW"
"EVERYBODY
SHOULD
Health Is of the first Importance In
says C. G. Hays, a prominent business
uny business or profession, but In the
man of Bluff, Mo., that Bncklen's Arnica
It is the very esSalve is the quickest and surest healing musical profession
salve ever applied to a sore, burn or sence of the whole thing. And how to
wonnd, or to a case of piles. I've used preserve that health le the bugbear of
it and know what I'm talking about." it musician's life.—London Black and
Guaranteed by F. A. Sburtleff A Co. White.
25 cents.

Disappointed Hope·.
On motion of his counsel, Sidney K.
"You cun't rake up anything against
Preble of Bowdoinham, the boy murderI happen to
er of Norris W. Heath, will be committed that candidate." "Well,
to the insane hospital for observation aa know he Is in love with a married
to his sanity until the next term of woman." "Do yon? Oh, who Is she?"
oourt.

••REGULAR AS THE SUN"
Is an expression as old aa the race. No
doubt the rising and setting of the sun
ia the most regular performance in the
nniverse, unless it ia the action of the
liver and bowels when regulated with
Guaranteed
Dr. King1· New Life Pills.

by V. A. Sburtleff * Co.

"His wife."—Baltimore American.

To Make Sure.
"An old subscriber writes us to know
trhat a married couple can live comfortably on," said the stenographer.
Tell her a thousand a year more than
tbey have," answered th· correspond*
mm· ♦Alto* jrlMlTr-Ut·.

HIS GREATEST HIT.
fhe B.'tt'»· Wei Mom· All Right, but
the Run Didn't Count.
^
"Talking of home pi ites. that reaii:Kis tin·," l)c>r;i 11 Brick Mow, "«·Γ tlic
;ί:·ι·:ΐlent bit 1 ever made. It wa* back
..t tht· recreation grounds In San Fran·
rUco. final game of the series with

score 3 to 2 agal:i«t us.
"Remember the way that angle of
the fence came in at center Held?
There was one of those wooden drugs
lised to smo'itli off the lulieUl. It had
been left tilted up against that corner
of the fence, supposedly out of the

=1

BLUE 8TORE8.

August Clearance Sale

Three thousand people were up yelling
like maniacs. Oh. you Brick! Home
I tagged third and
run, home run!'
went for the plate. 'Slide! Von gotta
slide!" sounded in a roar like an exSomepress train crossing a trestle.
thing struck me a terrible smash on
the left side of the head. 'Out!' yelled
"Hit by his own batted
the umpire.
ball!' My big hit had gone to the center fer.ee. struck the seat on that
smoother—seat was mounted on old
spiral ImhI spring—and the ball had re
bounded clear back to the plate!"
"llow near were you to home, Clinton?'

of

Summer Goods.

Stanford.

way.
"I mlssed% the first ball up, let three
had ones pass, had a rotten high one
railed ou me, aud It looked all oiT for
yours truly. The next one came easy.
I Just shut my eyes aud swung with
I felt my bauds sting
all my might.
I wont to first! Second!
on the bat.

^

shall sell our Men's,
Summer Suits at liberal re-

During this month

Youths' and Boys'
ductions from the
Men's Suite at

we

regular prices.

...$i.oo

discount of

a

at a discount of

Youths' Suits
Children's Suits at

a

to

discount of

Both Dress and Work Odd Trousers at

$5.00

to 3 00
to 1.00

1.00

".50

discount of 50c. to $1.00.

a

Outing Suits and Outing Trousers
are

Just

included in the Mark Down.
the most

goods

these

the month you need

Straw Hats Marked Down to Close.
Come in and

help

We Have

reduce stock.

us

a

Bargain

for You.

F. H. NOYES CO.
Norway.

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

Inquired a

listener.
home all right.

When 1
to my fingers were touching the
corner of the"—
"Plate?"
"Nope. The bureau."—San Francisco

"Oh, I

was

came

LOOK

Chronicle.

SINKING FUNDS.
They Originated In a Scheme Devised
by Lord Stanhope.
The general public bus uo idea of
the meaning of "sink'ng fund." The
term had its origlu lu a acueme devised by Lord Stanhope In 1710 whereby certain taxes ou the South Sea
(Bubble) and general funds were made
and it was enacted that the

At

our

"Trimmed Hats" at

greatly reduced prices.
MES. Ε. A. HOWE,

perpetual,

South Paris, Maine.

he annually invented
and applied to the discharge of the na
tloual debt. By means of it between
the years 1710 and 1733 the sum of
$52,2-10.000 of the debt was actually
dischaiged. So rich became the sink-

surplus should

ing fund that It excited the cupidity
of parliament, and the grafters laid
violent hands on it, diverting It to
other purposes, ·ο that In the succeeding twenty-five years only $42,."00,000
more had been paid off.
The fund got Into a coudltion so
wretched that It did little In time of
war to
peace and nothing In time of
discharge the national debt. Dr. Trice
persuaded William IMtt to adopt his
plan of Investing $f>,000.0<i0 every year
at compound Interest until with rhe accumulations the sum amounted to $20,000,000, when It was to be invested at
simple interest only, leaving the
amouut of interest annually redeemed
I)r.
at the disposal of parliament.
Price said: "Let a state be
to run in debt $10,000,000 a
which It pays Interest nt 4
In seventy years a debt of
000 would be Incurred. But

COMFORT SHOES.
We make a specialty of comfort shoes for both
house and street wear. See following list :
Women's welt lace boots,
Women's turn lace boots,

Women's turn lace boots, cap toe,
Women's McKay sewed lace boots,

year, for
per cent.

$700.000,-

an approof $2,000,000 a year employed
as a sinking fund at compound Interest would at the end of this time leave
the nation beforehand $30,000,000."—
Vew York Press.

a

Women's
The above lines

Slippers

turn,

plain

8,

Summer Suits

Lot Men's Suits, Former Price
14

44
44

Pants,

Maine

Pants

and

44

Now

$8.50,.
Soo,.
7-50
6.oo,

44
44

$6.^9
5.SS
5-79

4-69

44

44

44

44

44

3 75
2.6S

44

-59
•37

.25

mark down sale.
These goods are all broken lots and
we make the prices very low to close
This is

a

genuine

them out, and make

room

for

0111

fall stock.
J.

F. PLUMMER, "L·,
31 Market

Magazine.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone ΙΟβ-3.

THIRD LESSON ABOUT

PEROLI Ν
The Original Dust Absorber.
t

What better

testimony

James' Gazette.

you than

His Business.
A passing stranger was attracted by
frlghtful screams coming from α little
bouse not far from the road.
Hurriedly tying Ills horse, he ran to the
house η lid found that a little boy had
swallowed a quarter, and his mother,
not knowing what to do, had become
frantic. The stranger caught the little
fellow by his heels and, holding him
up, gave a few shukee, whereupon the
quarter soon dropped to the floor.
"Well, mister," said the grateful
mother, "you cert'n'y knowed how to
get It out. Air yon a doctor?"
"No, madam." replied the stranger,
"I'm η collector of Internal revenue."

«

u*n

Call

Ε and EE width.

ζ.co,»
3-00, 3.50,.
Children's Suits, Former Price $i.oo,..
44
44
44
44
.50,..
44
44
44
Duck Pants,
-50,..

which was then granted, but no sooner had the dog seen them than be
flew at them with great fury and
would not lie pacified. As they were
quitting the house oue of them said
te the other, "That "rascally dog has
This raised the
not forgotten us."
suspicion of the widow, who overheard it, and she applied to the gendarmes in the neighborhood, who fol
lowed and arrested the nieu. After a
long examination oue of the criminals
confessed. Ralph Neville lo Outing

Luflf

1.25

MARKED DOWN.

In February, lK.'i7, two men, apparently travelers, stopped at the house,
requesting shelter from the storm,

"Nero."
"Nero? How do you"—
"Then It must have been Hector. I
knew it was on· of oar three dag·."—

toe,

Mid=Summer Sale

ued to live iu the same cottage, accompanied always by the faithful dog.

Pupil—Pluto.
"Wrong. Try again."

5°

η

44

How to Remember History.
Teacher—With whom did Achilles
light at the battle of Troy?

1.35

Tolophono 112-8.

A Dog Detoctive.
In lS'Jl) a peasant was found murdered in a wood in the depart meat of
the Loire, France, with his dos siiting
No clew could at tirst
near the body.
be gained as to the perpetrators of the
crime, and the victim's widow con tin

—Philadelphia Ledger.

1.50

'-50

Opera House Block, Norway,

few new
Make a
brush, from mumiuct'* hair' rush. fr>m
uncle's chin whiskers, from auntie's·
false front.
Xo doubt the reason there are fev.
great artists nowadays is liiat it is s
hard to avoid ready made pal.it lirii;:!u·
Tliey are thru-t upon children in th·
public schools. IIow can we hope f«»:
α Ileujamin West with brushes a dru.·
ou tlie market?— I'bilip L. ilale in Bos
tun Herald.

and easily pleased people might
perhaps "say they would not explore
farther and that they were perfectly
content with things as they are.—St

2.00
....

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,

why not surest a
ways of beginnin rV
brush from p. p; f/'s shaving

py

plain

the most comfortable footwear made to-ilav.

are

We carry a full line, all sizes 3 to
and see them.

career,

The Dread of Death.
Grunted that It Is the will of God
that we shall remain on earth nnd live
our ap|H)luted lives there. It Is essential
that mankind should feel the dreed of
death. Without that dread the world
cod Id
hardly remain jtcopled. The
dread of deatn Is to the soul what the
law of gravity Is to the body. It anchors us to the earth. Without that
dread to weigh us down and keep us to
the globe half mankind would lie driven by curiosity, by the love of change,
by the dread of enuul, by what Bacon
calls "nlcenees and satiety," to push
open the closed door and see what is
beyond. Children and a few rery hap-

a.oo

toe, 1.50

Women's Oxfords turn, cap toe
Women's Oxfords turn, plain toe,

priation

flating

2.00

Juliet welt boots, plain toe,
Women's Juliet turn boots, patent tip,...
Women's Juliet turn boots, plain toe,
Women's

supposed

How to Become an Artist.
Holmnu limit began hi» art labors
when at the age of four be cut off a
lock of bit; own bair to make η paint
It is rather a serious matter
brush.
for tlie young artist rightly to choose
■ome picturesque ami as fur as possible inadequate means of beginning bis
We all know tin· story of Ben·
career.
jamln West and the cat's tst!l. Aliston,
lieing a coloriai, is snpp;w>.l to liave
squeezed the luscious hues fr »!:i llow.v ar.·
Λ:·.
<?rs t«> Kiiikvî Ills paints.
probably many yo;i::«r art's!·; contem·

$2.50

plain toe,
plain toe,

to

can

we

give

tell you that

Uncle Sam Uses It
To

use

it

means

CLEANLINESS!
For Sale By

J. P. Richardson,
ET Ask

tell you

more

to show you our
about it in our ad.

us

Congo Roofing.

CASTORIA fKlifnUiUCMdm.
III KHYn H111 Ahnittaikt

"-nth.
*

In two weeks

we

will

Si» Oxford femenrmt
SOUTH PAEIS.

"And It

month,

<i*A.NI> TBCMk

A. Bolster of
town for a few days.
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A. K. Bald
»■ it:onal Church, Ucv.
„·
y..:.
breaching service, 10:43 a. m
w,. ci-i
ï-*; Vespers 4 3D P. Μ. ; τ. Ρ !
*■
π!;»
" *· *·; Church prayer meeting Wed
S t ι·
o*cluck.
All, not other
f- .Λ
te<i, are rorllallv Invited.
vu.
(lureh, Kev T. S. Kewley, Pastor
-ι
Mt'ti.
prayer meeting 10 D0 a. m.
,»i >u:. Uv, morning
SftbUatn »
Schoo ι
« A. *.; Sabbath
r\:ce 10 45
η»
h:tu
p.
F; M Κ, Λ :uh League Meeting 6 00
W
e lue.-day evening 7 SW; claa
nraTtr 1' vCt
>

»

,L·''

Friday venlng 7:30.

Edm

~V t'-ι Church, Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro
service 10:45 a
^un lav,
ρ
i ,a .·.: vhoolli M.; Y. P. 8. G *.,6:14
7ΛΒΡ. M.; Wednesday even
meeting
»
prsvtr
free.
All
are
Seat·»
30.
7
-ervlce
lu î rayer
Istt nureh. Kev. J. U. Mule. Pastor
rvlce every Sunday at 10:43 a. m
nln*· Junior Union at 3 3C
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included selections by the male
Mrs. J. J. Emeley is at Peak's Island quartette, vocal solos by Mrs. A. C.
for a week. Mr. Emeley was there over Wheeler, Miss Sue Wheeler, Mr. Briggs,
Mrs. Smiley, and a duet by Mrs. Smiley
Sunday.
and Mr. Briggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Hassan of BrockFollowing the musical programme,
tun, Mass., are guests at Wallace B. the
chairman called for remarks from
Strickland's.
several of those present, and responses
Mrs. Louise J. Brigge, who has been were made by J. H. Bean, James S.
in Portland for several weeks, has re- Wright, F. Wendall Rounds, A. E.
turned home.
Shurtleff, and Rev. T. N. Kewley. All
the speakers, regretting the retirement
Nathan A. Chase of Ilion, Ν. Y., join- of
Mr. Baldwin from the pastorate which
ed Mrs. Cliase here on Saturday for a
was the occasion of the assembly, exshort vacatiou.
«.
pressed the highest regard for him and
The Ladies of the G. A. R. are plan- the hope that the church might succeed
In
a
sale
for
the benefit of the Post in
securing a successor who would serve
ning
it as well as he bad, and all spoke with
the near future.
much feeling.
Mrs. Elizabeth Edgerley went SaturAs the last of the speakers, Η. M.
to
Wilton
for
a
few
visit
to
day
days'
Wheeler was called upon as a representaher sister, Mrs. E. P. Parlin.
tive of the Christian Gudeavor Society,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Park went and with a brief and well worded tribute
Thursday to their cottage at Old Or- he presented Mr. Baldwin, in behalf of
chard, where they will spend two weeks. the society, with a handsome Christian
Endeavor pin, encrusted with rubies and
Dr. E. C. Andrews of North Anson
pearls. Mr. Baldwin briefly but feelinghas been the guest of his parents, Mr.
ly responded, expressing his affection for
and Mrs. C. G. Andrews, for a few days.
the people whom he had served for the
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Morton, Mrs. past two years, and the hope for their
Agnes Penfold, and William P. Morton, continued welfare.
Refreshments of ice cream and cake
are spendiug a few days at Camp Conwere then served, and another social
cord.
hour was enjoyed before the people disPercy Millett bas bis house and stable persed.
up and boarded, on the east side of Higb
Street, nearly opposite the bouse of L. L.
Dedication Ceremonies.
ed

Ernest M. Swett of Cranford, N. J., is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Swett, for two weeks. He îh accompanied by a friend, James Finch of
New Rochelle, Ν. Y.

a

γ Β II «we and son of Waltham, Mass.,
for a visit to relatives
came Fr:<!ay night
here.

is

Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Gray were in
Lewiston Saturday to meet some old college friends and they all went to New
Meadows Inn for a shore dinner.

vis-

are

Chicago

Brigge.

is a
Mis> Obb of Plymouth, Mass.,
at L. B. Carter's.

guest

Mr.

and

Mrs.

James

Whiteside of

Jackson, Mich., visited friends in town
Mersey of Somers, Conn., recently. Mr. Whiteside is the son of
last
S.
L.
visit at
Hillings'
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, a former pastor
of the M. E. church here.

j|i« i. trude French of Mt. Vernon
a recent guest of Mrs. Harold
has bet
T. Brisks.

Ira F.

Murcb,

Roscoe C.

Gray and

family, and Laurin A. Whitman and
family will go the middle of this week
to Fa!mouth Foreside, where they will

Mr>. l'enfold and son Raymond reoccupy a cottage for a while.
turne·! Γ r^day from their three weeks'
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Krookton.
at
stay
Kben Chapman Thursday, Aug. 8. All
Sirs. H F. Cushman of Auburn has those
wishing to go by team please leave
recently : een a guest of Mrs. Capt. their names with Mrs. Walter L. Bouney
few days.
Bolster f r
not later than-Tuesday night.
Mrs. · .' .tries K. Dunham spent a few
Hon. and Mrs. James S. Wright, Mrs.
and
Paris
West
at
friends
davC. M. Howard, Charles H. Howard and
week.
last
nd
Ρ
Bryant's
family, and thuir guests, a party of eight,
t Hoor, without roof, has I left Monday morning for Mere Point,
»z
Α π ■>
beeu a<l'ied t<> the house of Mrs. Sarah where they will occupy a cottage for
two weeks.
Clark >>u ^killings Avenue.
The family «»f W. R. Henry are movMr. Henry
inir tn Kiimford Falls, where
has been mployed for some time.

The farmers had a chance to get in
nome of their pretty badly blackeued
hay Saturday. But it has been about an
hard a two weeks for bayiug as ever was
of
Bryant's
Mrs. Seymour Brooks
seeo.
Monday morning the prospect is
1' id I v. .> the ^'uest of her uncle, Charles I some better.
ι
week.
last
a
few
K. Dm aru,
days
A series of concerts by the Norway!
last
met
Monday
Deita
The
Alphas
Band has been arranged by subscription. I
at Mrs.
tfveiMu' with Miss Bertha Estes
There will be probably half a dozen of
Ware'». Refreshments were served.
the concerts, to be given weekly, and it I
Ε. Y Anderson has returned from bis is expected that the first one will be on I
C.
Wednesday evening of this week.
trip t.» Providence, R. I. Harold
Anderson was here for a few days last
Capt. Alfred A. Starbirdof the United
wtek.
States Army, Artillery Corps, now staat Fort Slocum, New York, and
.ι
wage aDU
""""'""j tioned
b*o sitingin Maine for some weeks bis sinter.Miss Abbie Starbird, who keeps
the,r hotue
house for him there, are visiting their I
left M. uday night
s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Starbinl.

j

j

|

Minneapolis.

M^a

Im»«jA

en«*K"£"!

to Mrs. Record's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George B. Crockett.
Mrs.

Wealthy

Clifford ta spending

Another car for the use of the Norway
and Paris Street Railway was unloaded
here Wednesday and taken to Norway.
This is a four-wheel closed car witn
crosswise seats, and was formerly run on
the I.ewiston. Bath and Bruuswick roau.
It will be overhauled and repainted Defore goiug into commission.

Miss Mildred Walton observed her
thirteenth birthday anniversary last
Monday evening with a party to whicn a
large number of her young friends were
invited. Refreshments were served, ana
the young people had a very enjoya
evening. A number of birthday gif s
were

received

by

the hostess.

A good attendance at the union Sundav School picnic at Penley s Grove
Tuesday. The weather looked dubious
early in the day, or there probably wou α
have been a large crowd, but the rai
held off until night, and it was really a
good comfortable day. Base bail
other sports diversified the programme,
and there was a general good t*me.

SaturJ

let.

After the death of Mrs. George Bonnev, who took carbolic acid as reported
in last week's Democrat, it developed
that her rightful name was
and her husband came from Lewision,
claimed the remains aud tpok them wi
him. and she was buried under
name of Alice McCarthy.
Mr. and
McCarthy havo three daughters living.
They had not lived together for som«

McCarthy,

time.

George

Tuell of North Paris, who wa*
at work for A. W. Walker A Son, me"
with quite an accident Friday while Q
livering ice at the house of
He nac
Crockett on Porter Street.
dropped a piece of ice on the lawn,
io striking for a new hold on it with th<
ice tongs he somehow made a slip an
^
•tuck the tongs in hie foot. One po
of the tongs cut a deep gash about tw<
inches long in one foot, and alsotor®.
the skin in another place, and the ο the:
point of the tongs made a small hoi
the other heel.
Oe was immediate!
taken to his boarding place and ^
wounds were cared for, bat It wlU
some little time before he ta at wor

again.

MnuWkttya

|

!

From August

livering

a

Sank

will b· 26 oenU.

1st, the
in

prioe

0

0

0

0—

ο

j

j

|

good

games are

|

expected.

A Young Life Ended.
We regret to record the death of Mabel
A. Tuttle of Sumner, only chilcLofl
Charles B. and Imogene (Sturtevant)
Tuttle, who passed to the heavenly home
from the Sisters' Hospital at Lewiston,
Friday. July 20th. She was born Sept.
2d, 1889. Though she had been suffering from an attack of appendicitis for
about five weeks, her friends appreAs indeed
hended but little danger.

j

was

Mrs. Alfred Hobbe.

three weeks at the home of er
sod. C. A. Clifford, in Mexico, keeping
hous»· while his wife and child are aw3^
for a vacation. George H. Cliffo
there for a few days.

some

to nature.
Florian Jordan, Sr., and wife, have
returned from a visit in Massachu*heel
the
water
lately
week
the
past
During
John.
has been set and the penstock practically setts.
completed at the electric power station!
Grave Markers.
The wheel is 150 horse power,
here
It being necessary to send for another
and may be depended upon to me water
of markers for the graves of comconsiderably faster while it is running supply
of Kimball Post, G. A. R., notice
than anything that has ever been in use rades
to descendants of soldiers
before. A good deal of digging and is hereby given
also relaI of the Revolutionary war, and
the
before
to
remains
be^done
blasting
tives of soldiers of all other wars of this
channel will be completed below the
who desire to obtain markers
wheel The channel of the river at the I country,
can eend
so for soldiers' graves, that they
will
be
out,
the
bend
around
dug
rips
and have them come all at one time with
as to lower the eddy below the bridge
Iron
those purchased by the G. A. R.
about a foot and a half, giving that
extra finished, Revolutionary
much more head on the wheel than has I bronzed,
extra finished,
I marker, $1; iron bronzed, 50
ever before been secured.
cents; iron
American Spanish war,
war
1812, «1.00.
A family dinner party of considerable bronzed, extra finished,
The last named is only sold by order of
interest to Paris people was Kiv®n
War of 1812.
day in Portland by Mr. Sylvan Shurtleff the General Society of the
with Chandler Swift,
at his residence on Spring ^tteet, to Orders can be left
celebrate his own birthday and that of Quartermaster of W. K. Kimball Post,
his sister, M*s. Nancy B. Whitman of South Paris.
Πενκυ Maxim, Adjt.
this place, be being W and
The guests were Aretas Shurtleff. a
Four
Days In America.
Only
brother, 84 years of iftMr. and Mrs. H.
B. Shurtleff, Mr. and Mrs George A
Shurtleff and Miss Nellie L. Whitman A POLE DBOWNED BOON AFTER ABand Miss Emma K. Shurtleff of South
RIVING HERE.
Taris. The two Shurtleff brothers and
three
tbe
surviving
Mrs. Whitman are
Martin Rafalto, a Pole, was drowned
members of a family of ten, children of
Sylvan Monday of last week wbile bathing in
Mr aud Mrs. Alva Shurtleff.
Porter bridge
Shurtleff, the host, has been in business Swift River near the old
into a
in Portland since early manhood, and is above Rumford Falls. He got
that he
small
was no
one of the best known men in the com- deep hole, which
could easily uave got out without swimmercial life of the city.
ming, but was evidently paralyzed by
Friday evening was showery, but the fear and made little effort. Rafalto arprolonged shower of the early evening rived in this country only the Thursday
had passed over, and the prospect for before his death from Poland, where he
the night did not look bad. Somewhere leaves a wife and five children.
about 1 o'clock in the morning, however,
were
Ottawa House, Cushlng'e Island.
many of the people of the village
awakened by a crash of thunder which
The popular and delightful spot
was evidently close, although there was known as the Ottawa House at Cushbolt
with
it.
The
little shower along
ing's Island in Portland Harbor, Maine,
struck the jailer's house at the county was refurnished and reconstructed In all
the
south
down
chimney
buildings, going
departments last year. The manageInto the kitchen. Tne caps were blown ment this year are catering to the many
out of the funnel holea in the chimney, Canadians who annually go to the seaand the doors of the stove in the kitchen side for their summer trip, and a more
were blown operand thinegeoe«lly delightful spot than Cushing's Island
Some
covered with soot and dirt.
could not be chosen. Sea bathing, golf,
the
and
plastering was also torn np, but
deep sea fishing, pure air and cool
was not
house
the
to
are «orne of the atactual damage
evenings
pleasant
were not aftractions.
large. People in tbe house
fected by the ahock, though the UghtThrough Pullman oars, Chicago,
them.
to
close
was
Toronto and Montreal to Portland, and
ning
handsome ilfurther

0

j

favor. Mr. Packard was a Buckfield
boy, but has spent the most of his life in
We remember seeing
Massachusetts.
him once some sixty years ago, and once
again just a few years ago, and we knew
him. It must be a great change in a
face that we have once seen and known
that we can not know again, but namee
vanish easily.
We werç over in Mr. Foster's cut
down, with our little two-quart pail, in
pursuit of the succulent raspberry.
That is a berry that hits our palate at
about the right angle. And we are digesting about a pint of them at this very
moment of passing time, and they do
not seem to be detrimental to our physical well-being—not yet—and we doubt
j if there be acid enough, or sweet enough
j
in them to make us rheumatic. I think
that nature knew her business and put
;
in just about the correct proportions of
ingredients for health in fruits and berries. We have no suggestions to offer

8. K. W liber.
WilUe Bryant (2).
.Mrs. George Wilbur.
Mrs. Sumner Marten.

0

to make this their last game. AVhfle the
team has not made a very strong showing in games won and lost it has played
good ball on the whole and made its opponents work hard for their victories.
Paris has had a great deal of bad luck in
having players sick and injured, and two
nf its defeats can be easily traced to these
reasons.
Financially the team has done |
better than was expected and by keepthe
expenses down it closed the
ing
season in a good financial standing. The
principal cause of disbanding was the
trouble experienced by the players iu
getting their Saturday afternoons off, a
large number of the men not knowing
until the last minute whether they would
be able to play or not.
I understand that a tournament will be |
held at the fair grounds next Saturday.
The four teams will be Norway, West I
Paris, Bolster's Mills and Turner. Some

Birthday parties have seemed to be
ward Giles of North Wayne was a
Little
the past week.
eut-· at George M. Giles' the tirst of last the thing during
W ek
and on Wednesday he and h s Hester Ordwav entertained four of her
on I
rousiu. Mis Addie L. Giles, eft for little playmates with their mammas,
Br<n kton, Mass.. where they will spend Thursday, it being her fourth birtha week or more.
day, while ou Saturday It was Master
Kalph Johnson who received at his home I
the
has
A
J. Penley
purchased
He too had reached I
on Myrtle Street.
w
M.
of
A.
\ates,
grocery business
Βοίΰ I
the mature age of four years.
for
the »;ter has conducted
χ,arties proved to be very enjoyable to
îstne
on
Pleasant
store
the
in
years
the mammas as well as the little tots.
near the station, and took possession the
tirst of last week.
Advert ised letters in South Paris post I
office August 5th:
Although it is actually Old Home
R. M. Loveioy.
Week in Maine for several months each
j
Mr*. C. S. M*nn,
year the Old Home Week established by
MU» Celine Morse (2).
Deone
is
the
I).
Selester.
the statute* of the state
H.
U. G.Crule*.
ginriug with next Suuday, the second
Earl Tilyor.

0

The South Paris team ditibanded Sat-

iStta.

Albert E. Pavta.
J. Del'oata.
Alton \ Newcomb.
EilwarU C. Kawion.

0

urday afternoon after the game. While
they would have liked to win their last
same the defeat had nothing to do with
their disbanding, as it bad been planned

■jam"

Sunday of August.
Mrs C. A. Record and son Miles of
Abington. Mass., who have been occupying a cottage on Long Lake, Bri g.
for s.>me weeks, came Friday for a

0

Two-baechlt. Cole. First
Earned run*, 0.
base on ball-t, off Webber 2, Coin 1; off Rich 1.
Struck out, by Cote 4, by Rich 11 Li'ft on baece,
Norway 7, South Parle 7. First base ou erro-s,
Norway 1, South Parle 1. Hit by pitched ball,
Umpire*, I
by Webber 1, by Cole 1. by Rich 2
Record and Gagnon. Scorer, Thayer.

J*·'***

li

bases, Pike bunted and Webber fielded
the bail to firat, but Hebbard had left

South l'art

t!,V

Lu«t

Fearing that Cole would be unable tc
pitch the whole game Paris started
Webber in the box and lost the game bj
so doing.
He passed the first batter and
hit the next one; Hayes then bunted and
Webber fielded the ball to third, when
Lowell was called safe on a close decision,
Gammon bit safely, scoring two runs,
Jordan was passed again, filling the

the base and the ball went out into right
field, three men scoring before it was returned. With five runs in and none out
and a man on third, Cole went in to
pitch and Rawson went in at short.
Anderson went out, Titcomb to Hebbard, Pike scoring. Perkins filed out
to Price, then Rich, Lowell and Libby
singled scoring two more runs, Hayes
closed the inning by bunting and was
thrown out by Clark.
After this inning Norway could do
little with Cole's pitching and were unable to get more than one hit in any of
the following eight innings. Paris backed Cole up well and Norway was never
very dangerous.
Rich was in the box for Norway and
started in by hitting Price, who was
playing for Paris. It was a fast ball and
hurt Price badly, and although he pluckily continued playing it pained him
greatly thronghout the contest. It seems
to me that Rich considers the bitting of
a batter as too trilling a thing.
While
no one would accuse him of intentionalThe following is the program of the
a
he surely is very carededication ceremonies at the grave of ly hitting batter,
less about it. In tbe games Paris has
Lieut. Isaac Thayer, a Revolutionary
played Norway, Shaw, Hebbard, Lowell,
soldier, at the Webster Maxim farm, Wheeler and Rawson have been victims
West Buckfleld, Thursday, Aug. 8, at 8
of some of his fast shoots. A pitcher
p. m :
should remember that a ball game is a
bv the audience. small
1. Singing of A merica,
thing compared with a permanent
2. Praver, ...Rev. Alexander Mann, D. D.,
Rector of Trinity Church, Boston, Maee
injury whicb any player is liable to re3. Un veiling of the Headstone,
ceive by being hit, and it seems to me as
By the Great Grandsons. if a pitcher who has shown as good con4. Quartette—"To Thee, Ο Country,"
trol as Rich has this season, by exercisMies Flora Rltner tlarlow,
Mies Mary Maxim,
ing a little care, could get along without
Mrs. Flora E. (Harlow) Barry,
hitting so many batters. Rich, however,
Mies Martha Maxim,
Great Grand daughters. pitched a fino game for Norway, holding
5. Remarks by Hon. John D. Long.
Paris to two hits and striking out eleven
β. "The Sword of Bunker Hill,"
men.
The fact that Paris has been unMrs. Barry (By request).
able to do any batting practice for two
Daughter of the American Revolution, Old
Maes.
on
account of the weather, was
South Chapter. Boston,
weeks
7. Remark* by Capt. Charles U. Prince.
no doubt one cause of its poor showing
8. Dedication Hymn.
Music by Mary while at the bat.
Words by Martin Maxim.
Paris had chances to score in the first,
Maxim.
•Tie holy ground whereon we tread.
third, sixth, seventh and ninth innings
Where sleepeth our Illustrious dead,
but was not able to get the necessary
With rev'rence now we shed a tear
bits.
O'er dust of him who resteth here
The features of tbe gaine besides tbe
Tho' marble marks this resting place,
work of the two batteries, both catchers
Centuries cannot efftce
to
The sacrifice
worthy foe,
doing fine work, was a jumping catch of
Of heroes of the Long Ago!
ϋ line drive by Rawson, a fine catch by
The xl'irious birthright to our land,
Spring, and the base running of Shaw,
We owe to this Immortal band,
who
stole second base twice and third
Through asre* still shall shine their l'ght
once.
For Freedom. Country, Truth and Right.
The ecore:
To-day fond kindred gather here,
To honor one to memory dear.
NORWAY.
With praise we lift our voices free
Λ. E.
For lives that gave ue—Liberty.'
(I
ϋ
Lowell. 3 b.
0
0
9. Remarks by Charles F. Whitman, Kecj.
Mbby, l.f...
0
1
.Sill
M. Poem (written for this occasion),
Haves, c f..
0
1
1
·.»
12
.5
Bv Wm Wallnce Maxim, (A great grandson).
0
5
.4110
11. Quartette—Noble Republic.
Ionian, 2 b.
«
0
0
2
Great
tin'
.8
1
Grand-daughters.
8.8—
By
Pike,
0
0
.3011
12. Remarks bv Mr. Alfred Cole (Historian).
\mlereou, r.f.
Q
0
0
11
0
.3
13. Placing of Marker and Flag,
I'crklne, c.
0
.4120
By Members of G. A. R. Rich, ρ
1*. Nearer My God to Thee
by the audience.
0
10
2 1
8
27
.3Λ
15. Taps.
Totals,
PARIS.
SOUTH
John's Letter.
κ. ]
A.Il
Κ. 11.11. P.O. λ.
0
0.
0
0
5
A sample copy of the Portland Tran- Price, 3 b
4
0
1
1
1
0
.....4
Sliaw, l.f
script came to hand the other day. It Jole,
0
0
S
114
υ
β.Β.,
has the face of a stranger. Not a feature
«
0
0
14
0
l
b
4
Hebbard,
0
0
1
of it has the look that I remember so Spring, c f.
0
0
4
0
0
0
1
0
2
well half a century ago. There are a wheeler, r.f.
0
0
0
4
2
4
c
Clark,
few tine views of "Picturesque Portland"
0
0
»
0
0
3
2
b
ritcomb,
0
0
0
0
0
and an article on the same by Ray Webber, ρ
2
0
0
1
3
β.·
little
a
llawsou,
gem, '"Spring
Thompson, and
Time," by Isa Gertrude Whitman. Some
lî
0
2
31
27
Totale,
one who knows how might easily set it
Score by Inning*.
to music, as it almost sines itself.
12345678 9-Total. !
"Open the win-low, love, springtime Is comlngt Norway
8 0000000 0—8

Mrs. G. E. Dolliver and daughter Alice!
Mr- Kite Bumpus and aauihter
K. Bu m pue, and Lewie Whitney, of Baltimore arrived Friday night foral
Ii
at
visit to Mrs Doliiver s brother, George
olS.uth Acton, Mass., are gues<s
Κ Eistman. Mrs. Dolliver went SaturCharles A. llersey's.
« »pen the window and list to ber vo'ce,
day morning to Portland and Harrison I Tripping so llehtlv o'er mountain and valley.
ta
who
Κ Wendall Round·,
Laughingly bidding us all to rejoice.
for two or three days, to visit friends
teaching in Louisville, K.y., arrive
anil attend a wedding.
Open the window, love, springtime Is coming,
ω .l«»d «
first ο.
Down In the woodland I hear her tweet song;
Hudson Knight has discovered that in I And ilaffys and tulips and Mender-stemmed
vacation of about a month.
crocus
the Saturday evening shower of twol
Arc ringing their golden belle all the day long.
The decree team of Mt.
weeks since, wheu there were so many
will work the second degree at
the barns on his I Cpen the window, love, springtime 1« coming,
one of
»hta fires around,
of th..
«ce the soft mist from the valleys arlwî;
ar meeting Thursday evening
farm iu the south part of the town was The
maples are crimson, and down In the
is
desired.
week. A good attendance
! struck. Some shattering aud spliutermeadows
violets are stealing the blue from the skies.
The
no
but
Wendall
the
done
was
F.
lightning,
iog
by
H-s Rounds. Miss Rounds,
some
I
there
was
was
tire
set,
window,
Ames
the
love, springtime Is coming.
hay
I
though
open
Rounds, and Mine
The robin and bluebird are building their nest:
iu the barn. Tbe buildings are not oc
who is their guest, are spend'ngafe
The Mayflowers are lifting their pink-tinted
faces
days at Pinehurst on Peonesaeewassee cupied.
In the scented pine hollows the rabbits love
Lake.
We would call the attention of all inbest."
j K. llebbard. now of Bangor, son of terested to the ten days' meeting at
"Summer is Going" would require a
Mr* H L. Hebbard of this place,
Poland Camp Ground, which com-1
should be
««ok t.. briujï lor bum! >U. meuces Thursday evening, Aug. loth. different movement, andto accord with
pitched in the minor key
body of a son, Victor, who died Monday By going on the early morning and re- one's
feelings.
at the age of six weeks.
turning on the evening train those of our I A
paper called The American Citizen
can have a long day on the
village
the
to
went
It
hospital
Malcolm C. Briggs
came to hand from Rockland, Mass.
grounds and hear at least three good isn't
». I owistOB Monday of last week, and on
to read between the lines
necessary
will
that
is
It
sermons
many
hoped
that it is not an upholder and a promoter
Tuesday was operated upon for aj | β
avail themselves of this privilege if they
It was reported to be a bad
of the Roman Catholic faith. We have
can stay no longer.
case, but he is doing well.
to thank Mr. Joseph Packard for the

££?&>

NORWAY.

Baie Bail.

I

Hi· Wedding Fn.
A New England clergyman, telle of a
wedding fee which lasted ten times aa
long na any other he ever received and
which, he believes, has never been duplicated. The wedding was that of a

Yomr Wlft, Hsthir or Miter
Can make I<emon, Chocolate Mil Godard
better than the expert cook by ualng "00 B.P1E
aa all the Ingredient· are In the package read)
for Immediate un.
Bacb package, enough foi
two large plea. 10 cent*. Order to-day from youi
grocer.

Pj«

Wrappers

and Shirt Waist
Suits Marked Down.

..

«■Il—

»

Reception to Rev. Mr. Baldwin.
Although It was not the beet of

weather, a good number of the former
CHUKCHI*.
NORWAY 8; SOUTH ΓΛΒΙ8 0.
parinhioneiβ and friends of Rev. A. K.
Second Congregational ( hurch, Rev. B. S.
South Paris lost ita last game of th<
Baldwin gathered at the reoeption given
Factor.
Ul'lcont,
I'reachtng service Sunday,
Mrs. Emma Lord of Bethel visited al
se:i8ou to Norway at the
fair gmundi 10SM V M.; ^abbHh School,12:00 M.; Y. P. 8to Mr. aud Mrs. Baldwin at the vestry of
C. K., humlav Kvenlng, β SW P. M.; Social Meek,
George F. Eastman's Saturday.
afteroooa
the
above
one
Saturday
by
the Congregational churoh Thursday
A Ctrttli Care for Acklag Feet·
sided score, but as in many games thi lng, 7 «0 P. M. ; regular weekly Ρ raj er Meeting,
Miss Margaret Milliken of Mechanic evening. The vestry had been arranged
thrifty widow to an eiaerly bachelor,
Tuesday evening.
Alien'· Foot-Ease, a powder; cure· .Tired,
score is ratber misleading, and Soutt
Davie, who was sadly In need of Just the care Ach*ng, Sweating, Swollen
Universalise Church, Rev. 8. O.
feet.
Falls is a guest at W. D. Clark's.
Sample »enl
with special furniture so as to present a
Paris was not nearly as badly ontclassec Pastor. Preaching servloe on Sunday at 1050
ita* τ
at the FREE, alao Sample of FootEase 8 a*
A. M. Sabbath 8chool, H Λ0; Y. P. C. U. meet- and the feeding be would receive
a new invention. Addreaa, Allen S.
Miss Grace K. Murphy has been al very attractive appearance.
as one would think at first
Corn-Pad,
glance. Th< lng. 7:00 P. M.
After some time bad been spent in
a
was
widow's hands. The wedding
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. T.
home frôm Portland for a few days.
fact that
Methodist Church, Rev. C A. Brooks, Pastor.
We have upon our counters a large number of Wrapper* and Shirt
general sociability, Alton C. Wheeler the first Norway scored all her rons ir
and as the clergyman was
Preaching service. 10 Λ0 A. M.; Sabbath School, lively one,
inning, and got only one roar 13:00
Àgnes Culbert of Lewiston Is a guesl called the assembly to order to introduce around as
7:00
P.M., about to depart the bride stepped up
M.; 8oclal Evening Meeting,
Waist
Suits which we must dispose of to make room for new goods.
Born.
far
as
in
third
base
the
lasl
of her brother and family, Wm. Culbert. the formal programme of the evening.
meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting to him and
whispered:
eight innings, shows that Paris played t prayer
rrfaay evening.
Epworth League, Sunday
These goods are of the "Domestic" make, which include all the good
was offered by Rev. T. N. Kewley,
Prayer
"I sent Henry over with your fee
Harry B. Stone and family of Denver, and a musical programme which follow- fine up-hill game after a very discourag evening,βΛ0P.M.
In North Paris, July 30, to the wife of John A,
Baptist Church, Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor. half an hour ngo. He wasn't in a poCol., are guests at Mrs. Miriam Stone's.
qualities, such as materials, colors, fît and workmanship.
ing start.

AAILWAT.

Commencing June 1β, 1907,
NUI
TKAIXS LÏAVK SOUTH
itrtMfl A w., dall*; 9:34 α. m
tioliu 'ownSunday;4 i>4 P. «., dail) ; ew>p M
dillT f*'·>·ι
suo'lay on I*.
west)-9:37 A. M., daily; 3 '1Ë P. χ
iiolrx U|> -μιγι
lay; W W p. M., dally; 10:24
,|tllr eicept
only.
M Sunday

the flnt Sunday In th<

George

SOITH PARIS POST orne*.
: jo a. m. to 7 JO p. m.

uoce Hour»

tu

too."

|

the

case

with this

disease but

another and a much more dreaded
enemy of life and health developed and
she died of unemic poison.
She left her home on the morning of
the 25th in wonderful spirits'with remarkable courage, bidding her parents
be of good cheer.
She passed through the operation for
appendicitis and was in a fair way to recover. Her sudden demise was a terrible
shock to her parents who have the
eympatby of the entire community. The
circumstances of her death are doubly
sad as she was engaged to be married
and preparations for the wedding and

in iBrownfleld. July 90, to the wife of Joseph
sition to give you one. but I told him Clement, a daughter·
In Brownfield, July, to the wife of Arthur
would
that
lie could lus It over and
Anderson, a son, Reginald Perkins.
STATED ΜΕΒΤΙΝΟβ.
show his pood will. I hope you'll like
In Romford Fall», July SI, to the wife ol
F.iA.M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
Charles Fernald, a daughter.
it. Yoa always have."
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
In Rumford Pall·, July 27, to the wife ol
When the minister reached bis bouse, 8pencer Harris, a daughter.
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or !»c was
in Andover, July Î3, to the wife of Fred Mil
greeted by his wife, whom the
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. β β. M.,
ton, aeon.
Friday evening, after fullmoon. Oxford Lodge, *lx-weeks-old baby had kept at home
No. I, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
!hut evening.
full moon.
Married.
"The bridegroom brought over your
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Oild Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evening. fee aiwlilli»
she said In a voice
ago,"
Odd
in
meets
No.
In
Rumford
21,
Fall·, Aug. 1, br Rev. E. W. WebWlldey Encampment,
Fellows' Ha l, second and fourth Friday Even-baking with laughter. "I had him put ber, Mr. Owen I.ovejoy and Miss OUe Iseralla
Rebekah
Andover.
Mt.
of
month.
both
Lodge,
each
of
Hope
Pulslfer,
lngs
t out i.i tho kitchen."
No. 68, meets on first and third Friday of each
"Th;si's a pretty plaçe for a wedding
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
Died.
feel" cried the minister as he hurried
everv Thuredav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyce
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each out to the kitchen, followed by his
In Sumner, July 29, Mrs. Thankful Roberta,
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. 8., second
wife.
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
aged 68 year·.
There he found his fee—two dozen
In Lovell, July, Mr·. Edith, wife of Victor
P. of II.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall. «lass Jar* hearing neat labels which BIcA Ulster, aged 34 year·.
In Norway, July 28, Calvin Richardson, aged
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 64, meets In
New G. A. R. 'Tall on the first Tuesday Evening >et forth the nature of their contents— £2 years.
In Augusta, July 26, Frank Bean, formerly of
of each month.
ix of "currant Jell," six of "spiced curW. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, MonRrown field.
of
and
six
bix
of
rants."
jam"
In
Rumford Falla, July 30, Martin Rafalto.
"grape
evening.
day
In 8outh Paris, July 28, Mrs. Alice McCarthy,
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In Kwcet
pickle."
Sew G. A.R. Hall, on the first and third Wedaged 33 year·. (Corrected.)
"We laughed over that fee more than
In Mexico, July 28, Infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
nesday evenings of each month.
Ο. U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
Arad P. Howard.
nu.v other." said the minister, "but we
In Rumford Falls, July 29, Mrs. William ConNo. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
also had more solid enjoyment out of nera, aged 38 year·.
evening.
In Rumford, July 24, Fred Stevens.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets it than ont of any other I've ever resecoud and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
ceived."—Youth's Companion.
month
U. O.G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
of
anil
fonrth
meets second
Thursday evenings
|
each month
He Was Not Theobald.
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In RyerThe gray haired nobleman sat In solson hall, every Thursday evening, September to I
May. first and third Thursday evenings, May to itary state before the tire in his anSeptember.
cestral hall. As he meditated upon the
will past and upon the glory of his ancesCo. D, let Regt., N. G. S. Μ
a
in
for
ten
leave Norway
days' camp
tors the clock struck the hour of mid-

Preaching service, 10 30 A. M. ; Sabbith School,
12.00 M. ; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
M., Wednesday evening, 7:30.

Portland Harbor Thursday, Aug. 8,

on

Foster.
Sweet pea*, Mr. and Mre. Henry Poland.
Pillow or lilies, Mr. and Mre. Lewis Blsbee.
Cut flowers, Mr. and Mre. Valmore Dunn.
Bouquet, Mrs. Aima Buck.
Bouquet, Mrs- D. A. Fletcher.
Cresc nt, Llewell/n and Florence Poland.
Wreath of pansles, Raymond and Llnnle

Sou***·*£··

Station, Montreal.

SHIRT WAIST SUITS of white lawn with small figures, trimmed with tucks,
09c.
were 91.00, sale price
SHIRT WAIST SUITS of
waist bas box

buttons,

were

plait

good lawn,

91-50, sale price

Wet washing 50c. returned in 24 hours.

HÂVE

fishing

Ideal Laundry,

CUR-X-ZEMA?

Tapley, Prop.

captured

trout weighing one pound each.
A. A. Leferrier says his son Fred has
an excellent position with the Burgess
Sulphite Co. at Borlin, Ν. II., and has
recently been promoted to the position

of surveyor.
Frank W. Faunce aud wife, and Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Pendexterof Rochester,
Ν. Y., are enjoying life during Mr.
Faunce's vacation in camp.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Hathaway
cottage,
are stopping at Twin Island
Lake Pennesseewassee.
H. L. Burres of West Township, Mass.,
for spme time clerk at the Beat's House,
"has closed his engagement there and

gone.

The old band tub, "Oxford Bear," has
been repaired and taken to Geo. H. Bennett's paint shop for a coat of paint.
The old tub has done its work and sporting days, both of which were strenuous.
Take good care of the old machine is the

Trunks, Suit Cases, Bags.
When you go
trunk or suit

on
ease

both and my
extra

good

will need a
your vacation you
I have a large assortment of

prices

trade in

a

will

suit

you. I have
for $2.00.

please

case

Θ1 Main St..

Norway, Maine.

That new-old street car has arrived

train. The company will return on
the 3:40 p. u. Saturday, Aug. 17th.
Every man belonging to Co. D must
attend as troops are uuder U. S. army
regulations and the company order is
issued in compliance with G. Ο No. 01,
The
punishment
War Department.
mentioned in the order is two years at
Fort Leavenworth Military Prison. The
are all going on the morning train
m.

92.98

now

91.98.

THOMAS SMILEY,
Norway, Maine.

Mark Down
—

on

—

Men's

Clothing.
We call your attention to
semi-annual mark down

our

of men's

summer

All

suits.

of these suits

are

bought this,

season.

suits
We

them

down

have marked

new

sevenl dollars.

This sale

includes all the

popular gray

shades

in

light

dark

and

mixtures. It's economy to
provide now for future

needs.

Iktter

before the lines

now

come

are

broken.

Η. B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway,

Copyright

1907 by
Hart Schatfncr ksf Marx

Tools

Haying
Ν.

Maine.

Bolster & Co.'s.

Dayton

Scythes, Rakes, Snaths, Drag
Rakes and Forks at lowest

prices.
The

solid steel

corrigated

scythe, fully warranted, $1.00.

The celebrated India steel

scythe, 75c.,

are our

leaders.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
33 Mua.rLS.E3T SQUARE,

SOUTH

F.

ÎIiniTLEFF

A.

MAINE.

PARIS.

A

F.

CO.

*

eiHTBlXEFF

CO.

KODAK.

HANDY
KnMtMUÛK
REMEMBER

A.

FUSH
( "Y0U
j WE DO THE

THE BUTTON,

R£ST

About all you have
It is even more true to-day than ever before.
to do to take beautiful pictures with a Kodak is to press the little
bulb which opens the shutter.

We have

a

splendid

line of

of every description. $1.00 ΐο #40.00
Films to fit any size. If you do your own developing, we have desupplies of every
velopers, paper for printing, developing tanks, and
films developed for you leave them
want
If

description.
with

us.

you

your

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
3 Stores,

I™»'· (Maine.

SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.
F.

A.

IHTHTLEFF 4k

CO.

F.

A.

SHFRTLEFF

A

CO.

You:

ONE LOT COTTON DRESS GOODS, NEW
THIS SEASON, HAVE BEEN 17c.,
Now 19 l-»c.
ONE LOT DRESS PATTERNS, HAVE BEEN

boys

65»

sure.

Road Commissioner Wood has cut
down a large elm tree, Corner Main and
Cottage Street near the Beck Store.
Dr. E. C. Walker and family have a
crew of boys and girls picking blueberries on their North Norway farm. The
berries are marketed in the village at
from 10 to 15 cents per quart.

Bargains.

This Week We Offer

98c.

each.

1/ίΐώί)

order.

08c.

large tucks,

WHITE LAWN SUITS handsomely trimmed with tucks, embroidery, lace aud
hambnrg insertion, were -54 98 now &Î.98; 95.98 now $4 .">0; 93.98 now 92.98:

an

JAMES N. FAVOR,

etripes,
pearl

WE STILL HAVE SOME CHAMBKAY SUITS that are very pretty, that were
91.98 and 91.75
92.98 and 92.50, sale price

FOR

Family Washing

and

finished with

....

■

LAUNDRY

figure

with

side,

SHIRT WAIST SUITS of extra quality percale, waist trimmed, 8
full skirt with β Inch ruffle, were 91 75, salo price

S. RICHARDS,

Let Our Team

ground

white

down front with tucke on each

body.

Îiresent

dec.

.........

properly

5°' 37

and 25c· Per yard>
Your choice l«Jc.

ONE LOT GINGHAMS, &c., HAVE BEEN
25c., Mow 17c.

Strongest Faculty, Largest Attendance, Finest Location and Equipment.
FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 9, 1907.

Allow ut to arrange a course for you and nftur grai uatlon place you In a position.
Tbree Hundred and Twenty calls for help tbe pact year we could only supply 154.
The 1907 Catalogues are now ready. Send for one. Address

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE, Lewieton, Maine.

Ham burgs,
REMOVAL
scientists'
Fri., Sat., Ποη., July 26, 27, 29, '071 I AM NOW IN MY

Dyer.
Pillow, Mrs James Suckles.
Bouquet, Beulah Robblns.
THE LIMIT OF LIFE.
Cut flowers. Other· contributed whoso
names are unknown.
The most eminent médical
'
H. S. Robertson.
are unanimous in the conolusion that
-the generally accepted limitation of
Her· U Belief for Women.
human life is many years below the atIf you have pains In the back, Urinaij, Blad- tainment possible with the advanced
der or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleasknowledge of wbioh the race is now !
ant herb cure for woman'· 111·, try Mother
The critical period, that'
Gray's A netral Ian-Leaf. It U a safe and possessed.
never-falling monthly regulator. At Druggists determines its duration, seems to be beFREE.
or by mall SO cents.
Sample package
tween 50 and 60; the proper care of the
Address, The Mother Gray Co., Le Roy, Ν. T.
body during this decade cinnot be too
strongly urged; carelessness then being
Who Likes Lemon Pie 1
to longevity. Nature's best helper
fatal
at
should
once
"OUR-ΤΊΕ"
You
try
Preparathe soientiâc
for delicious Lemon Pie·. A lady say·: "I after 50 is Electrio Bitters,
tion
particulars wijh
never
try to make lemon pie In the old tonic medicine that revitalizes every
'or de- lustrated literature may be secured on will while again
1 can get 'OCR-PIK* Preparation."
F. A.
way
organ of the body. Guaranteed by
application to J. Qulnlan, Bonaventure Try U and you will aay the same. At grocer·, Shurtleff
& Co. 50 oeote.
10 cents.

Howabd Vf. Shaw.

price

SAVING

night.

the forenoon train.
Capt J. Waldo
The souud brought him to bis feet
Nash in command with fifty-two men.
and these words from his mouth:
It ie reported that the K. of P.'s have
The relief you get in
"It is now exactly twenty years since
secured an option on the lot now occufitted glasses more than
me
unv-as
from
sou
sent
by
pied by the hose house next to the Opera my only
for them the first few
Theopays
der
roof
tiee.
Theobald,
Oh,
my
House, owned by the Norway Building
weeks.
Association or owners of the Opera bald, perhaps I wps too hard on yon!
House, and the next lot occupied by E. Won't you come back to me now?"
A small saving of nerve force
F. Bicknell's store, owned by George A.
Just theu be heard a footstep in the
is of more value than the
Cole. In case the society decide to purthe door, he
Hastily
opening
passage.
chase the lot, it is understood that a
saving of a large sum of
a man in the act of leaving
discovered
modern and attractive three-story brick
the
castle.
money.
structure will be erected. In the base"Oh. don't you know me?" asked the
ment will be the lock-up as now, a store
THE EYES
"I'm Theobald."
on the ground floor, with offices on the stranger.
The earl looked at him critically.
second floor while the third will be used
control a large per cent,
"Then why are your pockets full of
by the society for a new lodge room, etc.
of the nerve force of the
B. F. Spinney headed the subscription spoons?" he asked. "And why are you
human
list for the benefit of the Norway Band, wearing the cake basket as a chest
for ten concerte, to be given at Witlierell
protector?"
Park, with twenty-five dollars. In all
Thus was the pretended prodigal disan amount of nearly two hundred dollars
covered, and there was no fatted calf
was raised.
Optical Speolallat
They don't supply veal In
A meeting of the board of management for him.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
held
on
was
Tit-lilts.
of Norway Public Library
Jail.—London
Tuesday morning. Some matters of importance were transacted. A large list
He Knew Mother.
of books, worn out by constant use, was
PROBATE NOTICES.
"See here," cried the lioy's father, To all
voted retired, as well as a list of nearly
persons Interested In either of the Estate·
one hundred dollars for new books.
"If you don't behave I'll whip you!"
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
Philip Stone, who for some time has
"I wisht you would," replied the bad for the
County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
been attending summer school at North
boy.
July, In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and seven. The following matter
Windham, returned Saturday.
"You do, eh?"
The Dr. Bartlett garage will be erected
having been presented for the acUon thereupon
"Yes, 'cause when It's all over ma hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obdkrjci) :
on the lot in the rear of Charles F. RidThat notice thereof be given to all persons In
lon's store on the doctor's garden plot. tvlli gimme some candy."—Exchange.
teresteJ, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxhoused.
be
must
autos
These
published
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
James Kelley, who has for a time been
In said County, that they may appear at a
A MASK.
ONLY
Paris,
in Portland, was at home Sunday with
Probate Court to be held at Rumford Falls, on
at 9
Many are not being benefitted by the the third Tuesday of August, A. D. 1907.there
his family.
be.
should
as
the clock In the forenoon, and be heard
of
vacation
luramer
they
"Governor" Washburn has taken up
much outdoor on If they see cause.
his residence with his people in Lewis- Sow, notwithstanding
REBECCA I). LOVEJOY, late of Andover, I
ife, they are little if any stronger than
ton.
for dlstr'
tan on their faces is deceased ; final account, also petition
For nearly four weeks Stephen W. ;hey were. The
button of balance remaining In Ills hands, pre·
Maine larker and makes them look healthier, seuted by Edmund M. Bailey, administrator.
Central
the
at
been
hna
Libby
is only a mask. They are still
General Hospital, Lewiston, for treat- >ut it
ADDISON E. HKRR1CR, Judge of said Court.
trifles, A true copy—Attest:
ment for his knee. He returned Wed- lervous, easily tired, upset by
well.
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
do not eat nor
nesday greatly benefited. He is now at ind they need is what tones sleep
the nerves,
IVhat they
work for C. B. Cummings & Sons.
creates appetite, and
NOTICE.
Charles W. Ryerson is again confined perfects digestion,
Ho recover- nakes sleep refreshing, and that is
to his home with sickness.
The annual meeting of the Durell
teachand
flood's
Pupils
Sarsaparilla.
ed from a long sickness in the spring,
will be
will find the chief purpose Hill Cemetery Association
and for some time enjoyed his usual good ers generally
subserved by this held at the Assessors' Office, South
best
vacation
the
)f
a
took
Mrs.
and
Mr.
health.
Ryerson
medicine which, as we know, Paris, on Saturday, Aug. ίο, 1907,
two weeks' trip to Massachusetts in the ;reat
'builds up the whole system."
summer.
at 7 :3ο p. M.
early
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hutchins and
FRANK A. SHURTLEFF,
daughter, Esther, of Exeter, Ν. H., and
Clerk.
SALE.
32
C. E. Carlisle and wife of Haverhill,
2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
Mass., occupy the W. C. Leavitt cotTOWN NOTICE.
of ocated in '.lie village of West Paris.
tage. Mrs. Hutchins is a daughter
If you have a bill agalnit the town, either highDoneists of nine rooms and bath-room, way or poor account, the 8elcctiuen ask you to
Mr. Leavitt.
your account at once to the Selectman 1
H. J. Bungs is painting his residence. ihed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The build- η your section of the town.
John Hutchins and crew have the work with apple and pear trees.
SELKCTMEN OF PARIS.
in charge.
ups are situated high from the street,
South Paris, July 1,1907"
Mr. and Mrs. II. J. Β ngs for ten days with broad piazza shaded with vines,
A spring of
at the Islands, Portland Harbor, return- :ommanding a âne view.
These builded the last of the week. Mr. Bangs pure water on premises.
in
Mrs. Bangs is stopping
came home.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
Portland that she may b9 near her daugh- the owner would be glad to sell the
CA.LL FOR YOUR
with the
ter, Helen, who is at the hospital for an Furniture and furnishings
bouse. This is a great bargain and will
operation for appendicitis.
Calvin Richardson, after a long sick- t>e sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
nees, passed away at his home on Crock- iddress, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
He was Maine.
ett Ridge Thursday, July 25th.
nearly S3 years of age, one of Norway's
most respected citizens and always a
OR
For Sale.
hard working farmer. Ho was a veteran
No.
aud a member of Harry Rust Post,
The A. C. T. King homestead on
54, G. A. R. He took great interest in Pleasant Street in South Paris Villmema
and
was
the grange movements
will be sold at a bargain, if a
ber of the society. He is survived by age
can be made during the present
>ale
The
children.
four
and
Richardson
Mrs.
Will sell house and extra
funeral services were held at his late month.
residence Sunday afternoon, Rev. B. S. lot, or house alone. For terms call
Rideout officiating. Many Grangers at- Dn
WRIGHT & WHEELER
tended the services Sunday afternoon.
The burial was at Pine Grove.
YOU TRIED
C. P. Barnes, Esq., wife and childreD,
It quickly and permanently cure· Eczema,
were at Goat Island the past week where Itching I'llce, Burn», Cuta, Sunburn, and all
fall. At
they were entertained by Mr. and Mrs. tkln illeeaeee, after all other remedies
by mall, 10c. Cur-XH. W.
Geo. I. Cummings. The company enjoy Irugglxte. 90c. Sample
30-33
Ν.
Y.
several (ema Co., Watervllet,
have
and

More

Charlie.
Pinks, Mre. Wilson Morrill.
Harp of lllle*, Mr. and Mre. Alvln Robinson.
Wreath of 11'lee, Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Heath.
Roses and sweet peas, Mr. and Mre. George

sale

PAYING

already and

the motto, "Our Darling Mabel," Mr.
C. B. Tuttle, Mr. and Mrs. Richmond Tuttlo.
Plilow, Mr. and Mr*. Henry Sturtevant.
Bouquet, Mr. and Mre. Wm. R. Glover.
Sweet peas, Mre. Uattle Young.
Pillow of geraniums, Mre. Ruth Crockett.
Pillow, Mr. and Mre. R. I. Beck, Mr. and Mrs.
F. M. Green and Mis· Tbeda Glover.
Pinks Mr. Ami Mre. Harry Crockett.
Star of paneles, Willie Crockett
Wreath of roses, Mre. Bosworth and son

LAWN WRAPPERS, white ground with figure and stripes, front trimmed with 1
inch bias goods, collar and cuffs trimmed with band, with tlounce, were 91.25,

The Most

subsequent housekeeping
on the whole very favorably imWe bad at our Portland office during the last two weeke of July twenty
in progress.
We
to the fact that I
presses the good citizens of Norway.
for
calls
competent office lielp, and could supply only six, owing
She had a quiet, gentle disposition and hope the wheels are round and good and
our course of study
of
value
of
the
Ie
better
all
are
proof
our graduates
placed.
was held in high esteem by a large circle the car
strong.
82-44
of friends. For several years ehe has
Fred W. Sanborn has purchased the needed? 8eod for our 48 page 1007 catalog.
who
has
patiently cared for her mother
old Watson place on Main Street, adbeen in a state bordering on invalidism.
Lucian
F. L. SHAW, President.
joining the Grange buildings.
Funeral services were held at her late
was the last owner.
Trumbly
home the following Sunday, conducted
L. P. Bartlett, Jr., and several of his
by Rev. J. H. Little of South Paris. In- salesmen were in town during the week
terment was at Elmwood Cemetery, East
looking over the shoe factory workings.
Sumner. Among the floral tributes were
Company D will start from Norway
the following:
station for the war maneuvers at PortWreath of lilies and broad white ribbon with land on August 8tb, '07, on the 0:15 Λ
anil Mrs.
were

WRAPPERS of good percale, handsomely trimmed with 1 inch bias goods and
2 inch ruffle over shoulders, with belt and flounce, were $1.00, sale price 79c.

Special Sale

DON'T FORGET THE PLACE.

YOURS SINCERELY

S. B. & I. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

P. S.

If you have children the

pile of short lengths

may interest you.

Out of

28-36

NOTICE.

NEW STUDIO ON DEERING STREET
A FEW STEPS FROM MAIN.

Which has been fitted up and enlarged eu as to be more attractive and convenient for customers, and which enable* ne to do Better Work, and More
the
Promptly than heretofore. Call and look the rooms over and see samples of and
Latest Styles in Photo·.
Along with my regular work, I do Developing
Finishing for amateurs, and do it as it should be. Free Use of Dark Room for
those who wish to do their own work.

17V. Xj.

MfjlRRlIitj, Norway,

Me.

THE CARE OF LIVESTOCK.
If the testimony of great numbers of !
the readers of The New-York Tribune

Bankrupt's Petition for

of
HECTOR BEAUCHE3NE,

1· the matter

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

Discharge.

)

[in

Bankrupt.)

Bankruptcy.

Farmer is a fair basis for the formation To the Ho*. Clamhcb Hal*. Judge of the DUtrict Court of the United State· for the District
of a correct opinion, then what is known
of Maine:
as ita Veterinary Department is everybeAUCHESNE, of Mexico. In the
where esteemed highly. It is, however,
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
more than a veterinary department Dr.
«preeente that on
reîpeîtfu"y
of July, 1906. he wa· duly
C. D. S mead, who has had charge of it "Y? ..
J*·?
under the Acta of Contre·· nbankrupt
a.»ud*ed
anweek
for more than five years, every
that he haa
nf to Bankruptcy;
swers very many questions in regard to
the
on
known
livestock
of
every variety
'Vct* *nJ Of the order· of Court touching
American farm, not alone prescribing 2!
hie bankruptcy.
medicine and treatment, but telling how
Wherefore he pray·, That he may be decreed
all
the diseases might have been prevented, by the Court to hare a full discharge fromsaid
debt· provable against hi· Mtate under
and laying down specific rnles for feed
ex-1
are
a·
debt·
"•akruptcv Acta, exoept inch
and care in health, in sickness and in cepted by law from rach discharge.
this 19th day of July. A. ». 1907.
convalescence.
Every farmer keeps Dated HECTOR
BEACCHESNE, Bankrupt.
some livestock—good veterinarians are
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
scarce.
or Maixs. m.
Each inquirer is fully answered, but Dinner
On thl· 27th day of July, A. D. 1907, on read-11
Dr. Smead goes far beyond this; he be- Ing the foregoing petition, it U
Onlere«t by the Court. That a hearing be had
lieves that any information which one
of A ug A D
upon the «ame on the 16th day
intelligent farmer needs is also needed 1HU7.
before Mid Court at Portland, In said Dis; and that noby hupdreds and thousands of others, trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon
Oxford Demoand he often so broadens his answer as tire thereof be published InInthe
said District, and
a
printed
crat.
newspaper
to make it a complete essay on the sub- ' that all known creditors, and other persons in
ject discussed. À year or two ago Mr. Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
hare, whv the
B. Walker McKeen, of Fryeburg, Me., and show cause. If any they not
be granted.
of said petitioner should
said in a meeting of farmers that a valu- prayer
And tt 1· further ordered by the Court. That
able horse had been attacked with a dis-1 the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
and this order, adease of which he had known nothing Itun copte· of said petition
iIcmmiI to them at their place· of residence a#
until he had recently read of it in The NUM.
New-York Tribune Farmer; what Dr
Witness the Hon. Claucnck Halk, Judge of
at Portland,
Smead had taught him enabled him to the said Court, and the seal thereof,
District, on the 27th day of July, A. D.
arose
farmer
Another
save his horse.
and said he bad had a similar experience.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
A true ropy of i^tltlon and order thereon.
Five or six hundred dollars saved in one
Attest: JAM ES Ε. HEW ΕΥ, Clerk.
C. C.
town by one copy of the paper!
Waller, M. D., of North Trov, Yt., writes
Bankrupt's Petition for
to Dr. Smead, under date of April 23:
I

SECTOR
<££*?·

Ship Rigger.

Corrwpondenoe on topic· of lotercet to the ladle· IT ia
1· solicited. Addre··: Editor HOMDtAKlU'
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·, Me

Cooking Hints and

a

Few

Recipes.

MOST

DANGEROUS

duly\urran-

OF OCCUPA-

À skillful ship rigger new strikes.
Come good times or bad, the supply of

Inlaid

Discharge!

Oxfordsl

Men's

Patent Colt, Vici Kid,
Gun Metal, Valour and
Russet Calf, $4.00, 3.50,

3.00,2.50.2.25,

2.00.

Also

Full Line of Bare Foot
Sandals for Children.

Frothingham,

W. 0.

Hebron Academy
1804-1907.

DUiVrl

L·,.

Desirable Residence for Sale,

shipping,

Capt

equipments

JAMES

Wanted.

Months

For

Apply

JACKSON,

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

AS

GOOD

AS

A

DAILY

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWS-

PAPER.

SON, Agents,

Paris,

doç."

PIANOS.

W. J. Wlieeler db
Billing· BlooK,

utb ]

Co.,

She—Tet man It always hogging
delation or other.

some

and pile

a

top.—Kx.

spoonful of

whipped

cream on

WHEN HE
HUSTLED.

TIONS.

Pat an orange or s lemon in a jar or
TÔlunteers for this most desperate of ocbox with joar newly made aweet cakes
never falls below the demand.
cupations
will
it
will
And
or cookies and yon
give The
are to be seen along the
ship
riggers
flavor.
and
delicious
them a delicate
water fronts of all great ports perched
Dried orange or lemon peel will do the
high in air, like great spiders, busied
same.
with their strange architecture. They
a president
soon
as
a
as
land,
When
of
a
equals
you
sauce,
making
plus piece
work in all sorts of weather, both by day
side
from
the
to
boil
see
it
States.
away
of the United
begin
and night No other calling demands
is
cooked.
it
of
know
the
eleα
for
you
pan
high
3. The abbreviation
such a combination of skill and courage
One teaspoonful of strong coffee added
vation plus not false equals a well
and the ability to work quickly in the
to the chocolate just before serving
face often of appalling danger.
known Canadian city.
it.
greatly
improves
a
There Is no exaggeration In the stateα vowel plus
4.
A pretty sure test of the freshness of
Astonishment less
ment that the rigging of ships, especially
water.
is
in
cold
If
preposition equals a large river.
a
bath
they those
eggs
requiring repairs after long service
float they are stale; if fresh, they will go
is the most dangerous of occupations.
No. 187.—Riddle.
to the bottom.
A rigger must be a steeple climber, a
A little chloride of lime boiled in
In softest tones my voice Is heard.
sailor, a tightrope walker, something of
By me the lowr's heart is stirred.
your granite saucepans will make thein a
trapeze artist, and an experienced shipThrough many burs I find my way.
look like new. Rinse well after throwbuilder rolled into one. He must be
Not long with one I make my stay.
out the lime water.
ing
I lull to sleep with magic spell.
literally a jack of all trades and a master
Keep a supply of asbestos paper in of several of them.
And yet where discord is I dwell.
and
the
is
hot
oven
too
your kitchen. If
In war I thrive—a dreaded foe,
A ship rigger must keep a perfectly
the cake likely to burn at the top, put a
I roughly 3eize where'er I go.
cool head in the face of dangers which
sheet of the paper on the grate over the
might stagger a Nelson or a Dowey.
tin. If there is danger of burning at the
No. 188.—Mythological Diagonal.
The rigger knows no safety in his suptin.
the
a
sheet
under
the
bottom,
put
contain
All the words described
The fact that bis services are rewill not stick to the pan if after port.
Cake
When
rightly
aloft means, of course, that the
same number of letters.
it you sprinkle it with flour. quired
buttering
masts
guessed and written one below anoth- This takes the place of a paper lining complicated rigging is faulty. The
or spars may be rotten to the breaking
er, the dlagou.nl (beginning at the up- and is much easier.
with
point, the ropes may part at any instant.
per, left hand letter and ending
Never allow a cake to brown until it
It is just this uncertainty which renders
will
hand
letter)
spell
to
lower
which
the
right
rises to its full height,
ought
He
the rigger's life "extra hazardous."
to
of
it
If
brother
its
bulk.
Againeui- be about double
the name of the
begins
must mount with the agility of a cat and
or
cool
on
too
brown
top
soon, put paper
uou.
work quickly in a network of rigging
1 η the matter of
1. A klug of (.'aria. 2. The slayer of the oven.
"I desire to express my gratitude to you
which may part at any instant.
ALBERT COULOMIIE, > In Bankruptcy.
an
omelet
in
the
Thin
making
eggs
Bankrupt. J
It would be different if be could even
the Calydoniun boar. 3. An epithet of
through The New York Tribune Farmer,
water
of
hot
a
with
few
Dietablespoonfuls
5.
choose bis own time and weather, but
and to say that I regard you as the most To the Hon. Chhemce Halk. Judge of the
4. The wife of Admetus
will flnd the ometnilk.
You
of
United States for the District Apollo.
inetead
of
the
Court
trlct
safe
the rush inseparable from such work alable, practical and thoroughly
The wife of Ulysses. C. The command- let will be more tender.
of Maine :
lows him no choice. Rain or snow or
writer of the present age, and to express
t LRERT COÛLOMBE, of Rumford, in the er of the Carthaginian fleet lu the flrst
When necessary to pour boiling water ice
the
Count? of Oxford, and State of Maine,
greatly increases the danger by renmy hope that you may live to serve
8. in a tumbler or
*·
of
A
war.
7.
king
Argos
a
runic
glass cup put teaspoon dering the spars or ropes treacherous to
farmer and our dumb friends for many ,· »ald District, respectfully represents that
of
was
be
no
.îCueas.
will
be
last
of
father
The
in first and there
pa«t,
on the 1.1th day of Octol>er.
danger
*
the hand or foot. Then again, when the
years to come."
duly aujudged bankrupt under the Acts of
cracking.
work goes forward by night, the blindThe regular price of the New-York Coogress relating to Bankruptcy; that he hae
and
cook
When
green vegetables
No. 189.—Enigma.
you
Tribune Farmer is One Dollar a year, duly surrendered all his property and rights
ing rays of the searchlight to a man
the
when
all
with
look
them
has
have
and
to
wish
green
fully comp'led
Helen sings the 1, 2. 3. 4 very well,
but we will send it with The Oxford of propertv,
delicately balanced on icy ropes make it
iv.|Ultvmerit*of said Acts and of the orders of
let them cook with the cover off.
and If we can only δ, <"». 7, ft, 0. Κ» to served,
Democrat, both papers one year for Court touching hi· bankruptcy.
extremely difficult to judge distances and
onion
of
a
want
If
juice
spoonful
you
Wherefore he prays, That be may Ik? decreed take that
#8.00.
positions.
part the music will be 1, 2, 3, for
from all
two
and
in
onion
a
the
have
full
cut
to
discharge
the
Court
flavoring,
by
The most experienced sailor, no matdebts provable against Ids estate under said I 4, 5, (». 7, 8, !», 10 perfect, and I do hope
lemon
in
a
common
it
squeezer,
press
ter how much at home he may feel in
Bankruptcy Act·, except such debts as arc I 3, 1, 7, 8 she will be willing 3, 4 oblige
need only
If
the
for
you
purpose.
kept
such
discharge.
the rigging in any weather, will often
excepted by law from
us.
a few drops, cut a slice from the onion
Dated this 2.'nd day of Julr, \. D. 1907.
balk at the work of the rigger. The
ALBERT CUl'LOMBE. Bankrupt.
and scrape the surface three or four sailor is at least reasonably sure of the
OKIkER OF NOTICE THEHEO.V.
over
it
No. 190.—Charade.
tiroes with a sharp knife, holding
strength of his rigging if bis ship be seaDistrict υ*· M aime, se.
IN
the dish you wish to flavor.
My first Is u very common pet.
worthy. Then, again, if a sailor slips or
On this i7th day of July, A. D. 1907, on read.
In making hash never stir with a
My NKXT an article small;
falls the rolling of his ship is likely to
Ir.ir the foregoing petition. It Is—
tuird arc Indispensable
AlMy
mixture
the
makes
:
it
lia
pasty.
spoon;
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be
throw him overboard into the water,
In the toilet of one and all.
D. I
ways use a fork.
upon the same on the lt;th day of Aug., A.
where his fall is partly broken. It is
dust
1^7, before said Court at Portland, In said Discold
Before
potatoes,
fry
you
different with the rigger, who, if he falls,
My whole is subterraneous.
trlct, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that nothem with flour. They will brown bet- must come down on the bare boards.
Lugubrious to view.
tice thereof I* published In the Oxford Demo,
ter and the taste will be improved.
And every traveler freely breathes
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
The ship rigger must, besides, often
lu
an<l
other
all
persons
them
known
creditors,
througl.
that
When ho has (Kissed
Bread crumbs are always better than work witb the maets and spare practiluUrreat. uiay appear at tbe said time and place,
for
cracker crumbs
covering anything cally denuded of their rigging without
ami nhow cause. If anjr they have, why the
No. 131.—A Fanicus Novel.
that has to be dipped in egg. The the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted,
safety which a full-rigged ship lends
w further ordered by the Court, That I
well.
brown
not
do
crumbs
cracker
Λ"',1
!
to an experienced sailor.
the Clerk shall scud by mall to all known credin
the
of
bread
stale
Brown
pieces
your
Itor· copies of eald petition and this order, adThe wagus of the skilled ship rigger
ΚΗΛ1
oven and crush with a rolling-pin.
Keep
dressed to them at their places of residence as
It
may seem high in comparison witb that
state* I.
in glass jar, covered until needed.
,T
of the ordinary sailor or even a ship's
V
Witness the Hon. Clakknck Hale. Judge
Y-iwiTH
If you wish to prevent raisins, citron officer.
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
Considering the accidents which
or currants from sinking to the bottom
kud. In said District, on the .'7th day of July.
meets in his daily life, the
every
rigger
of your cake, have them well warmed in work
of course, one for which no
JAMES K. HEWEY, Clerk.
is,
the oven before adding to the batter.
A true copy of |>etitlon and order thereon.
amount of money cau really compensate.
When taking your sponge cake from A first-class
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
rigger commonly receives
set
it
to
not
careful
the oven, be very
$4 for a day's work of 10 hours. For all
it
Put
on
it.
will
come
a
where
draught
NOTICE.
extra time the rate is double. Much of
in a closed cupboard until cool. The
the work is, of courso, doue under the
air
least
cool
the
that
is
so
delicate
cake
Pari» III11 Library AaMoelatlou.
usual pressure of time.
will cause it to fall while it is warm.
South Paris.
When an accident occurs to a merchant
on
French
a
When
dressing
ί
meet
putting
annual
Notice Is hereby given that at the
ship, for example, which is due perhaps
be
ng of the Paris Mill Library Association, to
your salad, always add the oil first; if with a perishable cargo at some distant
held at Hamlin Memorial Hall on August -'lst
you put the vinegar ou first, the oil will
port, every hour economized iu making
1907. at three o'clock. P. M.. action will be taken
not stick to the leaves.
counts against serious loss. A
to auiend the constitution and by-law·, as prorepairs
or
When you boil salt hams
tongues,
vided by Art. l;Mh, In regard to Art. li)th relating
of the work of rigging is
great
part
water
to the day dxed for tbe aunual meeting, and also
into
cold
once
at
plunge them
therefore done at night, the gangs of
regarding Art. 11th relating to the number of
the
from
them
remove
when
boiling
you
voters necessary for a quorum at said annual
riggers relieving one another continuousFOR BOYS AND (ilRLS.
water. This way instantly loosens the
meeting.
ly until the ship is again ready for sea.
N ANDREWS. President.
without
off
Scott's
and
Walter
which
οΓ
for
Sir
any
οι
one
skin,
The title
pulls
college
,ρ,
Thorough preparation
«.
The ship's rigger whose experience or
...
31.33
Paris,
Maine,
July £1. 1907.
the
same
beets
Treat
trouble.
way.
cut.—Hoiue
Courses for those
the
scientific schools.
novels is suggested by
skill does not enable him to do the most
test whether milk has been waterModern
To
who cannot attend college.
to $3.30 a
aud Farm.
important work earns from
TEN POLLAUN REB'AHD.
ed, take a well-polished knitting needle day, working ten hours, with the same
building», steam heat, electric light, telInformation
me
with
furnishing
and dip it into a deep vessel of milk,
V^n?n
ephone, Ac. Efficient corps of teachers. ttuu
A.nywill
No. 192.—Geographical Cube.
lead to the conviction of anybodv
agreement for over time. During the
then withdraw it immediately. If the
Physical instructor all the year. No bet- young or old, of entering anv school house or
busy season in the great seaport towns it
to
ο
will
adhere
ο
it
ο
2.
ο
ο
milk is pure some of
1. ο
ter school anywhere for young men and damaging anv *.hool property In the town of
is not uncommon for the riggers to work
named
above
the
be
will
ParN.
unlawfully,
waterbeen
the
milk
has
paid
the needle. If
women to get training in mind and body.
ο
ο
continuously for from 14 to 10 hours a
All persons are hereby warned accordingsum.
clean.
will
out
come
quite
ed, the needle
Fall term begins Tuesday, September ly. I have uo objection to the use of the school
ο
ο
As a result it is not unusual for
ο
day.
fat
and
the
ac
inforone
When
doing
but
further
and
gets
any
you fry fish,
κ rounds as ρ lay-ground·
10, 1(H>7. For catalog
them to receive for months at a time as
ο
ο
should report to me at once
fish
cnlental
the
damage
Sarbefore
in,
E.
W.
put
you
mation address. Principal
boiling hot,
much as $50 a week.
harm ma ν come to them.
σο
30-37 that no
ο
sprinkle a little salt on the bottom of the
of July,
S°Uth t*ar'e lhlîlUfu'onth
gent, Uebron, Me.
In nearly all great seaport towns,
turn the fish without
then
\
ο
ο
ο
4.
may
you
pan;
ο
ο
ο
8.
notably in Now York city, the riggers
ALBERT D. PARK.
ο
breaking.
NOTICE OF ruRECLOSl'KK.
Their union is
are strongly organized.
**3,1
Sujierlntendent of School··.
To prevent the juice of fruit pies from
ο
ο
WHKKKAS Mary A. Bacon, of Ituckeelt, ta
the oldest of its kind in the
probably
her
of
Maine,
l
state
mi
by
small
a
of
Cxford
Hie county
ο
quantity world. Not only have they played an
boiling over, sprinkle
mortgage «lee·!. dated the 7th Hay of September,
of bicarbonate of eoda over the fruit beο
ο
A. D. !·*«, an<t recorded In Oxford Kegletry ot
important part throughout the history
crust.
on
the
ο
fore
7.
the
to
me,
top
puttiug
Deed·, book -297. page 112. conveyed
but their guild
of American
to
H. N. Bolster homeis
The
to
best
The
put
peaches
undersigned, certain mal estate situate·! In the
way
peel
οο
ο
was an effective one in London when the
town of Buckfleld, aforesaid, and bounded a*
a
them
over
a
and
in
bowl
Paris
a
few
in
South
situated
stead
pour
ο
village,
follow», to wit: Situated In the vll'age of Buckships were rigged which sailed against
ο
ο
pint of very hot water. Don't let them the Spanish Armada. The laws which
ο
flel I. In eald town of Bucktield. and being the
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
in it for more chan a few minutes;
homestead place of eald Uacon, bounded on the
stand
ο
the riggers in America to-day had
attached,
north bv the road leading from said Bucktield and all modern
then pour off and put on cold water for govern
ο G.
ο
ο
υ
ο
5. υ
their origin in this ancient guild.
village to Hal.'· bridge, on the cant by land of a two story house, ell and stable,
The skin will then
a minute or two.
Hannah Uamon and Wallace Tuttle, on the «outh
has occurred meanwhile
revolution
A
From 1 to 2 a country in Asia; ι to a, roll off as easily as it does from a toApply to
by Charles Holland's property or land and on centrally located.
in the shipping of the world by the introa
to
the west by road leading lo K. Hebron from »a!d
2
4.
in
In
each
cut
small
a
After
Europe;
mato.
country
peach
peeling,
S. WRIGHT, Adm.
duction of steam and the use of iron and
vlllige and also a lot or parcel of land known as
the Intervale 1 »C. bounded as fol'ows, on the
part of tin* German empire; 3 to 4. a two and pick out the stone.
steel in shipbuilding, but the dangers of
or
a
use
north and east by the Nezlnscot river, and on
a
graniteware the ship rigger's life, like the demand
porcelain
seaport
Always
large river in Europe; 3 to
the south by the road from Buckdel I village to
and use a
ami gulf of Prussia; 4 to G, u city of kettle in making preserves,
for his services, have somehow remained
Hall's bridge and on the west by land of Ζ W
In
wooden
clean
your
making
spoon.
Shaw
New York; 5 to 0, a territory in the
uuchanged. So you may hear the rigbe careful not to let it burn or
Ami, whereas, the condition of said mortgage
sprup,
talk to-day much the same as they
northern part of South America; 2 to
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
If gers
over and always skim carefully.
boil
the breach of the condltlou thereof I claim a
and 7. u territory of the United States; 7 to you have old-fashioned preserves that Qiu iwti cumunce hiuuo. the accident» to
Autumn
foreclosure of said mortgage.
A curious thing about
β, a country of western Asia.
are not in air-tight jars, and you see
Norway, Me.. July 19th. I'JUT.
December.
riggers, as any one on the water front oi
BlGESK F. SMITH.
some mold coming on the top of them,
our seaports who knows will tell you, is
No. 193.—Decapitation·.
don't mind it, as it keeps the air from
that the most dangerous accidents spec1. Behead to sparkle and have to the preserves and does not injure them tacularly are seldom very serious. Any
For Service
when
careful
be
house
the
iu
very
least, only
A sanitary, modern, sunny
obey.
old salt or idler who haunts the docks
remove it to use the fruit that you
A right good Berkshire Boar, just
will bo found full of marvelous storiei
2. Behead a way or path and have you
at or near Paris Hill, fully furnished
do not let any of the mold get into the
of such hairbreadth escapee. In Sac
consumed.
the right size. Service fee $1.00.
for house-keeping. Bath room and
juice.
Francisco a sailor recently was dropped
3. Behead an ear of coru and have a
When you make jelly, do not pour it
to P. O.
A. K.
furnace necessary.
nearly 100 feet by the parting of a rotten
fish.
into cold glasses, but heat the tumblers
spar. As he fell, apparently to certain
the
aids
find
this
will
Box ι, Paris, Maine.
30-32
South Paris, Me.
boiling hot; you
death, he struck a rope, which caused
Just Bubble·.
jellying process.
him to turn two complete somersaults in
At a bargain sale even high hats are
When you intend canniug fruit, the
his descent and landed him on a pile ol
a
is
to
to
do
first
put large dishpan loose sails, which considerably broke his
low.
thing
lukewith
filled
stove
of
the
back
the
on
Mobile ought to lead In the automofall. Wbile every one stood aghast, hi
warm water, and put as many jars as you
himself up nimbly, shook him
bile business.
with water, and while picked
it
filled
in
can
On the stormy ocean of life there are
self, and proceeded to climb back to his
your fruit is cooking the jars will be
original position.
ninny hardships.
getting very hot; also put the lids in,
Another rigger in falling from a highl
In the social scale people are not In- too. in a bowl of cold water that has a
which threatened instant death struck
clined to weigh their words.
small teaspoonful of ammonia in it put
a slack rope by great good luck,
Distance lends enclinutineut and docs the rubber riugs; and if you flnd any against
which broke his fall and swung him
that have lost their elasticity, don't use
not expect you to pay it back.
against a mast. Instinctively he clutchAs to rapid transit, the fastest thing them; there is danger of the air getting ed its smooth sides and slid quite un<
is a metropolitan newspaper for buey people, almost as
the
into
jar.
through
of
on re« ord Is a train
thought.
hurt to the deck below.
Rood as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
In canning crab apples, leave on the
To become an expert rigger, qualified
bring* it to your door three times every week.
stems and cook very carefully jn the
to superintend as well as execute the
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
Key to the Puzzler.
This is a
to prevent breaking.
syrup
of
The
Daily
work, the man must undergo a long and
and contains all the most important news
No. 171».—Word Building: 1. Car-rot; beautiful
looking fruit when preserved exacting apprenticeship. lie must bfr
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
Ten-dou, Cotton.
in
a clear red jelly.
whole
gin his apprenticeship with at least two
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
No. ISO.—Easy Illustrated Iihyme:
PEiCH .IICI.T.Y.
years of actual servioe before the mast,
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
a
was
naughty boy.
Tommy
Wash thoroughly a cupful of evaporat- He must learn to know the ship to the
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
Who would not go to school;
ed peaches. Let them lie in water all last detail of her rigging, Before he car
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
would it-HKo the cuts and dogs
Be
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with
n'ght. In the morning, stew, mash and be trusted with the more technical prob
And go swimming In the pool.
Oxford Democrat,
strain them. Return to the fire, and lems of his trade the apprentice must
your own favorite local newspaper, The
No. 181.—Diamond: 1. M. 2. Tit. 3.
cook with a cupful (or more) of sugar, pass to the drawing board, where be
Minor. 4. Ton. 5. R.
for ten minutes. Set this aside to cool. learns the theory of shipbuilding and
No. 182.—Numerical Enigma:
Take a half box of gelatin, soak it in ship rigging. This training is supplehalf a cupful of cold wator and dissolve mented in turn by a course in some ship
Beneath the rule of men entirely great
The pen Is mightier than the sword.
it in one cupful of boiling water. Stii yard.
and set aside to
Before a rigger undertakes to repair a
No. 183.—Military Men: 1. General this into the peaches
congeal. It should be stirred occasion' ship, for instance, he must know th<
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat, 1'ope. 2. General Porter. 3. General
ally as it begins to thicken, to keep the name and use of every rope, must be
Iluutor. 4. General Fremont.
South Paris, Maine.
at i
peaches from settling at the bottom, able to measure distance accurately
Your name and address on a postal can! to THE NEWNo. 184.—Anagrams: Alexander, I'er- Place on ice if the weather is warm,
and thereafter calculate to a nice
glance
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
t'lval. Stephen. Andrew, Edward, Otis, When it is jellied eat with whipped ty just what a ship needs. To all this
bring you a free sample copy.
he must, of course, bring skill to executt
Basil, Christopher, Solomon, Francis, cream.
the theoretical side of bis training, with
Lionel. Charles.
KROSTBI) PEACUBS.
the courage to be gained only by actua
No. 185.—A Search: 1. A-bat-tolr. 2.
For twelve large peaches take the life at sea.—New York Herald.
Ex-pen-sive.
a
froth,
to
whites of three eggs, beaten
of water. Have
Make a note now to get Ely's Cream Add two tablespoonfule
Mark Twain and the Marinera.
Balm if you are troubled with nasal ca- ready one cupful of powdered eugar,
(Manchester Guardian.)
and
the
from
stones
Remove
tbe
peaches
tarrh, hay fever or cold in the head. It
The following is a new Mark Twaii
and
tbe
in
Then
off
fur.
rub
the
egg
dip
is purifying and soothing to the sensitive
according to the Header, whicb
niombranes that line the air passages. roll in powdered sugar. Set carefully •tory,
declares tbnt it is from his evidence be
end
with
the
etem
white
paper
upon
It is made to cure the disease, not to fool
window. When fore the recent oommittee on copy-right.
the patient by a short, deceptive relief. down. Lay in a sunny
Mr. Clemens professes himself to have
and llnish drying.
roll
half
again
dry,
is
in
it.
no
nor
cocaine
Thero
mercury
the kindliest feelings towards every one
Do not be talked into taking a substitute
BAKED PEACUBS.
concerned in the business of publication,
All druggists
for Ely's Cream Balm.
The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildPare and stone peaches; lay the piecei a business in which, it should be re
D.
C.
is
It
in
located
the
cents.
Mailed
Price
50
sell
it.
of
Washington,
by
Ely
Agriculture,
ing. U. S. Department
in a baking-dish, sprinkle with sugar, membered, he, like Scott, was ruined
Bros., 50 Warren Street, New York.
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
Serve witt He felt, he said, the same sort of charity
cover and bake until tender.
uses Paroid because it
It
etc.
warehouses,
for
barracks,
Paroid
stables,
uses
to everybody that was manifested by ι
cream.
New Lamps for Old.
finds nothing its equal.
certain gentleman who arrived at home
ROLL.
PKACU
Johnny's dog, Tige, was a nuisance.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warefrom the club at two o'clock one morn
His pet theory must have been that all
Cream together half a cupful of sugar, ing perfectly satisfied with life. The
houses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is percinder
slate
and
be
is
to
wore
created
to
proof,
light
color,
destroyed—at two well beaten eggs, and half a pint house, however, was weaving, weaving
lay, spark
manent in character, is easy
things
least, so his practices indicated. John- of rich milk. Mix well, then sift in floui around, but he watched his chance, and
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
Write
for
for
free
be
will
to be rid of
were
anxious
you.
folks
the
Government
sample
for
is
good
What
ny's
good
enough to make a soft dough. Divide presently when the steps got in bit
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask for booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Tige, and at last they decided to work the dough in three, roll out each piece neighborhood lie mado a jump and
I upon the lad's affections with lucre.
in a long oval, and cover the upper sides olimbed on the portico. The bouse wenl
Send Β 2 not tump for book of up-to-date poultry and farm building pUoa.
"Johnny," said his father one day, of the dough-sheets with ripe peaches, on weaving and weaving, but he watched
He.
"I'll give you |5 if you'll get rid of that
South
S. P. MAXIM &
peeled and sliced thin. Roll up the the door, and when it came his waj
sheets, pinch the ends, and lay them in ι plunged through it. He reached the
Johnny gasped at the amount, swal- baking-pan side by side, then set them stairs and with difficulty got to the top.
lowed hard at thought of Tige, and said in a brisk oven. Serve with a very rich, He raised bis foot and put St on the top
he would think it over.
sweet sauce, flavored with peach kernels, step. But his toe hitched, and be rolled
The next day at dinner he made the blanched and shredded fine. To make down
stairs, fetching up on the bottom
laconic announcement: "Pa, 1 got rid of this sauce, cream a cupful of butter;
step with his arm around the newel post,
of
Tige."
uiix*it well with two cupfals
sugar; and he said, "God pity the poor sailori
"Well, I certainly am delighted to hear beat very light, then set over hot water. out to sea on a night like this."
it," says the father. "Here's your Add the shredded kernels, and stir hard.
mopey; you've earned it. How did you Keep the water around the sauce boiling
A Sad Case.
The Mshlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano, get rid of the nuisance?"
until ready to serve. Cnt the roll in thin
"Traded bins to Bill Simpkins for two slices, and deluge with sauce.
A Chicago physician was one day callare all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
ed to attend a sick child in a "shabby
yellow pupa," answered Johnny.—Ex.
Also I have
PEACH CREAM.
BAVARIAN
money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument.
genteel" quarter of the Windy city.
"There goes the queerest man in this
"Madam," said the doctor to the
Select a few of the best fruit and halve
Prices
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
town."
Then mother, "you should send this child to
them after removing the skin.
will
we
and
and
Send
for
interest
in
low, terms easy.
try
catalogue
"He doesn't look eocentric."
you
take some other peaches, rather soft, the country for several weeks each sum"I know it, but he ran back home and make a pulp of them by crushing mer."
the best pianos that are on the market.
after he'd got a block and a half away through a sieve, adding some sugar to
"I am sorry to say, doctor," responded
the other morning to kiss his wife. And this and half an ounoe of gelatine whloh the woman, "that we are not rich
married
seven
been
this
nearly
years." has been dissolved in water. Bring
they've
enough to do that."
to a boil and then let it beoome oold and
"Then," suggested the physician,
stiff. Pill the half peaches with this "bare her sent by the fresh air land."
He—Woman is a delusion.
No. 186.—Simple Arithmetic.
1. The most necessary fluid plus a
great «juautlty of the same, less two
consonants, equals a great battle.
2. To harness, less the second vowel,

"0, doctor," exolalmed the woman,

"we are not poor

enonghl"

tenderly, "you're got your engagement
ring back again. haven't yoirt Now,
1
In the cov^" of three or Γο·:γ ho;:r··
Intend to snp; luirent îhnt with u plu lu
Aurora
goltl baud. r»o:i't yoe worry.

ill-,
stocks may have go:»· up lu hut
but I didn't. Your father wont* yoti
Now. you just
to marry a hustler.
he
watch me deliver the goods when

"By Abbi· F. Hansom.
! Copyrighted. IW7, by
I

Parcell*.

E. C.
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She ctood by tiie window watching
the reheating figure of the young man,
tbe entoo much absorbed to notice

of tier father until he was by
her side. Without «peaking «lie leaned
thus
lier arm upon bis shoulder and
man was
tlioy watched until tbe young
Then her father
In sight
no
trance

longer
spjkci

-It won't do, Elsie. You've got to
tell hlin 1 A·id bo. lie Isn't the one."
The hand which had been caressing
Ills hair was thrown out with indignant protest and the girl faced him.
palued surprise In every curve of the

dainty lips.

"What's wrong, father?" she demanded.
Why haven't you said that
before?"
The gray eyes gazing into her own
held far more kindness than his words
They were full of stem decision.
"Because 1 haven't been sure. Now

I am. Fred Denton can never support
wife, lie Isu't able to now, aud he
You've got to call It
never will be.

a

off."
"But. fatlM-r." she began.
"It's no use. Elsie." be Interrupted.
"It Isn't lu hlin. A young man to succeed nowadays must get out and hustle, and that's something Fred Denton
will never do. lie spends his time In
his office reading, reading, reading, and
that never brought patient to η doctor

yet.

the other night there was au
accident at Cedar Glens. Ivensett was
mixed up in it. Had a drunken chauf-

"Why.

feur. and the whole car came precious
Would have
near going over the cliff.
nied
a
gone if it hadn't Imhmi for young
who understood sprinting and who
saved It in the nick of time.
"As it was, Ivensett got off with a
broken collar Isine, a friend of his came

home with a smashed hand, aud—well,
That sawyou read It In the papers.
boneses tlxed for life Just because be
happened to be on tbe spot and knew
what to do and how to do It. But It
Ile was In his office
wasn't Denton.
reading up the microbes of leprosy or
Boinc other outlandish disease."
"l'red was Just telling me," began

Elsie, when her father cut her short.
"Then. too. he had a little money In
Where's that? Ile
one of the banks.
wasn't content to let it stay where It
lie asked me what I thought
was.
utiout Aurora stocks, and I told him
weren't worth the matches to

they

In

them.
bum 'em. but he invested
Whore are they now? Whew! Now
you ee 'ein and now you don't."
"Father, If you would only listen"-"Listen to what? The same old story

a year?
of love In a flat and your
I've got a deal on hand and won't b·
home before tomorrow night. In the
meantime you Just give me that rln«
«•n your linger and I'M return It to
Fred Denton. M. D."
Slowly his daughter drew off the
In
ring, a curious expression growing
her eyes, «me which lier father was
quick to observe.
"See here, Elsie," he su Id as he took
It from her. "I want you to promise
that If lie calls you won't see him until
I give you permission; that Is, If I
ever do."
"You are very unjust, father; If you
would only listen"—
"I've waited too long already," he re"Mind your
Hpoiiiled. starting off.
Elsie; there Isn't to l>e an}

promise,

of this nonsense."
•Terha pa there'll be more Instead of
less," she murmured ns the door closed
Then she went up the
liehlnd him.
stairs to her room with a tread as full
of decision a« his tones had been.
It didn't take long for her to reappear dressed for the street, and fifteen
minutes later klie surprised a certain
more

enyoung man who was very busily
gaged doing uothing at all In h' pleasantly furnished office of a downtown

business block.
nt?

eay

a

>WUIUI1

e»»V

UJ*.
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single word," she concluded In-

dignantly.

Fred Denton mulled complacently
Into lier (lu-sLed face. There was no
trace of the despondent lover alwut
bliu.
"Wo won't try to explain," he «aid.
"Suppose you take this trip to New
York with me this morning? You look
"White
very brkle-y," he answered.
dress, white hat. white shoes aud
gloves. Really, Elsie, one would al-

most believe that you had dressed purposed for a wedding trip."
"Fred Denton, you don't believe"—
she paused, crlmsou to the very ears.
Then she added Irrelevantly:
"Father run away with mother; I've
hoard him tell about it time and time

again."

"Couie ou," Denton cried.
"It doesn't seem right, Fred. Father
has always been the kindest, the best
father in existence, and he is doing
tills Just because be loves me."
"That's Just the reason we're dolug
what we are," was his ready response.
"Come, dear, we haveu't a moment to
lose. You go to the Wilson avenue station and take the train from there,
while I'll trolley It to Woodlawn aud
get 011 board at that place. Then uo
one will see its together until after we
leave the city and we are all Ο. K."
A ten minutes' wait for the New
York express Is a time altogether inadequate for repentance and home going.
Besides, there was the danger of dlseovory, and 110 one of Elsie Kingston's
makeup ever flinched wheu dunger was
In the air.
Then there was lier ticket to buy.
her seat to secure and the ten minute»
had come aud gone before she thought
»f looking tor friend or foe In that
•rowded rultway car.
At Woodlawn station she saw Fred
Denton swing himself upon the platform of the smoker, but the city streets
were far behind them, and the train
vas sp.-cdlng fast through the country
neadows before he Joined her. When
|e did, he held in his hand a little
rirclet of gold whose center held a very
familiar diamond.
Slipping into the
*>eat beside her, he suld:
"Better put thN upon your flnser.
It's been a way from Its place too long

already."
"Why, Fred," she gasped, "where did
}ou get that?"

"Your father handed It to me a few

ago."
"F.ithor! Where Is he?

Moments

Where did

you see him?"
"He's back there In tho smoker," he
replied nonchalantly. "He gave It to
me Just after the trniu left Wood-

lawn."
Her fuce went white.
"What did you say?"
I was passing through
"Nothing.
the car on my way to you when he
hailed me aud said In the pleasautest
tone Imaginable: 'Mr. Denton, I promised my daughter to give you this
There Isn't to be any anpackage.
1 took It from him, with an
swer.'
'All right.' and came ou luto the next
car, sitting where I knew ho could see
Then I waited
me from bin seat.
awhile and hunted you up."
"lie toll»me this morning he was
going away fx· a couple of day?."
Tears wero very near Ler eyes. "Oh,
Fred, If he should see us and try to
mak· a scene! What will we do?"
"See hero, little girl," said Dfato*

calls for them."
"Flr^t call for dinner! First call for
dinner!" cried the porter ou IiIj way to
the smoker.
"Shall we go now," Denton askerl.

"or do you prefer waiting a little?"
"Father always like» an early dinner," 8he answered, "and he'll he sure
to pasR through here very soon. There
wou't be so many In the dining car.
Let's go now."
They found a vacant table In the far
end of the dining car and seated themselves there. Scarcely had their order
l>cen nerved when Kingston entered.
Elsie, raising her eyes, saw him standing In the aisle, and she give η little
sigh, which made Denton look quickly
arouud. Λ moment more, and lie was

by their tab'e.

"I will sit here," he said to the wait"Bring my plate to this ta bio."
When they were alone he spoke again,

A Help
The Health
For

W. Ripley, Me., Sept 26, 1906.
"We have used the true 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters in our family for over
thirty years, and think it far superior
wc
to any other medicine of the kind
Sincerely yours,
ever used."
Mrs. H. C. Nane.

"Then what?"
asked lu a toue

The

question

was

"Nothing uiuch." Denton answered
coolly. "only Aurora stocks brought me
In a nuat three thousand more than I
,.ut Into them, and yesterday I secured
a
position as lio::se physician In the
Woodlawn s.i.ilîiiriuni. and that's good
for a couple of thousand a year."

"What's
sharply.

that?"

asked

Kingston

"You see. Kensett Is one of the most
Influential men connected with that
lustltutlon. and the little sen*Ice I was
fortunate enough to render the night
that drunken chauffeur tried to kill
him brought me the place. I've work
ed for It for three months, but that

clinched It. sure."
"I thought that was a fellow by the
name of Lent." growled Kingston.

I
"That's what the pa|>ers said.
didn't care whether they called me
Lent or Easter, fo bug ns I got tinplace and Elsie with It."
"Why didn't you keep me from mak
Ing a fool of myself?" her father demanded. trrulug to his dir.! liter with
a well affected semblance of wrath.
For answer she rented her elbow:: up
on the table, her chin in her hands,
und gazed fixedly Into his eyes for an
Instant; then she : Id earnestly:
I was
"You are Improving, father.
afraid you mi: »:t lay the blame ίο;
that defect In your constitution upon
the Lord. Most |»eoplc do."
Three liorrs Inter In the parloi jf fluLittle Church Around the Corner the
bride was given away by her father.
The Intruder.
A Wa.-hliigton man was telling some
one of thi· trials of his wife, an excel
lent housekeeper, with reference to the
.lust about the time
servant problem,
the uiistrc s would get a new girl bro
l:en to the ways of the household and
Khe would l>id fair to become a model
rervaut she would decamp or enter
One of
the service of a neighbor.
these, u Mrs. H.. had incurred the

especial enmity of the lirst woman,
for she had lately taken two servants
from Mrs. Brown. One night Brown
was moused from his slumbers by
"Bur
queer sounds In the kitchen.
glars!" he hoarsely whispered In the
ear of his spouse as he prepared to
tumble out of bed and

proceed

down

"Edward," calmly observed
«taira.
the wife, "I'd give anything to possess
your optimls'lc nature> Always looking ou the bright side. I'll wager anything it's that odious H. woman trying
to get Mary away from me."
A New Phase of Biology.
A widow reccn:ly came from Albany
to live \vi;li relatives in Brookl.xu. iter
new neighbor* discovered tli.it she wus
given to romauciug alnnit small mittern. Ou her own behalf she claimed
to take the "poetle view" of life. Bus
one of lier neighbors whs inclined b
use a "shorter sud more ugly word"
In describing t!ιί* trait. Among «-the:
things the woman from Alliany stilted
that her late husband was a bio!>>gist
iu the slaU-'s service, pre mui.iMy ill
Alliany. I.ater un it was learned that
he really had Uvu hi the stale's service. doing time ut Sing Sing l'or ιι small

forgery.
A professor's

wife etime to the res-

"Biologist is the iKietic term, all
right," she mild. "My husband tells
me a biologist is a student of cell
life.' —Brooklyn Ragle.

cue.

He Couldn't Plow.
A certain Incident connected with
the great Napoleon while he was In exile in Elba is commémora tod In the island to this hour by nn Inscription affixed to the wall of a peasant's house.

A man named (jlaeoui was plowing
wheu the famous exile came aloug one
day and expressed au Interest in his
work.
Napoleon even took the plowshare out of tiie man's hand and attempted to guide It himself. Hut the
oxen refused to obey him, overturned
tho plow and spoiled the furrow.
The Inscription runs thus: "Napoleon
the Great, passing by this place in
MDCCCXIV. took In the neighboring
Held a plowshare from the hands of a
peasant and himself tried to plow, but
the oxen, rebellious to those hands
which yet had guided Europe, headlong
fled from the furrow."

Greenland Whale·.
The great Greenland whale has no
teeth, its baleen plates, or whalebone,
taking their place. Aloug the center of
tim palate runs a strong«ridge. and on
each side of this there Is a wide depressiou along which the plates are Inserted. These are long and flat, hanging free, and are placed across the
mouth with thuir sides parallel and
The b:ise and outer
near each other.
edge of the plates are of solid whale-

bone, but the Inner edgej

are

fringed,

filling up the Interior of the mouth and
acting as 11 strainer for the fojd, which
consists of the small swimming mollusks and medusae or Jellyfish.
A Man'a Career,
A man ought to look ii|m>u his career
as a great artist looks upon ills masterpiece, as an out-picturing of his
liest self, upon which he looks with
iullnlte pride and a satisfaction which
nothing else can give. Yet many people are so loosely connected with tli^lr
vocation that they are easily separated
from It.—Success Magazine.
An Eloquent Text.
Mr. Newpop—Say. doctor, I wish yon
would fix up something to make my
wife sleep nights. The baby has just
begun cutting its tpeth and— DoctorOb, it s the Imliy you want the opiate
for. Is It? Mr. Newpop—No ; for my
Von see, every time the baby
wife.
sprouts another tooth she is so tickled
that she keeps me awake half the
Bight talking about It

Manure

Cylinder Oil.

Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,
Sulky Plows,

"L. F." Atwood's Bitters on hand.
stimulating and cleansing action 011
stomach, liver, bowels and blood aids
these organs to proceed with normal
regularity and maintain the perfect
health of the body. For old and young

the "L. F." Atwood's Bitters are
liable remedy. 35c. at druggists.
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A. W. WALKER & SON,

A LOW PRICE
—

ON
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Wool Carpets
to close out

HILLS,

—

odd patterns and clran

up stock.

Chas. F, Ridlon,

which made Elsie

quiver.

Gasoline

true
Every household should keep theTheir

er.

this time to his daughter.
"Is this the way yo.i keep promises?·,'
"You did n/it ask me lo promise not
to meet Frel." she answered, "so ju -t
after you left I went lo his office."
"Then win??" lu» asked.
"Then." si 11 Γ red. Iiefore Elsie could
speak. "I asked Ebie to take this trip
with me. and she consented."
"Huh!" grunted Kingston. "A wed
ding trip. I pit- unie."
"Hardly that." rcsjionded Denton,
"ns we arc not married yet. We Just expect to lie when we κ ach New York."

Ί

Jeweler and Graduate

Lowest Prices in Oxford County.
NORWAY, MAINE.

KILLtke couch
CURE

and

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,
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New Discovery
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NORWAY,

Optician.

puoBATE
Estât· s
To all oereons Interested In cither of the
hereinafter named :
In ai d
at
Part··.
held
Court.
At a I'roliate
of
for the County of Oxford, on the thlr<l Tueaday
thou^arnl
one
Lord
our
of
the
year
July, In
matter
The following
nine hun<tre<l ami seven.
h ivlng been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, It la hereby ORKKKKK InThat notice thereof l>e given to ail persons
to l-e
terested, by causing a copy of this order
In the Oxpublished three aweek» successively
South
at
published
ford Democrat,
newspaper
a
Pari·, In said County, that they may appear aton
Probate Court to be held at Rumford Fal's,
9
at
19U7.
D.
A.
the third Tuesday of August,
thcr·;·
of the clock In the forenoon, and l>e heart
on If they see cause.
MARY P. WENTWORTH, late of Brownfleld,
di«ea«ed ; will ami petition fur probate thereof
executor therepresented by Arthur Merrill, the
.10TICE*.

β

ONSUMPTION
OUGHS and

FOR

Price
50c 4 >1,00
Free Trial.

OLDS

Surest and (luickeet Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

For Sale in South Paris.

The house and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah \V. liewett.
situated in the center of the village, I.as
two apartments of seven and ei^ht ι····ηι»
with sheds, large attie, Ac., and is in
The grounds are
excellent condition.
in named.
extensive, containing additional limine
HARRIET C. PULSIFER, late of Pari», de- lots.
f
\V. T. IIKWKTT.
ceased; will ami petition for probate there·
executor
presented by James 8. Wright, the
JAMES 8. WRIGHT, Agent. S. l'ari».
therein name·!.

E*TER J. LOWE, late of Buckfleltl.deceiwf'l;
will ami ρ tlllon for probate thereof presented
by Roman/.o C. I.owe, the executor therein

DANIEL CHAMBERLAIN, late of Hartford,
deceased; pi-tltlon that Ten llroeck W. Stetson
as

Engine and Boiler

Steam

named.

For Sale Clicni».

Second hand, six horse

j>owcr
and eight horse power huiler.
Call and see them at Λ. C. Junes'
JACOB McKKEN, late of Pari*, deceased;
Machine Shop, South Paris, Sle.
some other suit
petition that Walter L. Gray or administrator
of
able person be appointe·! as
widow.

appointed
Chamber·

other suitable person be
administrator, presented by David J.
lain, son ami heir.

or some

presented by M:iry MrKecn,
WASHINGTON DEAN, late of Oxford, decease I ; petition for the determination of collateral Inheritance tax presented by George L.
Wll 1er, administrator.
IVY I. HODGDOK, minor, of lllrnm; second
ami 11 nal account presented fur aliowaice l>y
Alexander P. Copp, guardian.
SAMUEL V. ABBOTT, late of Rumford, <leceased ; fir· t account presented for allow ince by
James 8. Wright, executor.
ROBERT W.GRAY, late of Boston, Mass.;
(Inal account presented for allowance by Emma
C. Gray, administratrix.
A BSE It W. ALLEN, late of Norway, deceased ; petition for an allowance out of personal
estate presented by Evls I. Allen, widow.
ALVIN PIKE, late of Sweden, deceased:

engine

said estate

tlrst account «resented for allowance

by

and

petition for distribution presented by Harry
Delbcrt Pike, administrator.
ALTON F. WHITEHEAD, ward, of Sorwav;
petition for license to sell and convev real estate
presented by Moses P. Stiles, guardian.
LUNA E. ABBOTT, late of Rumford, deceased; first account presented for allowance bv
Caroline W. Blanch ml, the executrix of the

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
an.l i!. <rri Mon m»y
Anyone «ending a
ascertain our opinion frc«· wh,".\,-r m.
(. ,n. rt.
naInvention is probably patentable
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Hatc.U
sent free. Oldest agency for securing pat··!,·
I'atents taken through Mutin A t o. r<.i«l»«
tprrùil r.otict, without charge. In the

appointed

Stiles, guardian.

ADDISON E. HERRICK,Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.

sketch

quickly

Scientific American.

·'
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I.arei
culatioti of any sclentΙΰο Journal. Terms I a
fear: four months, f I. Sold bjrall news,ΐϋ...τ·

MUNN £ Co.3e,B™"'"' New York
Branch OOce. βίδ F St.. Washington. It. C.

ι·:, n.

estate of said deceased.

JAMES BERNIER, late of Upton, deceased;
petition that Charles II. Chase or I'pton or some
as admlnis
other suitable |>erson l>e
trator presented by Mertle M. Bernler, widow.
ALTON E. WHITEHEAD of Sorwav. minor;
account presented for allowance by Moses I'.

DesiGNs
Copyrights Ac.

....

Builders' Finish
I will furnish DOOKS and WIMiOW* of any
Size or Style at reasonable price*.

Also Window & Door Frames.

NOTICE.
The subecrlbcr hereby (five* notice that «he
If In want of any kind of Flnlfth (or Ιιι-Μι ·γ
l.uro
I'll
has been iluly appointed administratrix of the Outside work, eeml In your order*
estate of
ber ami Shingles on band Cheap for Cast..
FRANK L. BARRETT, lato of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an>! Riven
All persons having
bond» a» the law directs.
and Job Work.
demands against the eetate of said deceased are
destred to present the same for settlement, ami
all Indebted thereto are requested to make
Matched Hard Wood Kloor Boards for «aie.
payment Immediately.
BARRETT.
A.
EMMA
1907.
July 16th,
■

Planing, Sawing

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
hae decn duly appointed administrator of the

West

CIIWIHJ K.

W.

K.

Sumner,

....

Maine.

estate of
SIMON Λ. ABBOTT, late of Andover,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
deni ind· against the estate* of said deceased arc
desired to present tha same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
FRANK Κ. Α Κ KIH.
July leth, 1907.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby give· notice that lie
has been duly appointed executor of the last
wlil and testament of
SARAII A. SAMPSON, late of Hartford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an I given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settleare desired to present the same
ment, and all Indebted thereto arc requested to
make payment Immediately·
W. II. EASTMAN.
July 16th, 1907.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give* notice that he
has been iluly appointed administrator of the
estate of
HENRY ABBOTT, late of Andover,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All JMIWM having
bond· as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make payment Immediately.
FRANK E. A KERS.
July leth, 1907.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice thnt she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
SIMON R. Ε I. LIS. late οΓ Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make ρ* ν ment Immediately.
CHARLOTTE E. ELLIS.
July 15th, 1907.
NOTICE.
The subecrll)cr hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
SUMNER SESSIONS, late of Woodstock.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds at the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

payment Immediately.
July 18th, 1907.

9

A. MONT

CHASE.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hae
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
DANIEL R. KKKSK, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all lndobted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
JOHN H. "ROBINSON.
July letb, 1907.
NOTICE.

The subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been iluly anpoluted administrators with
the will annexed of the estate of
OLCUTT B. I'OOR, late of Andover,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds aa the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

payment Immediately.
July 16th, 1907.

EDMUND M. BAILEY.
ΑΒΒΙΕ O. POOR.

NOTICE.
The subacrlber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
LORENZO D. THOMPSON, late of Brcwnfleld,
in the County of Oxford, decease· 1, and given
bonds as the law directe. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

pavment Immediately.
FRED R.THOMPSON.
July 10th, 1907.
P. O- address, Conway Centre, Ν. H.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

CI mom and b*aotlfl*s tb« hate.
Proust·· s loznriant growth.
Never Tails to Bastors Ο ray
Hair to its Toothful Color.
Cum teal? dtaaJM ï"hàlr falllnf.

K>e.aDdHJuatl)n«Jr^

Norway National Bank

issues checks payable
in nearly all parts ί
the world in the currency of the country
which drawn.

on

FOK HALE.
One Concord wagon in good condition,
one two-horse McCormick mowing in.»

chine,
hand

a Champion horse-rake, secoud
driving harness, a lever butter

worker, and

ther

a

Blanchard churn. For fur

particulars inquire of

June 17, 11*07.

A. J. PKNLKY.
South Paris, Main··.

-;,t'

REMEMBER!

Morris Klain,

Norway.

Me.

Can afford to ami will pay more for ra.'*, ru'·
s to
lier*, ami metal than any stranger that »·*.
your house.
to ♦'.· per ton for Iron .le.lv·
He pays from
creil to film here.
He buys folded newt> palier».
Ile le paying for mixed γηκ». I <·<·ιιΙ .ι |»ιιιη·Ι
1'ays market
Rubber» according to market,
price for bran sacks.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings 'àjI.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nickel· St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

